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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is concerned with defining a topology-like structure 
on A-semi-lattices and examining the properties of the associated 
continuous functions. 
A general pre-neighbourhood structure, which satisfies the poset 
analogues of the neighbourhood systems of points in a topological 
space, is introduced on an A-semi-lattice, and is used to define open 
elements. However, without the complete atomic Boolean structure of 
P(X), the supremum of pre-neighbourhood open elements need not be 
open. Neighbourhood structures are introduced on arbitrary lattices 
to remove this deficiency. 
The duals of pre-neighbourhood and neighbourhood systems are used 
to generate closed elements in an arbitrary lattice, independently 
of closure operators or complementation. 
Pre-neighbourhood and neighbourhood continuity is defined and is 
used to prove the central result of the thesis, which effectively 
states that a function f mapping a topological space X to a 
topological space Y is continuous iff the induced lattice function 
f^ : P(X) ̂  P(Y) , given by f^(A) = {f(a) : a e A} , is continuous 
in the lattice sense in an appropriate neighbourhood system. 
It is further shown that neighbourhood lattices have the 
appropriate structure for generalising the concept of continuity from 
functions to relations and multi-functions. It is proved that there 
are essentially three non-equivalent ways of defining continuous 
multi-functions, and that many of the relations encountered at the 
Calculus level are continuous in all three senses. Finally, the 
relationship between the continuity of an equivalence relation 
R on a topological space X and the topological properties of the 
projection into the set X/R is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
What this thesis attempts to do is to formulate a "reasonable" 
generalisation of a topology in an arbitrary lattice. 
The basic point of view is the following: Let (X,T) be a 
topological space and consider P(X) its power set. The topology on 
X states that certain elements of P(X) are open. This leads 
naturally to the question: "Can 'open' elements be defined in an 
arbitrary lattice in a reasonable way and can questions from general 
topology be asked in this lattice environment?" 
By "reasonable" is meant that when the lattice is P(X) for 
some topological space (X,T) , the "new" definitions and theorems 
should conform (as closely as possible) to the "old" results. 
Further, the approach to topology we have taken has been via 
neighbourhoods and neighbourhood systems - since in P(X) these are 
filters or dual ideals. 
It is also hoped that this approach to topological spaces will 
give some indication of how the results in general topology depend on 
the specific lattice structure of P(X) . 
It will be shown that many of the "usual" topological results 
can be obtained in a much more general lattice environment. In fact, 
if the lattice is not atomic, we will show that it is possible to do 
truly pointless topology. 
C H A P T E R 0 
P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
Definition 0.1: A partially ordered set or poset is a pair (P,^), 
where P is a non-void set and ^ is a binary relation on P which 
satisfies: 
(i) (Vx € P ) (X ^ X ) , 
(ii) (x ^ y and y ^ x) => (x = y) , and 
(iii) (x $: y and y ^ z) => (x z) . 
Definition 0.2: A poset (P,^) , or more simply a poset P , is an 
A-semi-lattice iff Vx,y E P , there exists in P a greatest lower 
bound of {x,y} , denoted x A y . Similarly, a poset P is a v-semi-
lattice iff Vx,y e P there exists in P a least upper bound of {x,y}, 
denoted x v y . 
Definition 0 . 3 : A lattice is a poset which is a v-semi-lattice and an 
A-semi-lattice. 
Definition 0.4: A non-void collection of elements F of a poset P 
is a filter iff 
(i) F is an A-subsemi-lattice of P , and 
(ii) (x e F and y x) => (y £ F) . 
Definition 0 . 5 : If P is a poset and x € P , then 
[x) = {y : y e P and y ^ x} . 
Result 0 . 6 : If P is an A-semi-lattice, then Vx E P , [x) is a 
filter in P and Cx) is the smallest filter containing x . 
Proof: If a,b e [x) , then a x and b x . Thus, a A b x 
and a A b € [x) . 
If a e [x) , and y ^ a , then y ^ x . Thus, y e [x) . 
Finally, if F is any filter of P such that x e F , then y ^ x => y e F 
Thus [x) c F . 
Definition 0.7: If [x) is a filter in a poset P , then [x) is 
called the principal filter generated by . 
Definition 0.8: if P is a poset, F(P) = {F : F is a filter of P}. 
Definition 0.9: A non-void collection of elements I of a poset P 
is an ideal iff 
(i) I is a v-subsemi-lattice of P , and 
(ii) (x € I and y ^ x) => y e I . 
It should be noted that an ideal is the lattice dual of a filter. 
Definition 0.10: if P is a poset and x e P , then 
(x] = {y : y e P and y ^ x} . 
Result 0.11: If P is a v-semi-lattice, then (Vx € P) , (x] is an 
ideal of P and is the smallest ideal containing x . 
Proof: The dual of the proof of Result 0.6. 
Definition 0.12: If (x] is an ideal of a poset P , then (x] is 
called the principal ideal generated by x . 
Definition 0.13: if P is a poset, I(P) = {I : I is an ideal of P}, 
The codomain of our basic mappings in Chapter 1 will be F(P) , 
and since we would like to be assured that F(P) > (|) , we will consider 
posets that are A-semi-lattices. 
Example 0.14(i) shows that a poset which is not an A-semi-lattice 
may have F(P) , while Example 0.14 (ii) exhibits a poset for which 
F(P) = cl) . 
Example 0.14: (i) Consider the poset P = {a,b,l} given by the Hasse 
Diagram in Figure 1. 
1 
P is not an A-semi-lattice, but 
F(P) = {Ca), [b), CI)} (j) . 
a b 
Fig. 1 
(ii) Let P = N X {0} u {0} X N and define 
(a,b) $ (c,d) iff (a) b = d and a ^ c , or (3) a = c and b ^ d , 
or (y) a ^ c and b d and max {a,b} < max {c,d} . 
(P,^) is a poset. 
(1) (a,b) $ (a,b) since (a) is true. 
(2) (a,b) ^ (c,d) and (c,d) ^ (a,b) => (a,b) = (c,d) . Suppose (y). 
a c and b d , then max {a,b} < max {c,d} and max {c,d} < max 
{a,b} , a contradiction. Thus, (a) or (3) must hold. Suppose (a). 
b = d and a <: c . Now, either b = d and c ^ a , in which case 
a = c , or c = a and d ^ b, thus a = c . Hence, a = c and b = d. 
(3) (a,b) ^ (c,d) and (c,d) ^ (e,f) => (a,b) ^ (e,f) . 
We must consider cases. For example, in one case we have b = d and 
a $ c and (c,d) ^ (e,f) by either (a), (3) or (y). Suppose (a) holds, 
then c = e and d ^ f . Hence, a ^ e and b ^ f , thus 
(a,b) $ (e,f) . Similar arguments show (3) in all cases. 
(P,^) has the Hasse Diagram in Figure 2. 
P is not an A-semi-lattice, since 
(0,2) and (2,0) are not comparable 
and of the lower bounds for this pair, 
namely {(0,0),(1,0),(0,1)}, there 
is no greatest element. 
F(P) = (j) . Suppose F is a filter of P and V ^ . If x £ F , 
then there exists n e M such that x = (0,n) (or (n,0)]. Now 
C0,n+1) ^ X and (n+1,0) ^ x . Thus, (0,n+l) and (n+1,0) belong 
to F , but (0,n+l) A (n+1,0) does not exist in P . 
We will now state several standard results (see [1]) which we 
will refer to in Chapter 1. 
Definition 0.15: A poset P is said to have the Z.u.h. property iff 
! non-void 
every suüset of P that is bounded above has a least upper bound. 
Similarly, a poset P is said to have the g,t.h, property iff every non-void 
subset of P that is bounded below has a greatest lower bound. 
Result 0.16: A poset P has the l.u.b. property iff P has the 
g.£.b. property. 
Resu1t 0.17: If a poset P is v-complete (or A-complete), then P is 
complete. 
Definition 0.18: A poset P which has the property that every non-
void bounded subset has a g.^.b. and a t,u.h. is said to be conditionally 
complete. 
Result 0.19: Let P be a poset. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) P is conditionally complete. 
(ii) Each bounded non-void subset of P has a g.^.b. 
(iii) Each bounded non-void subset of P has a ^.u.b. 
Conventions and Notations: 
1. In general, v and A will represent the operations of sup and 
inf ; while u and n will be used to denote the set theoretic 
operations of union and intersection. 
2. 1 will represent the greatest element of a poset P (if it exists) 
and 0 or (f) will represent the least element of a poset P (if it 
exists). 
3. If X is a set, P(X) = {A : A c x} . 
4. Whenever a e I is written, I will be used to denote an 
arbitrary indexing set. 
5. If a,b are elements of a poset P and a ^ b , then 
[a,b] = {x : X € P and a x ^ b} , and (a,b) = {x : x £ P and 
a < X < b} . 
6. If L is an orthocomplemented lattice, then ' will be used to 
denote complementation. 
7. R = {x : X is a real number} , 
Q = {x : X E R and x is rational} , 
Z = {x : X £ Q and x is an integer} , 
]N = {x : X 6 Z and x > 0} . 
8. A function f : X ^ Y will frequently be called a map from X 
to Y or a mapping from X to Y . 
C H A P T E R 1 
P R E - N E I G H B O U R H O O D M A P S ^ N E I G H B O U R H O O D M A P S 
A N D N E I G H B O U R H O O D L A T T I C E S 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
If (X,T) is a topological space, then T determines Vx e X a 
neighbourhood system of the point x with respect to T , denoted ri(x), 
and given by n(x) = {y : y e P(X) and there exists g e l such that 
X e g c y} . Further, n(x) E F (P(X)) . Conversely, it can be shown 
that if Vx £ X , there is an associated n(x) e F ( P ( X ) ) and n(x) 
satisfies conditions 1-4 listed below, then there is exactly one 
topology T on X , given by A e T iff (Vx e A) , A e ri(x) , such 
that n(x) is the neighbourhood system of x . The conditions are: 
(1) (VN € n(x)} , X e N , 
(2) if N € n(x) and N c M , then M £ n(x) , 
(3) if N £ n(x) and M £ ri(x) , then N n M £ n(x) , and 
(4) if N £ ri(x) , then there exists 8 c n such that x £ 0 £ TI(X) 
and Vy £ e , 0 £ n(y) . 
Hence, a topology on a set X is uniquely determined when the 
neighbourhoods of each of its points are known. 
We will show in this chapter that if L is an arbitrary lattice, 
we can define neighbourhood systems for elements of L and these 
neighbourhood systems give rise to a topology - like structure on L . 
In fact, if the lattice is P(X) for some set X , we will show that 
the lattice neighbourhood systems generate a topology. It should be 
further noted that in the development of this theory, vie will prove 
the assertions about neighbourhood systems and topologies made in the 
opening paragraph, albeit in several stages. 
1.2 PRE-NEIGHBOURHOOD MAPPINGS 
Definition 1.1: If P is an A-semi-lattice, then a function 
n : P F(P) is called a filter map. 
Note 1.2: By Result 0.6, F(P) , since Vx e P , [x) is a 
filter of P . 
Definition 1.3: Let P be an A-semi-lattice and n be a filter map 
on P . g e P is said to be neighbourhood open (n-open) iff n(g) = [g) 
Note 1.4: Open will frequently be used for n-open. Further, if n is 
a filter map on P , we will let G = {g : g e P and g is open} . 
Definition 1.5: A filter map N is said to be a pre-neighbourhood 
map iff (Vx, teP)(t e n(x)<=>there exists g £ G such that x ^ g $ t). 
It should be noted that for a pre-neighbourhood map n , n(x) 
satisfies the poset analogues of conditions 1-4 for a topological 
neighbourhood system. In particular. Definition 1.5 is essentially the 
requirement that each neighbourhood of the element x contains an open 
element that contains x . (x e g £ t <=> {x} c g c t) . 
Lemma 1.6: If P is an A-semi-lattice and n is a pre-neighbourhood 
map on P , then 
(i) n is antitone, i.e. (x $ y) => (n(y) £ n(x)] , 
(ii) (Vx e P) , n(x) c [x) , and 
(iii) if 1 € P , n(l) = [1) . 
Proof: (i) Suppose x ^ y . If t e n(y) , then there exists 
g e G and y ^ g ^ t . But 3 i ^ y $ g ^ t = > t e n ( x ) . 
(ii) n(x) ({) . t 6 n(x) => there exists g e G and 
X ^ g ^ t => t e Cx) . 
(iii) Suppose 1 e P. n(l) c|) , x e ri(l) => there exists 
g € G and l ^ g ^ x = > x = g = l = > ti(1) = [1) . 
A subset of a topological space (X,T) is open iff it is a 
neighbourhood (i.e. a member of the neighbourhood system) of each of its 
elements. The following theorem is the pre-neighbourhood version of this 
result. 
Theorem 1.7: Let P be an A-semi-lattice and n be a pre-neighbourhood 
map on P . g e P is open iff (Vx e P)(x ^ g => g e nCx)) . 
Proof: Suppose g is open, x ^ g => n(g) s nCx) , but n(g) = Eg). 
Thus g € n(x) . Conversely, suppose Vx ^ g => g e ri(x) . To show 
that ri(g) = [g) , we need only show that [g) £ ri(g) . 
g ^ g g € n(g) , and if X ^ g , then x e ri(g) by filter property 
(ii). Hence, [g) c n(g) . 
We will now show how subsets of an A-semi-lattice determine pre-
neighbourhood mappings. 
Theorem 1.8: Let P be an A-semi-lattice and G c p . If 
(i) (Vx £ P)(3g € G) such that g ^ x , and 
(ii) G is an A-subsemi-lattice of P , then there is exactly one pre-
neighbourhood mapping n : P F(P) such that G is the set of open 
elements of n • Conversely, if n : P F(P) is a pre-neighbourhood 
map, then G satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Proof: Suppose G satisfies (i) and (ii) . Define, Vx e P , 
n(x) = {t : there exists g e G and x ^ g ^ t} . 
Claim 1: n is a pre-neighbourhood map. By (i), r,(x) ^ (¡> . If 
t € nCx) and t^ ^ t , then t^ e n(x) . Hence, n(x) has filter 
property (ii) . Further, if e n(x) , then there exists 
g^,g2 € G and x ^ g^ ^ t^ , x ^ g^ ^ t2 - Hence, x g^ A g2 ^ t^ A t^ 
But g^ A g^ € G by (ii) n is a filter map. We will now show that 
n(g) = tg) iff g e G . n(x) = Ex) => x € n(x) => there exists g e G 
such that X ^ g ^ X . Thus, x = g and x e G . Conversely, if g € G, 
then g £ n(g) . Thus Eg) c n(g) . But t e n(g) => g ^ t ri(g) = Eg) 
We have shown n is a pre-neighbourhood map. Finally, suppose there 
exists a pre-neighbourhood map n^ : P F(P) such that Vg e G , 
ri^(g) = Eg) . t e n^(x) <=> there exists g e G and 
X $ g ^ t <=> t € n(x) . Conversely, suppose n : P F(P) is a pre-
neighbourhood map. 
(i) Let X € P . n(x) (() => there exists t e n(x) and g e G such 
that X ^ g $ t . 
(ii) Let g^, g2 e G . To show: g^ A g^ e G . x ^ g^ A g^ => x ^ g^, 
and X ^ g2 => g^ e n(x) and g^ e n(x) => g;̂  ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^ 
open by Theorem 1.7. 
Corollary 1.8.1: Let P be an A-semi-lattice with 1, and G £ P . if 
(i)' 1 E G and (ii) G is an A-subsemi-lattice of P , then there is 
exactly one pre-neighbourhood mapping n : P F(P) such that G is the 
set of open elements of n . Conversely, if n : P F(P) is a pre-
neighbourhood map, then G satisfies (i)' and (ii). 
Proof: If 1 e P , then (i) <=> (i)'. 
Theorem 1.8 proves that we can generate pre-neighbourhood maps on 
an A-semi-lattice P by determining subsets G of P which satisfy 
(i) and (ii) or (i)' and (ii). 
Example 1.9: (i) Let (X,T) be a topological space. Each of the 
following G^ determine a pre-neighbourhood mapping on the poset 
(P(X),£) . 
(a) G^ = T . 
(b) G2 = {A : A e P(X) and A is closed in (X,T)} . It should be 
noted that G^ is not closed under the formation of arbitrary 
suprema. 
(c) If X is a compact Hausdorff space, then let G^ = {A : A € P(X) , 
and A is compact} . 
(ii) Let P be any A-semi-lattice. G = P generates 
a discrete pre-neighbourhood system. 
(iii) Let X be a measure space and M = {A : A e P(X) 
and A is measurable} . G = M determines a pre-neighbourhood mapping 
on (P(X),c) . 
(iv) Let X be a group, S(X) = {A : A e P(X) and A 
is a subgroup of X} , and N(X) = {A : A e S(X) and A is normal} . 
(a) G^ = S(X) and G^ = N(X) determine pre-neighbourhood mappings 
on (P(X),c} . 
(b) G = N(X) determines a pre-neighbourhood mapping on the lattice 
S(X) . 
(v) Let R be a ring, S(R) = {A : A e P(R) and A is 
a subring of R} , = (A : A e P(R) and A is a left ideal of 
R} , and I(R) = {A : A e S(R) and A is an ideal of R} . 
G^ = S(R) , G^ = I^C^) ^ and G^ = I(R) determine pre-neighbourhood 
mappings on (P(R),c) . 
14. 
(vi) If P is an A-semi-lattice with and 1 , 
G = {<i>,l} determines a trivial pre-neighbourhood mapping on P . 
(vii) Let P be an A-semi-lattice with 1 . Each 
the following G^ determines a pre-neighbourhood map on P . 
(a) S = [a,b] u {1} . 
Cb) = Ca) . 
(c) (a] u {1} . 
(d) = CI) . 
(viii) Consider R with the usual ordering. Each 
following G^ determines a pre-neighbourhood mapping on R . 
(a) = Z . 
(b) = {x : X e Z and x is prime} . 
(c) S = li . 
(d) = Q . 
(e) S = Q' = {x : X 6 R and x is not rational} . 
(f) ^6 = (a,«), for a e R . 
(ix) Let B(R) = {f : f is a bounded function and 
f : R - > R } . G = { f : f e B ( R ) and f is continous} determines a 
pre-neighbourhood mapping on (b(R),^) , where ^ is the usual ordering 
on B(R) . 
Note 1. 10̂ : It has not been assumed in this thesis that particular posets 
are complete. Hence, in the following Lemma and in a]^ later results, 
whenever v x is written the stipulation "provided it exists" should 
ael a 
be made. A similar comment relates to x . Further, when an agl " 
equation or inequality is stated, it is tacitly assumed that the 
equation or inequality is true whenever each term which appears in the 
equality or inequality exists in the poset. 
Lemma 1. 11: If P is an a-semi-lattice and n is a pre-neighbourhood 
mapping on n , then 
(i) n( V XJ c n^ ri(x ) , 
a e l ^ a e l ^ 
(ii) n [x ) = [ V X ) , and 
ael ot ael ^ 
(iii) u n(x ) c n( A XJ . 
ael ^ ael 
Proof: (i) Let x = v x . ri(x) <}) . 
ael ^ 
t e n(x) => there exists g e G such that x $ g $ t . 
a"̂  ^ ^ ^̂^ ̂  ^ ' \ ^ ^ ^ ̂  
=> Va e I , t e n(x ) => t e n n(x ) . ex Qjgi a 
(ii) n [x (j) , since Va e I , v x e [x ) . 
ael ^ ael ^ ^ 
x e n [ x ) = > V a e I , x e [ x ) = > V a e I , x ^ x 
ael ^̂  ' â  ' a 
=>x:^ V X = > x e [ v x ) . Conversely, 
ael ^ ael ^ 
x e [ v x ) = > x ^ V X = > V a e I , x:^x 
ael ael 
=> Va e I , X e [x ) => X e n [x ) . 
^ ael ^ 
(iii) Va e I , A x ^ X => Va e I , n(x ) c n ( a x ) 
ael ^̂  ael 
= > u n(x ) c n( A X ) . ael Oi ael ^ 
We have shown thus far that for A-semi-lattices, the poset analogues 
of Conditions 1-4 (page 9 ) are not enough to guarantee that the supremum 
of open elements (even if it exists) is open. 
It may be worthwhile to examine which lattice theoretic properties 
of P(X) are used to establish that the supremum of open elements is 
open. 
Result 1.12: Let n :P(X)->F(P(X)) satisfy Conditions 1-4 (page 9 ) 
and let A e PCX) be defined to be open iff (Vx e A) , A e ri(x) . 
If I is any non-void index set, and if Va e I , A^ is open, then 
u A is open, 
ael « 
Proof: u A e P(X) since P(X) is complete. 
ael ^ 
X e u A => there exists a e l such that x e A 
ael a o a^ 
=> A e nCx) => (by filter property (ii)), u A e nCx) . 
^o ael ^ 
Thus, u A is open. 
ael 
The proof uses the completeness of P(X) , and the property 
that each non-void element of P(X) is the supremum of the atoms it 
dominates. This observation is central in the generalizations of 
topological structures to complete atomic lattices. 
It should be noted that we have not used the condition for 
openness in Theorem 1.8, but the fact that in P(X) , knowing the 
neighbourhoods of points is enough to determine the open sets. We will 
return to the role of the neighbourhoods of points in Note 1.21, where 
we will show that the neighbourhood of a set is determined by the 
neighbourhoods of its elements or points. 
1.3 NEIGHBOURHOOD MAPPINGS AND NEIGHBOURHOOD LATTICES 
We will now show that if L is any lattice, which need not be 
complete nor atomic, we can introduce a neighbourhood system on L 
which agrees with topological neighbourhoods when the lattice is P(X) 
for a topological space CX,T) . 
We will find the following definition useful: 
Definition 1.13- Let L be a lattice and L^ c L . L^ is a v-semi-
complete sublattice of L iff (VA £ L.) , v a exists in L. 
i aeA •• 
whenever it exists in L and they are equal. Similarly, we have an 
A-semi-complete sublattice of L . 
Note 1.14: In the chain R with usual ordering, which is not a 
complete lattice, Z is a v-semi-complete sublattice of R but Q is 
not. However, a more significant example comes from a consideration of 
Result 0.17, which states that a poset is v-complete iff it is 
A-complete. Now, let (X,T) be a topological space and consider the 
complete lattice P(X) . T is a u-semi-complete sublattice of P(X) , 
but T is not n-semi-complete. We might also note that this does not 
contradict Result 0.17, since T itself as a lattice is v complete 
thus A complete. But the A in T need not agree with n in P(X) 




n ' n 
. Vn € K , A^ £ T . But n A^ = {0} T . However, 
A A = e T . 
1 ^ n=l 
Definition 1.15' Let L be a lattice. A pre-neighbourhood map 
n : L F(L) is a neighbourhood map iff 
(i) G is a v-semi-complete sublattice of L , and 
(ii) if <i> 6 L , then n(<i)) = • 
Note 1 . S i n c e G is the set of open elements of a pre-neighbourhood 
map, it is known to be a A-subsemi-lattice of L . Thus (i) is equivalent 
to stating that G is a v-subsemi-lattice of L that is v-semi-complete. 
To show the independence of (i) and (ii) of Definition 1.15, we 
need only consider Example 1.9. Example 1.9, (i)(b), satisfies (ii) 
but not (i) and Example 1.9, (vii) (a) applied to a 4 element chain 
(|) < a < b < 1 , satisfies (ii) but not (i). 
Definition 1.17: If L is a lattice and if n is a neighbourhood 
mapping defined on L , then the pair (L,n) will be called a 
neighbourhood lattice. Similarly, if n is a pre-neighbourhood mapping 
on L , then the pair (L,n) will be called a pre-neighbourhood lattice. 
Lemma 1.18: If (L,n) is a conditionally complete neighbourhood 
lattice, then n( v x^) = n n(x ) . 
ael ^ otel 
Proof: By Lemma l.ll(i), n( v x ) c n n(x ) . In particular, ' -r C* T 
ael ael 
this shows that n n(x ) ^ -
ael ^ 
y e n n(x ) => Va e I , y e n(x ) => there exists g^ open such 
ael ^ 
that X ^ g ^ y • But V g e L , since L is conditionally 
a ^ a ot£X ^ 
complete. Thus v x^ ^ ""t ^a ^ ' ^a ^ ^ 
ael ^ ael ^ 
y e n( V X ) . 
ael a 
Theorem 1.19: Let L be a lattice and G e P(L) . 
If (i) (Vx e L)(ag e G) such that x ^ g , 
(ii) G is a V-semi-complete sublattice of L , and 
(iii) if (|) e L , then <j) e G , 
then G is the set of open elements of L if we define a neighbourhood 
mapping n : L ̂  F(L) by n(x) = {t : 3g e G and x ^ g $ t} . 
Conversely, if (L,n) is a neighbourhood lattice, then G satisfies 
(i), (ii) and (iii). 
Proof: Suppose G satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). By Theorem 1.8, 
and its proof, n is a pre-neighbourhood mapping. Hence, n is a 
neighbourhood mapping. Conversely, a neighbourhood mapping is a pre-
neighbourhood mapping which satisfies (ii) and (iii). By Theorem 1.8, 
n satisfies (i). 
Corollary 1.19.1: Let L be a Lattice with 1 and G e P(L) . If 
(i) ' 1 6 G , (ii) G is a v-semi-complete sublattice of L , and 
(iii) if (j) € L , then cj) e G , then G is the set of open elements 
of L if we define n : L F(L) by n(x) = {t : 3g e G and x ^ g ^ t}. 
Conversely, if (L,n) is a neighbourhood lattice, then G satisfies 
(i)', (ii), and (iii). 
Proof: By Corollary 1.8.1, (i) <=> (i)'. 
Corollary 1.19.2: If (X,T) is topological space, then 
n : P(X) ^ F(P(X)) defined by n(A) = {N : gg £ I and A C g C N} is 
a neighbourhood mapping on P(X) . 
Proof: Since T £ P(X) satisfies conditions (i) ', (ii) and (iii), 
n is a neighbourhood mapping. Further, the n-open elements of P(X) are 
the elements of T . 
Definition 1.20: If (X,T) is a topological space, then the neighbourhood 
mapping defined in Corollary 1.19.2 is called the induced neighbourhood 
mapping on P(X) and the pair (P(X) ,ri) is the induced neighbourhood 
lattice of (X,T) . 
Corollary 1.19.3: Let X be any set : If (P(X),n) is a neighbourhood 
lattice, then G = {g : g e P(X) and n(g) = Cg)} is a topology on X . 
Further, (P(X),n) is the induced neighbourhood lattice of (X,G) . 
Proof: G satisfies (i) ' , (ii) and (iii). Hence, G is a topology 
on X . Since N is uniquely determined by G , (P(X),TI) is the 
induced neighbourhood lattice of (X,G) . 
Thus we have shown that neighbourhood mappings on P(X) generate 
topological spaces and topological spaces generate neighbourhood mappings 
on P(X) . In addition the induced neighbourhood lattice extends the 
concept of neighbourhoods from points to sets, and in (P(X),TI) a set 
is open iff it is a member of its own neighbourhood system. 
It should also be noted that not only are the n-open elements of 
the induced neighbourhood lattice (P(X),n) identical with the open 
elements of (X,T) but also that the neighbourhood system of {x} in 
P(X) is identical with the neighbourhood system of x in (X,T) , since 
in (P(X),n) , n({x}) = {N : N € P(X) , and 3 g € G such that 
{x} c g c N} , while in (X,T) we have n(x) = {N : N e PCX) and 
H g e T such that x € g £ N} . Thus, we will identify n(x) and 
n({x}) when convenient, and in fact write n(x) for n({x}) . Finally, 
when we are considering a topological space (X,T) and write (P(X),n), 
it will be assumed, unless stated otherwise, that (P(X),n) is the 
induced neighbourhood lattice of (X,T) . 
Note 1.21: Lemma 1.18 indicates the specific way that the neighbourhood 
of a set is determined by the neighbourhoods of its points. Let 
(P(X),n) be the induced neighbourhood lattice of (X,T) . If 
A £ P(X) , then A = u {a} . By Lemma 1.18 we have aeA 
n(A) = n( u {a}) = n n({a}) . Thus, the neighbourhood system of a 
acA aeA 
set is the intersection of the neighbourhood systems of its points. 
Example 1.22: (i) Let L be a lattice, and let G = L . Every 
element of L is open and we have the discrete n-topology on L . 
(ii) Let L be a lattice with greatest element 1 . 
(a) If (j) L , then G = {1} is the trivial n-topology on L . 
(b) If (}) e L , then G = {<}),1} is the trivial n-topology on L . 
(iii) Let L be a lattice with (j), 1 . (If <j) L , 
make obvious modifications). Each of the following G^ determines a 
neighbourhood mapping on L . 
(a) G^ = W u Ca,b] u {1} . 
(b) G^ = W u [a) . 
(c) G3 = (a] u {1} . 
(d) If F is any filter of L , let G^ = {(j)} u F . 
(iv) Let L = R with the usual v and A . 
(a) G^ = Z . 
(b) G2 = (x : X e Z and x is prime} . 
(c) G3 = ]N . 
(d) If a ^ b , then let G^ = Ca,b] u Z . 
(v) Let L be a complete modular lattice with greatest 
element 1 . 
(a) Define n : L F(L) by n(<|)) = i(l>) and if x ^ , then 
n(x) = {t : X ^ t and t can be connected to 1 by a finite chain of 
elements in L} . n is a neighbourhood mapping. 
Proof: Clearly, cf), 1 are open. If x^, X2 are open, then 
[X^, X^ V X2] is isomorphic to [X^ A X2, X2] and since there is a 
finite chain from x^ to x^ v X2 , there is a finite chain from 
XJ A X2 to X2 , and hence to 1 . Thus, X^ A X2 is open. If Va E I, 
X is open, then v x ^ x => v x can be joined to 1 by a a a a Q̂ ĵ a 
finite chain. Thus, v x is open. 
ael ^̂  
(b) Let a^ be any infinite cardinal number. Define: n : L F(L) 
by n((i)) = C<j)) and if x (j) , n(x) = {t : x ^ t and t can be 
connected to 1 by a chain of length X , where X $ a^} . n is a 
neighbourhood mapping by the proof in (a). 
(vi) Let V and A be defined on IN by 
m V N = £.c.m(m,n) and m A n = g.c.d(m,n) . IN is a lattice. 
Vk £ IN , let Gĵ  = {x : X € W and x is a multiple of k} . Vk E IN 
Gĵ  determines a neighbourhood mapping on li . 
We will now show that there is a connection between neighbourhood 
mappings on a lattice, in particular neighbourhood mappings on chains, 
and an underlying topology. We will refer to this result in Chapter 3. 
We will find it convenient to use the result that 3 £ P(X) is a 
base for some topology on X = u B iff (VA, B e 3) (SC € 3) and 
Be3 
(x £ A n B) => (x e C c A n B) . 
Theorem 1.23: (i) Let (L,n) be a neighbourhood lattice, and G the 
set of open elements of L . If we define T = P(G) u {L} then (L,T) 
is a topological space. 
(ii) Let L be a unbounded chain, and r\ a neighbourhood 
mapping on L . If (Vx £ L) (3g e G) and g ^ x , and we define 3 by 
A € 3 iff there exist g^, g2 e G and A = (g^, g2) , then 3 is a 
base for a topology on L . 
(iii) Let L be a chain without an upper bound and 
(L,T) be a topological space. If we define x £ L to be n-open iff 
[x) is closed in L , then (L,n) is a neighbourhood lattice. Further, 
if 1 £ L and (L,T) is a Hausdorff space, then (L,n) is a 
neighbourhood lattice. 
Proof: (i) T clearly satisfies (i)', (ii) and (iii) of Corollary 
1.19.1 
(ii) Let X e L . There exist g^, §2 e G such that 
g^ < X < g2 , since Vx e L , there is x^ e L and x^ < x , hence a 
g^ e G for which g^ < x^ < x . By Theorem 1.19 and a similar argument, 
there exists g^ £ G and > x . Hence, L = u B . ^ ^ Beg 
Now, let A = (g^, g2) and B = (g^, g^) be elements of 3 , and 
X € A n B . C = (g^ V g^, g2 A g^) c A n B , C e 3 . gj < ^ < g2 
and g3 < X < g^ => gj V g^ = maxig^, g2} < x , and 
g2 A g^ = min{g2, g^) > x . Thus x e C £ A n B , and 3 is the base 
for a topology on L . 
(iii) If (J) e L , then [(f)) = L is closed. Thus, is 
n-open 
Now, suppose Va e I , x^ is open, and v x e L , then by a ot̂ I a 
Lemma 1.11, (ii), [ v x^) = n [x ) . But Va e I , [x ) is closed, ael ^ a€l " 
thus [ V X ) is closed and v x is n-open. If x., x^ are n-open ael a otel ot ^ . 
say x^ < X2 , then [x^ A X2) = Cx^) is closed and x^ A X2 is n-open. 
Finally, if 1 e L and (L,T) is a Hausdorff space, then [1) = {1} 
is closed => 1 is n-open. 
Example 1.24: Let R be the chain of real numbers with the usual 
ordering. If n is the discrete neighbourhood system on R , then the 
topology generated in Theorem 1.23 (ii) is the usual topology on R . 
Conversely, if we consider the chain R as a topological space with the 
usual topology, then Vx e R , Ex) = {y : y e R and y ^ x} is closed 
in R . Thus, the neighbourhood system'generated in Theorem 1.23 (ii) is 
the discrete neighbourhood system. 
We will now consider the conditions on a neighbourhood lattice 
I 
(L,ri) which will allow us to define an interior operator on L . 
Theorem 1.25: Let (L,n) be a conditionally complete neighbourhood 
lattice. If we define ° : L L by a° = v{g : g e G and g ^ a} , 
then (i) (Va e L) , a° ^ a , 
(ii) a is open iff a - a° , 
o o o 
(iii) (a ) = a , 
(iv) a b => a° ^ b° , 
(v) (a A b)° = a° A b° , and 
(vi) a° V b° $ (a V b)° . 
Proof: We first note that Va e L , a° £ L . If we let 
G^ = {g : g ^ G and g ^ a} , then G^ is bounded above. Hence, v G, 
exists in L and is open. 
(i) Let a e L . If g £ G^ , then g $ a . Thus v G^ ^ a , and 
o 
a ^ a . 
(ii) If a is open, then a £ G^ . Thus, ^ ^^ = ^ • 'The converse 
o 
follows from our first remark that a is open. 
(iii) Since a is open, (a ) = a . 
(iv) If a ^ b , then G^ £ G^ . Thus, ^ G^ ^ v G^ and a° ^ b° . 
(v) a A b ^ a and a A b ^ b => (a A b)° ^ a° A b° . 
Also, a° a and b° ̂  b => a° A b° I: a A b => (a° A b°) ^ (a A b) °. 
But a° A b° is open. Thus, a° A b° ^ (a A b)° . 
(vi) a° $ (a V b)° and b° ^ (a v b) ° => a° v b"" ^ (a v b)° . 
It should be noted that if P is a poset and f : P P is such 
that f is isotone, f = f o f , and Vx e P , f(x) ^ x , then f is 
called a dual closure mapping. Thus, Theorem 1.25 states that ° : L L 
is a dual closure mapping on conditionally complete neighbourhood 
lattices. 
CHAPTER 2 
PRE-DUAL NEIGHBOURHOOD MAPS^ DUAL-NEIGHBOURHOOD 
MAPS^ AND DUAL NEIGHBOURHOOD LATTICES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION AND PRE-DUAL NEIGHBOURHOOD MAPS 
We approached the problem of defining open elements in an arbitrary 
lattice in Chapter 1 via filters and neighbourhood mappings. By "dualizing" 
the definitions in Chapter 1 we will derive a parallel theory involving 
ideals and dual-neighbourhood mappings. This parallel theory is used 
to define "closed" elements in a lattice-independently of complementation 
or openness. Finally, we will prove that if L is an orthocomplemented 
lattice, a closed element under the dual theory is the complement of an 
open element. 
Since "duality" is used in a variety of ways, particularly in 
Boolean lattices, the "duals" of the results obtained for neighbourhood 
lattices will be stated explicitly. 
Definition 2.1: If P is a v-semi-lattice, then a function 
y : P T(P) is called an ideal map. 
Note 2.2: By Result 0.11 i(P) (f) since (Vx e P) , (x] is an 
ideal of P . 
Definition 2.3: Let P be a v-semi-lattice and y an ideal map on P . 
h € P is said to be y-closed (or simply closed) iff Y(a) = (a] . 
Note 2.4: Closed will frequently be used for y -closed. Further, if 
y is an ideal map on P , we will let H = {h : h € P and h is closed}. 
Definition 2.5: Let P be a v-semi-lattice. An ideal map y is said 
to be a pre-dual neighbourhood map (or more simply a pre-dual map) on P 
iff (Va,teP)(t € Y(a)<=>there exists h e H and t ^ h ^ a] . 
Note 2.6: Although we do not intend to say that any result is the 
"dual" of a corresponding result in Chapter 1, we will say that a proof 
is the dual of the corresponding proof in Chapter 1 if the proof of the 
"new" result can be obtained from the proof of the "old" result on a line 
for line basis by using the following procedure: interchange v and A , 
interchange ^ and ^ ; replace [x) by (x] , replace a pre-neighbour-
hood map n by a pre-dual map y , and replace g e G by h e H . 
Lemma 2.7: if P is a v-semi-lattice and y is a pre-dual map on P , 
then (i) Y is isotone, 
(ii) (Vx e P) , Y ( X ) C (x] , and 
(iii) if (f) £ P , Y(cf>) = (<i>] . 
Proof: The dual (as per Note 2.6) of the proof of Lemma 1.6. 
We noted that Theorem 1.7 was the lattice analogue of the 
statement that a set is open iff it is an element of the neighbourhood 
system of each of its points. As a first step in showing that if points 
(singleton sets) are used in characterizing openness in P(X) , the 
complements of points (singleton sets) will be useful in determining 
"closedness" in P(X) , we have 
Theorem 2.8: Let P be a v-semi-lattice and y be a pre-dual map on 
P. h £ P is closed iff (Vx e P) , (h ^ x => h e y(x)) . 
Proof: The dual of the proof of Theorem 1.7. 
Theorem 2.9: Let P be a v-semi-lattice and H c p . if 
(i) (Vx e P)(3h e H) such that h ^ x , and 
(ii) H is a v-subsemi-lattice of P , then there is exactly one pre-
dual mapping y : P ^ I(P) such that H is the set of closed elements 
of Y . Conversely, if y : P I(P) is a pre-dual mapping, then H 
satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Proof: The dual of the proof of Theorem 1.8. 
Corollary 2.9.1: Let P be a v-semi-lattice with (f>, and H c p . 
If (i) ' (j) e H and (ii) H is a v-subsemi-lattice of P , then there 
is exactly one pre-dual mapping y : P I(P) such that H is the set 
of closed elements of y . Conversely, if y : P I(P) is a pre-dual 
map, then H satisfies (i)' and (ii). 
Proof: If (1) € P , then (i) <=> (i)' . 
Example 2.10: (i) Let (X,T) be a topological space. Each of the 
following H^ determine a pre-dual mapping on the poset (P(X),c) . 
(a) H^ = T . It should be noted that H^ is not closed under the 
formation of arbitrary infima. 
(b) H2 = {A : A e P(X) and A is closed in (X,T)} . 
(c) H , = {A : A € P(X) and A is compact} . 
(d) H4 = {A : A e F(X) and A is dense in X} u {(j)} . 
(ii) Let P be any v-semi-lattice. H = P generates a 
discrete pre-dual mapping. 
(iii) Let X be a measure space and M = {A : A € P(X) 
and A is measurable}. H = M determines a pre-dual mapping on 
{P(X),£} . 
(iv) Let X be a group, (S(X),a,v) is a lattice if we 
define VA^, A2 € S(X) , A^ a A^ = A^ n k^ and 
A^ V A2 = n{A : A € S(X) and A^ c A , A2 £ A} . 
H = N(X) determines a pre-dual mapping on S(X) . 
(v) If P is a v-semi-lattice with (j) and 1 , then 
H = {(j),!} determines a trivial pre-dual mapping on P . 
(vi) Let P be a v-semi-lattice with (|) . Each of the 
following H. 1 determine a pre-dual map on P . 
(a) H^ = {(})} u [a,b] . 
(b) H2 = (a] • 
(c) H3= Ca) U {({)} . 
(d) H4 = • 
(vii) Consider R with the usual ordering. Each of the 
following H^ determine pre-dual mappings on R . 
(a) H^ = Z . 
(b) H2 = {x : X £ Z and x or -x is prime} . 
(c) H^ = {x : -X e IN } . 
(d) H4 = Q . 
(e) H^ = Q' = {x : X e R and x is not rational} . o 
(f) H^ = (-«»a), for a e R . 
(viii) Let B(R) = {f : f is a bounded function and 
f : R - ^ R } . H = { f : f e B(R) and f is continuous} determines a 
pre-dual neighbourhood system on 
Note 2.11: If we look at the poset P(X) , for a topological space 
(X,T) , we note that the elements of P(X) are determined by the atoms 
they dominate and pre-neighbourhood maps measure "closeness" by using 
the supersets of ix} that are neighbourhoods of x . However, in a 
chain, say R with the usual ordering, being in a neighbourhood of x , 
means being "close to the right" of x , while being in a dual-neighbour-
hood means being "close to the left" of x . 
Lemma 2.12: if P is a v-semi-lattice and y is a pre-dual on P , 
then (i) Y( A X ) C N Y ( x J , 
ael ^ ael ^ 
(ii) n ( x ] = ( A x ] , and 
ael a ael a ' 
(iii) u Y(X ) C Y( V X ) . 
ael ^̂  ael ^̂  
Proof: The dual of the proof of Lemma 1.11 . 
2.2 DUAL NEIGHBOURHOOD MAPPINGS AND DUAL NEIGHBOURHOOD LATTICES 
We are now in a position to introduce closed elements in an 
arbitrary lattice. 
Definition 2.13: Let L be a lattice. A pre-dual mapping y : L T(L) 
is a dual neighbourhood mapping iff (i) H is an A-semi-complete sub-
lattice of L , and (ii) if 1 e L , Y(1) = (1] • 
Definition 2.14: if L is a lattice and if Y is a dual neighbourhood 
mapping on L , then the pair (L,Y) will be called a dual neighbourhood 
lattice. Similarly, if Y is a pre-dual mapping on L , then (L,Y) is 
called a pre-dual lattice. 
Lemma 2.15: If (L,Y) is a conditionally complete dual neighbourhood 
lattice, then Y( A X ) = n Y ( X J . 
ael ael 
Proof: The proof is the dual of Lemma 1.18. 
We illustrated in Result 1.12 the important role played by the atoms 
of P(X) in determining topological openness. Before we go on to 
establish the general results concerning closed elements in a dual 
neighbourhood lattice, we will consider specifically the elements of 
P(X) closed under a dual neighbourhood mapping. We will prove the 
"dual" of the characterization of open sets given in Result 1.12 in 
which the role of atoms will be taken by dual-atoms. 
Result 2.16: If (P(X),T} is a dual neighbourhood lattice, then 
A € P(X) is closed iff Vx ^ A , A e yiix}') . 
Proof: Suppose A is closed and x 4 A . A c { x } ' => A E Y ( { X } ' ) . 
Conversely, suppose Yx it k , A e yCix}') . ^ e ^n^ Y ( { X } ' ) = {x}') 
= Y(A) . Hence, A is closed. 
It should be noted that in the proof of Result 2.16 we used the 
atomiticity, completeness, and complementation properties of P(X) . 
Theorem 2.17: Let L be a lattice and H € P(L) . If 
(i) (Vx € L)(3h £ H) such that h ^ x , 
(ii) H is an A-semi-complete sublattice of L , and 
(iii) if 1 e L , 1 e H , then H is the set of closed elements of 
L if we define a dual neighbourhood mapping Y : L ^ I(L) by 
Y(X) = {t : ah E H and t ^ h ^ x} . Conversely, if (L,Y) is a dual 
neighbourhood lattice, then H satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). 
Proof: The dual of the proof of Theorem 1.19. 
Corollary 2.17.1: Let L be a lattice with cj) and H e P(L) . In 
Theorem 2.17 (i) holds iff (i) ' given by <\> e H holds. 
Proof: Clearly (i) <=> (i)' . 
Corollary 2A7.2: If (X,T) is a topological space and H is the set 
of closed elements of X , i.e. H = {G' : G e T} , then 
y : P(X) l(P(X)} defined by y(A) = {N : Hh e H and N c h c A} is 
a dual neighbourhood mapping on P(X) . 
Proof: H satisfies (i) ', (ii) and (iii). 
Definition 2.18: if (X,T) is a topological space, then the dual 
neighbourhood mapping y defined in Corollary 2.17.2 is called the 
induced dual neighbourhood mapping on P(X) , and the pair (P(X),y} is 
the induced dual neighbourhood lattice of P(X) . 
Corollary 2.17.3: Let X be a set. If (P(X),y) is a dual neighbour-
hood lattice, then H = {h : h e P(X) , and y(h) = (h]} is the set of 
closed elements determined by a topology T on X . Further, (PCX),y) 
is the induced dual neighbourhood lattice of (X,T) . 
Proof: The dual of the proof of Corollary 1.19.3. 
We have shown thus far in Chapter 2 that dual neighbourhood mappings 
can be used to define closed elements in an arbitrary lattice and that 
these elements behave, with respect to the lattice operations of v and 
A , like the closed elements in a topological space. Further, we have 
proved that any collection of elements of L which satisfies (i), (ii) 
and (iii) of Theorem 2.17 determines a dual neighbourhood mapping on L , 
in much the same way that the closed sets determine a topology on a set X 
Note 2.19: If L is an orthocomplemented lattice, then the generalized 
De Morgan's laws are valid, that is. 
These equalities are valid whenever one term in each equality exists, 
since the remaining term must exist and the two terms are equal. 
Theorem 2.20: Let L be an orthocomplemented lattice. If (L,n) is 
a neighbourhood lattice and G = {g : g is n-open} , then y • L i(L) 
given by y(x) = {t : 3g e G and t ^ g' ^ x} is a dual neighbourhood 
mapping on L and x is open iff x' is closed. Conversely, if (L,y) 
is a dual neighbourhood lattice, and H = {h : h is y-closed} , then 
n : L F(L) given by TI(X) = {t : 3h E H and x ^ h' I: t} is a 
neighbourhood mapping on L and x is open iff x' is closed. 
Proof: If (L,ri) is a neighbourhood lattice and G = {g : g is 
n-open} , then G satisfies (i)', (ii) and (iii) of Corollary 1.19.1 
If we let H = {g' : g e G} , then (via De Morgan's Laws), H satisfies 
(i)', (ii) and (iii) of Corollary 2.17.1. Thus y is a dual neighbourhood 
mapping on L . Now, x is open <=> x e G <=> x' e H <=> x' is 
y-closed. The proof of the converse is the dual of this proof. 
Note 2.21: In the "usual" sense of Boolean duality, the ideals generated 
by the induced dual neighbourhood map on P(X) are the duals of the 
filters generated by the induced neighbourhood map on P(X) . 
We have shown that if L is an orthocomplemented lattice, and if 
an element is open with respect to a neighbourhood map, then the 
complement of this element is closed under an appropriate dual 
neighbourhood map, and conversely. In particular, if the lattice is 
P(X) for some topological space (X,T) , then the induced neighbourhood 
lattice has the elements of T as the open elements and the induced 
dual neighbourhood lattice has the complements of the elements of T as 
the closed elements. 
Example 2.22: (i) Let L be a lattice and let H = L . Every element 
of L is closed and we have the discrete y-system on L . 
(ii) Let L be a lattice with least element (j) . 
(a) If 1 ^ L , then H = {<\)} is the trivial y-system on L . 
(b) If 1 € L , then H = {(j),!} is the trivial y-system on L . 
(iii) Let L be a lattice with (}), 1. (If 1 ^ L , make 
the obvious modifications). Each of the following H^ determines a dual 
neighbourhood mapping on L . 
(a) H^ = W u [a,b] u {1} . 
(b) H2 = W u Ca) . 
(c) H^ = (a] u {1} . 
(d) If I is any ideal of L , let H^ = I u {1} . 
(iv) Let L = R with the usual v and A . Each of 
the following H^ determines a dual neighbourhood mapping on R . 
(a) H^ = Z . 
(b) H^ = {x : X e Z and -x is prime} . 
(c) HJ = {x : -X E IN } . 
(d) If a < b , then let H^ = [a,b] u Z . 
(v) Let V and a be defined on ]N by 
m V n = £.c.m(m,n) , m A n = g.c.d(m,n) . ]N is a lattice. Vk e IN , 
let Hĵ  = {x : X e ]N and x I k} . 
Vk € ]N , H, determines a dual neighbourhood mapping on . 
K 
We will now show that under the conditions of Theorem 1.25, a dual 
neighbourhood map determines a closure mapping on L . 
Theorem 2.23: Let (L,y) be a conditionally complete dual neighbourhood 
lattice. If we define " : L L by S = A{h : h e H and a ^ h} , 
then 
(i) (Va e L) , a ^ i , 
(ii) a is closed iff a = a , 
(iii) a = a , 
(iv) a ^ b => a ^ b , 
(v) (a A b) ^ a A b , and 
(vi) (a V b) = a V b . 
Proof: We first note that Va e L , a e L . If we let 
H = {h : h e H and a $ h} , then H is bounded below. Hence, a a 
AH = a exists in L and is closed, a 
(i) and (ii) are the duals of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.25. 
(iii) a = a since a is closed. 
(iv) a ^ b => H^ c H^ => AH^ $ AH^ => a i: b . 
(v) a A b ^ a and a A b i : b = > ( a A b ) ^ a A b . 
(vi) a ^ a V b and b $ a v b = > a v b ^ a v b . Also, a ^ a and 
b ^ b => a V b i? a V b => (a V b) (a V b) . But a v b closed 
=> (a V b) = a V b . 
Similar to the remark at the end of Chapter 1, we note that if P 
is a poset and f : P P is such that f is isotone, f = f o f , and 
Vx € P , X f(x) , then f is called a closure mapping on P̂  . Thus, 
Theorem 2.23 states that " : L L is a closure mapping on conditionally 
complete neighbourhood lattices. 
We will end the chapter by showing that if L is an orthocomple-
mented lattice, then the "usual" characterization of the interior of an 
element is valid. 
Theorem 2.24: If (L,TI) is a conditionally complete, orthocomplemented 
° I T 
neighbourhood lattice, then a = a ~ , where closure is taken in the 
induced dual neighbourhood lattice (L,Y) . 
Proof: a° = v{g : g e G and g ^ a} 
= (A{g' : g' e H and a' ^ g'})' 
= [(a')"]' = a'-' . 
CHAPTER 5 
NEIGHBOURHOOD AND PRE-NEIGHBOURHOOD CONTINUITY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 1 a generalisation of a topological structure 
was developed beginning with pre-neighbourhood mappings on 
A-semi-lattices and ending with neighbourhood mappings on arbitrary-
lattices. Further, it was shown that if the neighbourhood lattice 
was P(X) for some set X, then the neighbourhood open elements are 
the open elements of some topology on X. 
With this in mind, consider (X, T^) and (Y, T^) topological 
spaces and let f: X Y be a function. We note that f induces 
a function f^ : P(X) PCY) given by f^(A) = {f(a) : a £ A } , ie. 
the point function f induces f^ and f^ is a function between 
lattices. This leads to the following question: Can continuous functions 
be defined on neighbourhood lattices in such a way that f : X Y is 
a continuous point function iff f^ : P(X)-^F(Y) is a continuous 
lattice function in the induced neighbourhood systems on P(X) and 
P(Y)? The answer to this question is the central result in this 
Chapter. 
Definition 3.1: Let X and Y be sets, and f : X Y be a 
function. We will define 
f* : P(X) P(Y) by f^-(A) = {f(a) : aeA}, and 
f* : P(Y) P(X) by f*(B) = {x : xeX and f(x)eB}. 
Even if X and Y have no structure (topological or otherwise), 
we have the pair of functions f* and f*, induced by the function 
f : X Y, whose domains are the Boolean lattices P(X) 
and P(Y). We will see that continuous functions and topological 
spaces fit together so well because the open sets are defined in the 
lattices P(X) and P(Y), as shown in Chapter 1, while the functions 
f^ and f* have these lattices as domains and satisfy the 18 results 
listed below. 
A summary of the results concerning f^ and f*. 
'will be used to denote complementation. 
Result 1: (i) f^Cf*(B)] C B. 
(ii) A E f* Cf^(A)]. 
Result 2: f^Cf*(B)I! = B <=> f is onto. 
Result 5: f*Cf^(A)] = A <=> f is 1-1. 
Result 4: (i) f^(u A^) =u , ot £ I. a ^ a 
(ii) fnu B^) =u f ^ B J , ael. 
Result 5: (i) A E B => f^(A) E f*(B). 
(ii) A E B => f*(A) E f*(B) . 
Result 6: (i) f*(n A^) £ n f^(A^) , a e I. 
(ii) f*(n B ) = nf*(B^), a € I. 
a a 
Result 7: f*(B') = [f*(B)]'. 
Result 8: f* : P(Y) ̂  P(X) is a Boolean homomorphism. 
Result 9: fJA^ n A^) = fJApnfJA2) <=> f is 1-1. 
Result 10: [f^CA)]' c <=> f is onto. 
Result 11: £ Cf*(A)]' <=> f i s l - 1 . 
Result 12: f*(A') = Cf^(A)II' <=> f is 1-1 and onto. 
Result 15: f^ : P(X) P(Y) is a Boolean homomorphism iff f is 1-1 
and onto. 
Result 14: (i) (fog)^ = f^og^. 
(ii) (fog)* = g*of*. 
Result 15: (i) f is 1-1 <=> f* is onto. 
(ii) f is onto <=> f* is 1-1. 
(iii) f is 1-1 <=> f^ is 1-1. 
(iv) f is onto <=> f^ is onto. 
Result 16: If either f^ or f* are 1-1 and onto, then f 
is 1-1 and onto. 
Result 17: If f is 1-1 and onto, then 
f* = f^"^ and f^ = (f*)"^ 
Result 18: If f is 1-1 and onto, then 
f* = (f"^)* and f^ = ( f " ^ * . 
We are now ready to give a more detailed examination of our 
central question. To begin with; "How are continuous functions to be 
defined between neighbourhood lattices?" In order to motivate our 
answer to this question, we will stare and prove a standard result 
from general topology concerning continuous functions. The statement 
of the theorem indicates the constraints placed on any attempts to define 
neighbourhood continuity that could possibly answer our central question. 
In fact, we will see that we have only one choice. The proof of the 
theorem is included because it puts several additional questions in 
their proper perspective. For example, we have all the Boolean 
structure of P(X) and P(Y) and all the facts about f^ and f*. 
How much of this information is superfluous? We will see that 
Result 1, 5 and 7 play a significant role in the proof. Further, do 
we need all the properties of neighbourhood maps on P(X) and P(Y) 
to prove the theorem or are pre-neighbourhood maps sufficient to 
define continuity? Finally, this theorem and its proof will be the 
basis for our development of continuous relations and continuous 
multi-functions in Chapter 4. 
Note 3.2: In this Chapter we will write n f(x) for n (f(x)). 
Note 3.3: If G,A E P(X), then x E G E A iff { X } E G £ A. Further, 
if f : X Y is a function, and G, B e P(Y) , then f(x) £ G c B 
iff f^({x}) c G c B, or as we will frequently write f*(x) £ G £ k. 
Definition 3.4: Let (X, T^) and (Y, T^) be topological spaces. 
We will say that f : X Y is continuous iff VA e T^, f*(A) £ T^. 
Theorem 3.5: Let (X, T^) and (Y, T^) be topological spaces, 
(P(X) , n^) and (P(Y), t]̂ ) be the induced neighbourhood lattices, 
and f : X Y be a function. The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) f : X Y is continuous. 
(2) f* : P(Y) P(X) is an open mapping. 
(3) (Vx e X) (VB £ n2f(x)) there exists A £ n^(x) such that 
f^(A) c B. 
(4) Cvx € X)(VB £ n2f(x)), £*(B) £ n^(x). 
(5) V B £ PCY), f*(B°) E f * ( B ) ^ 
(6) f* : P(Y) P(X) is a closed mapping. 
(7) VB e P ( Y ) , f * ( B ) " c f*(B") . 
(8) VA 6 P ( X ) , f J A " ) c 
Proof: We w i l l prove (1) <=> ( 2 ) , (2) => (3) => (4) => ( 2 ) , 
(2) <=> ( 5 ) , (2) <=> ( 6 ) , (6) => (7) => (8) => 6. 
(1) <=> ( 2 ) : We j u s t observe that the open elements of (P(Y), 712) 
and ( P ( X ) , ri^) are the elements of T2 and T^, r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
(2) => ( 3 ) : Suppose ( 2 ) . Let B e . There e x i s t s G e T^ 
such t h a t f ( x ) e G c B, but by NOTE 3 . 2 , t h i s i m p l i e s f^(x) c G c B. 
Thus, {x} E f*(f^(x)) c f*(G) £ f * ( B ) . But f*(G) e T^. Therefore, 
f*(B) £ n^(x) . Let A = f*(B) and f^(A) = f ^ ( f * ( B ) ) c B. 
(3) => ( 4 ) : Suppose ( 3 ) , Let B e C^) • By ( 3 ) , there e x i s t s 
A e n^(x) such that f^(A) c B. Now, A c f * ( f ^ ( A ) ) c f*(B) => f*(B)en^(x) 
(4) => ( 2 ) : Suppose ( 4 ) . Let B e T^. To show: f*(B) e T ^ . I f 
f*(B) = cj), then f*(B) e T^. y e f*(B) => f ( y ) e B => B e TI2 s i n c e 
B e T^. Thus, by (4), f*(B) e n^Cy). Therefore, Vy e f*(B) , 
f*(B) e n^Cy)- Hence, f*(B) i s open. 
(2) <=> ( 5 ) : Suppose ( 2 ) . We note, VB £ P(Y) , B° i s open. 
B° c B => f*CB°) c f*(B) = > i : f * ( B ° ) j ° E But [ f * ( B ° ) ] ° = f * ( B ° ) 
by ( 2 ) . 
f * ( B ° ) £ f * ( B ) ° . 
Suppose ( 5 ) . I f B £ T2, then B = B ° . Thus, 
f*CB) = f * ( B ° ) c f * ( B ) ° . But f * ( B ) ° c f * ( B ) . Hence, f*(B) = f * ( B ) ° . 
(2) <=> ( 6 ) : By Result 7, f * ( B ' ) = C f * ( B ) ] ' . 
(6) => ( 7 ) : Suppose ( 6 ) . B c B~ => f*(B) c f*(B~) 
=> f * ( B ) " c f * ( B " ) " = f * ( B " ) . 
(7)=>(8): Suppose ( 7 ) . Let A e P(X) and B = f*(A) . 
A c f*(B) - f * ( f ^ ( A ) ) => A" c f*CB)" c f*(B") 
=> f*(A") E f*Cf*CB")) i B" = f ^ ( A ) " . 
(8) => (6): Suppose (8). Let B be closed in Y and A = f*(B). 
f*CA") E f J A ) ~ = B" = B. 
=> A" c f*(f^(A")) c f*(B) = A. But A c A". 
Thus, A = A" and f*(B) is closed. 
It should now be noted that in the proof of Theorem 3.5 we used 
only three properties of f^ and f*, namely Results 1, 5 and 7. In 
addition, to prove equivalences (1) through (5) we used only Result 1 
and Result 5. Result 7 was used to establish the connection between 
(1) and (6). However, to prove the equivalence of (6) through (8) 
we again used only Result 1 and Result 5. Further, since Result 7 
depends only on complementation and not on any of the other Boolean 
properties of P(X) or P(Y), these properties are superfluous to 
the proof. Finally, we made no use of the fact that the open elements 
form a v-semi-complete sublattice of P(X) or P(Y), nor any of the 
properties of the neighbourhood maps other than the filter property, 
ie. no properties other than those of pre-neighbourhood maps. 
3.2 PRE-NEIGHBOURHQOD AND NEIGHBOURHOOD CONTINUITY 
We are now in a position to answer a modified version of our 
motivating question: 
If (P^, n^) and (P2, 112) are pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices, how are we to define a function f : P ^ ^ P2 to be 
continuous? The answer is obvious. Of the equivalent statements in 
Theorem 3.5, statement (3) alone involves only f^ and the neighbourhood 
systems of elements. Thus, we will define a continuous function 
between pre-neighbourhood A-semi-lattices by 
Definition 3.6: Let (P^, n̂ )̂ and (P2, 112̂  t)e pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices. A function f: P^ P2 is said to be 
n ^ n t i n u o u s at a £ P̂ ^ iff Vy € f (a), there exists z £ n^Ca) 
such that f(a) ^ f(z) ^ y. 
Definition 3.7: Let (P^, n^) and (P^, n^) be pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices. A function f: P^ P2 is said to be n-continuous 
(on P^) iff f is n-continuous at each element of P^. 
Note 3.8: Henceforth, continuous will be used for n-continuous. 
Figure 3.6 illustrates the idea of Definition 3.6. 
Figure 3.6 
Lemma 3.9: Let (P^, n^) and r]̂ ) be pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices, and let G^ and G^ be the sets of open elements 
of P^ and P^ respectively, f: P^ ^^ continuous at x e P^ 
iff Vg € G2 such that g e r]^ f (x), there exists z e n^(x) such 
that f(x) < f(z) < g. 
Proof: Let f be continuous at x . Vy e n^ f(x), there exists 
z £ rî (x) such that f(x) ^ fCz)^ y. But this is true in particular 
when y e G2. 
Conversely, suppose that Vg € G2 such that g e n2f(x)^ there 
exists z e n^(x) such that f(x) ^ f(z) ^ g. Let y € n2 f(x) . 
There exists g e G2 such that f(x) ^ g ^ y. Thus, there exists 
2 e Tî (x) such that f(x) ^ f(z) ^ g ^ y. Hence, f is continuous 
at X. 
Lemma 3.10: Let (P^, n^) and iP^* pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices. A function i.: V^ V^ continuous at each open 
element of P^. 
Proof: Let G^ and G^ be the sets of open elements of P^ and 
P^, respectively. If g^ e Q^, g^ e G^ and g^ e f(g^), then 
fCg]^) ^ §2 ^^^ ^ Simply let g^ = z in Definition 3.6. 
Lemma 3.11: Let (P^, n^) and be pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices, let G^ and sets of open elements of P^ 
and respectively, and let f: Pj isotone. f is 
continuous at x e P^ iff (Vg e G2) (g e f(x) => there exists 
g^ € G^ such that g^ e n̂ Ĉx) and f(x) < f(g^) ^ g) . 
Proof: Let f be continuous at x and g ^ G2 t\i2it 
g € n2 fCx). There exists zen^Cx) such that f(x) ^ f(z) ^ g. 
z e n^(x) => there exists g^ e G^ such that x ^ g ^ ^ z. Since 
f is isotone, we have f(x) $ fCgĵ ^ ̂  ^^^^ * The proof of the 
converse is clear. 
In Chapter 1 we showed that we could extend the concept of 
neighbourhood of a point in a topological space to the concept 
of a neighbourhood of an element of P(X); that is, we could replace 
point by set in neighbourhood systems. We now ask, "Can the same 
replacement be made in the treatment of continuous functions?" We 
begin by observing that only statements (3) and (4) of Theorem 3.5 
involve points and neighbourhoods of points. In Theorem 3.12 we will 
prove that in each of these statements, points and the neighbourhoods 
of points can be replaced by sets and the neighbourhoods of sets. 
Theorem 3.12: Let (X, T^) be topological spaces and 
(P(^), T]-̂) y (P(Y) , induced neighbourhood lattices. The 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) f: X Y is continuous. 
(2) f*: P(Y) P(X) is an open mapping. 
C3) f^: P(X) P(Y) is continuous. 
(4) (VA e P(X))(yB 6 Ti2 f*CA)), f*(B) e n^CA). 
Proof: (1) <=> (2). As before. 
(2) => (3): Suppose (2). Let A e P(X), B e T^, and B e TI2 f*CA) . 
B £ Ti2fJA) => f^(A) c B => 
A c f*(f^(A)) c f*CB) => f*(B) £ ni(A), since f*(B) e T^. 
Further, f^CA) c f^(f*(B)) c B. 
(3) => (4): Suppose (3). Let A e P(X) and Be 112̂ * (A) • 
We must show that f*(B) e n^CA) . f^ isotone and B e n2f*(A) => 
there exists G £ T^, G e n^(A) such that f^(A) c f^(G) c B. 
Thus, A c f*(f^CA)) c f*(f^(G) c f*(B). But, G e n^CA) => A c G. 
Therefore, A c G c f*(f^(G)) £ f *(B) . Hence, f*(B) £ TIJCA) 
(4) => (2): Suppose (4). Let B e T^. We must show that f*(B) e T^. 
A £ f*CB) => f*(A) c c B => B £ Ti2f*(A) => (by (4)), f*(B) £ni(A) 
=> (by Theorem 1.7), f*(B) is open. 
Theorem 3.12 proves that, as asserted earlier, the eight statements 
in Theorem 3.5 can be expressed in terms of f*, f^, elements of 
P(X) and P(Y), and neighbourhoods of sets. Further, Theorem 3.12 
proves that a function f: X Y is topologically continuous 
iff f^: P(X) P(Y) is a continuous function in the induced 
neighbourhood systems of P(X) and p(Y). Thus, our original 
motivating question has been answered affirmatively. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 1 2 . 1 : L e t ( X , T ^ ) , ( Y , T^^ b e t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s 
a n d ( P ( X ) , n^) ( P ( Y ) , n 2 ) b e t h e i n d u c e d n e i g h b o u r h o o d l a t t i c e s . 
I f f : X - > Y i s a c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n m a p p i n g X o n t o Y , t h e n 
( V A e P C X ) ) ( V g € ^ t h e r e e x i s t s z e T^ , s u c h 
t h a t z e a n d f ^ ( z ) = g ) . 
P r o o f : g e T^ a n d g e n2 f * ( A ) => f * ( g ) € T^ a n d 
f * ( g ) e n ^ ( A ) . B u t b y R e s u l t 2 , f j f * ( g ) ) = g -
T h u s , l e t z = f * ( g ) . 
We a r e now i n a p o s i t i o n t o p r o v e a n i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t 
c o n c e r n i n g t h e c o n t i n u i t y o f f * . I t s h o u l d a g a i n b e n o t e d t h a t 
a l t h o u g h t h e r e s u l t i s s t a t e d f o r t h e i n d u c e d n e i g h b o u r h o o d l a t t i c e s 
o f a t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e , t h e p r o o f d e p e n d s o n l y o n t h e p r e - n e i g h b o u r h o o d 
s t r u c t u r e . 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 3 : L e t ( X , T ^ ) , ( Y , T^) b e t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s , 
( P ( X ) , n i ) » ( P ( Y ) , 112) b e t h e i n d u c e d n e i g h b o u r h o o d l a t t i c e s , a n d 
f : X Y b e a f u n c t i o n , f * : P ( Y ) ^ P ( X ) i s c o n t i n u o u s 
i f f f^ : P ( X ) P ( Y ) i s a c l o s e d m a p p i n g . 
P r o o f : L e t f * b e c o n t i n u o u s a n d H b e c l o s e d i n X . We w i l l 
s h ow t h a t f * ( H ) • i s o p e n . B y Lemma 3 . 1 1 , f * c o n t i n u o u s a t 
f ^ ( H ) ' => Vg o p e n i n X , g e n^ f * ( f * ( H ) ' ) t h e r e e x i s t s g^ o p e n 
i n Y , s u c h t h a t g^ € n^ f * ( H ) ' a n d f ^ f J H ) c f * ( g ^ ) c g . Now 
f * ( f ^ ( H ) ' ) = f * ( f ^ ( H ) ) ' c H ' a n d H ' i s o p e n . T h u s , 
H ' e n^ f * ( f * ( H ) ' ) . H e n c e , t h e r e e x i s t s g^ o p e n i n Y , 
g^ € n2 f * C H ) ' t h a t f n f J H ) ' ) c f * C g p c H ' . 
g^ € n2 f J H ) ' f J H ) ' c g^ . B u t f * ( g i ) S H ' => H c f * ( g p ' = f * ( g p 
=> f J H ) c f J f H g p ) ^ => g i E T h u s , g^ = f J H ) ' a nd g^ 
is open. Conversely, let f^ be a closed mapping, A e P(X), and 
g e T^ such that g e n^ f*(A). We must show there exists z e n2(A) 
such that f*(A) ç f*(z) ç g. 
f*(A) Ç g => g'g f*(A)' = £*CA') 
=> fjg') Ç fJf*(A')) ç A' => A ç Cfjg')]' 
g' closed => f*(g') is closed => Cf^Cg')]' is open 
=> C f * ( g ' ) ] ' € n2(A). Now, A ç C f ^ C g ' ) ] ' 
=> f*(A) E f * ( I I f * ( g ' ) I I ' ) = C f * ( f * ( g ' ) ) I l ' £ g , since g' Ç f * ( f * ( g ' ) ) 
=> I I f * ( f * ( g ' ) ) I I ' £ g. Thus, f* is continuous. 
Before we develop the general theory of continuous mappings on 
pre-neighbourhood A-semi-lattices, we will complete our discussion of 
continuous functions on topological spaces by characterizing 
homeomorphisms in terms of the functions f^ and f*. 
Definition 3.14: Let (P^, n^) and (P2, TI2) be pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices. f: P^ P2 will be called an n-homeomorphism 
iff f and are each continuous. 
Note 3.15: Homeomorphism will be used for n-homeomorphism. 
Theorem 3.16: Let (X, T p , (Y, T2) be topological spaces, and 
let (P(X) , n^), CP(Y) , Ti2) be the induced neighbourhood lattices. 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) f: X Y is a homeomorphism. 
(2) f*: P(Y) P(X) is a homeomorphism. 
(3) f^: P(X) P(Y) is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: By Result 15, f is 1-1, onto <=> f* is 1-1, onto 
<=> f is 1-1, onto. Hence, we need only establish that the 
• J r * 
continuity requirements are fulfilled. 
(1) => (2): By Results 17 and 18 we have f^ = (f*)"^ and 
(f = f*. f continuous => f^ is continuous => is 
continuous. Further, f ^ continuous => (f is continuous 
=> f* is continuous. 
(2) => (3): By Result 17, (f^)"^ = f*. 
f* continuous => (f^) ^ is continuous, 
(f*) ^ continuous => f^ is continuous. 
(3) => (1): f* continuous => f is continuous. 
By Results 17 and 18, (f*)"^ = (f'^)*. 
(f^)'^ continuous => is continuous => is continuous. 
Thus far in this chapter, we have followed the lines of 
thought that motivated the development of the theory of continuous 
functions. We should now note that Theorem 3.13 is a special case 
of a more general theorem involving residuated mappings (as suggested 
in a letter from Mel Janowitz). As we shall see, f^ is a residuated 
mapping and the proofs of Theorem 3.13, and part of Theorem 3.5 
depend only on the properties of residuated mappings. So in a 
rather uncommon mathematical practice, we will not prove the more 
general results but refer to the proofs of the special cases already 
given. 
Definit ion 3.17: Let P^ and P^ be posets. f : P^ P^ 
is said to be a residuated mapping iff there exists a function 
f • P P , called the residual of f, such that -L . 2 1' 
(i) f, f"̂  are each isotone, 
(ii) (vy e p^) f(£''(y)) ^ y. 
(iii) (Vx £ P p X ^ f''(f(x)) . 
It is clear that if f : X Y, then f^ is a residuated 
mapping with residual f*. Further, (i), (ii), and (iii) are 
generalizations of Results 1 and 5. 
Theorem 3.18: Let (P^, n^) and (P^, n^) be pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices, and f: P^ P^ be a residuated mapping. The 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) f^ : is an open mapping. 
(2) f : P^ P^ is continuous. (n-continuous). 
(3) (Vx € P^)(vy € n^fCx)) f'"(y) € tî (x). 
Further, if P^ and P^ are conditionally complete lattices, then 
(1), (2), and (3) are equivalent to 
(4) (Vy e P2) f^Cy^) ^ f''Cy)°. 
Proof: (1) <=> (2) <=> (3) . Replace f^ by f, f* by f"̂  in the 
proof of Theorem 3.12. 
For the remaining equivalence, perform the same substitution in 
(2) <=> (5) of Theorem 3.5. 
Theorem 3.19: Let (P^, ŷ )̂ and (P2, Y2) be pre-dual conditionally 
complete lattices and let f : ^ residuated mapping. 
The following statements are equivalent.. 
(1) f^ : P2 ̂  P^ is a closed mapping. 
(2) (Vy £ P2) f'̂ Cy)" ̂  f^Cy)". 
(3) (Vx e Pp f(x") ^ f(x)". 
Proof: Replace f^ by f, f* by f"" in (6) => (7) => (8) =>(6) 
of Theorem 3,5. 
Example 3.20: Let (L, n) be a neighbourhood lattice with 0 and 
1, and let a e L. Further, let (p : L L and ip : L L be 
a a 
given by fx , x ^ a; and 
• J x ) = 
X X ^ 
l̂a , X ^ a 
l-Jx) = 
0, X ^ a 
^xva, X i a 
(j)̂  and ijĵ  are residuated, idempotent mappings. Further, if a 
is open, then (f) and iJj are continuous. 
a a 
Proof: In order to show that and ip are isotone and idempotent, 
a a 
cases must be considered. For example, if x ^ y and x ^ a but 
L 2 
y i a, then = x ^ (j)̂ (y) = a. Further, (j) (x) = (f> ((p (x)) = (p (x) 
a a a a a a 
and <f) (y) = (p (<p (y)) = (p (a) = a = (p (y) . Similar arguments hold in 
a a a a a 
the remaining cases and for the function ip^. We will now show that 
(j)̂  and ^^ are given by 
a a 
1 , y ^ a ^ 
, and = 
yAa, y t a 
y , y ^ a 
a , y i a 
By again considering cases, and ip'*' are isotone. Now let x e L. 
X < a => X $ (p^ ((p (x)) = <l>̂ Cx) = X , and 
a a a 
' a => X ^ (p'' ((j)̂ (x)) ^ (j)̂ (a) = 1. Further, 
X ^ a => <j) ((i)"̂ Cx)) = = a ^ X, and 
X : a = > <p ((i)̂ Cx)) = <P (x A a) = X A a ^ X. Thus, (p is residuated. a" a 
with <p^ as residual mapping. A similar argument shows that ip^ is 
a 
residuated with ip'̂  as residual. 
a 
Let a and g be open. If g ^ a, then (i)̂ (g) = 1 and ip^(g) = g, 
each of which is open. If g ^ a, then (j)+(g) = g a a and 
^^(g) = a, each of which is open. Thus, by Theorem 3.18, (p̂  and ip 
a 
are continuous. These mappings can be used to show that the 
continuous residuated maps on L form a Baer semi-group that 
co-ordinatises the lattice of open elements of L (see [2]). 
We will now develop more fully the general theory of continuous 
mappings on pre-neighbourhood A-semi-lattices. 
Theorem 3.21: Let (P^, ^^^ 
pre-neighbourhood A-semi-lattices. If f^ : P^ 
' ^2 ^ ^3 ^^^ each continuous, and f2 is isotone, then 
f2 o f^ is continuous. 
Proof: Let a e P^ and g be an open element of P^ such that 
g e n^ ^̂ ^ • ^^^^ there exists z e n̂ Ĉa) such that 
(f20f^)(a) ^ (f2ofp(2) ^ g. Let b = f^(a). Since g e n^ f2(b), 
there exists z^ e n2(b) such that f2(b) < f2(z^) ^ g. But 
^ ^^^^^ exists z e such that f^(a) < f^(z) ^ z^. 
Since f2 is isotone, we have (f2of^)(a) ^ (f2of^)(z) ^ ^ 
Thus, ^^ continuous at a. 
Corollary 3.21.1: Let (P^, n ^ , (P2, ^2) and (P̂ , n^) be 
pre-neighbourhood A-semi-lattices. If f^ • ^2 ^2 ' ̂ 2 ^3 
are continuous residuated mappings, then t^of^ is continuous. 
Proof: f2 residuated => f2 is isotone. 
Example 3.22 will show that the composition of continuous 
functions need not be continuous. It will further show that a 
continuous function need not preserve order (even between open 
elements), and need not preserve greatest elements nor least elements. 
Finally, this example will show that neither distributivity nor 
modularity are continuous invariants. 
Example 3.22: Let (P^, n̂ )̂, (P2, 1̂ 2) and (P^, n^) be given 
by the following Hasse diagrams: 
1 P^: 
y 
Further, let the n^ be determined by the corresponding Ĝ ;̂ 
where G^ = {(j)̂, b, 1^}, G2 = {<̂ 2' 
G3 = X, 1^}. Clearly, (P^, n^), (P2, ̂ 2) and (P^, r]̂ ) 
are neighbourhood lattices. 
(i) Let f^ : P^ P2 be given by f^Cl^) = Y, f^Cb) =6. f^(a) = 
and = ct- Further, let ^2 ' ^^^^^ ^^ 
£2(12) = I3. " " " " ̂ 3' 
^ ^3* ^^^ ^2 continuous, but I ^^ 
continuous. Further, f^ preserves neither greatest elements, 
least elements, nor the order of open elements. 
Proof: f^ is continuous at b, and ci) , since each of these 
elements is open. To show that f^ is continuous at a, we note 
that the only open elements in are y and I2. But for 
each of these elements let z = 1^. is clearly in n^Ca) and 
we have f^(a) ^ f^(l) Y 12' Thus, f^ is continuous on P^. 
Clearly f^ does not preserve greatest elements nor least elements 
Finally, b and 1, are open in P^ and b $ 1^. But, f^(b) = 6 
and fj (Iĵ ) = y are not comparable, f^ is continuous at <̂>2» 
a, Y, 6 and since each of these elements is open. The only 
open element in n^ ^^ ^S* ^^ ^ = then 
€ n2(3) and £2(3) = y ^ ^ ^^^^y ^^ continuous 
on However, ^^ continuous at a . I3 is open, and 
^3 ^ ^3 • ^^^ there exists no z € n^(a) such that 
(f20f^)(a) = y ^ (f2of^)(z) ^ 1^. The only elements in n^(a) are b 
and 1, and we have (f20f^)(b) = x and (f2of^)(l^) = x. But 
y ^ X. 
(ii) If we consider the five element chain of integers, C = {0,1,2,3,4} 
with the discrete neighbourhood system and define f : C P2 by 
f(4) = I2, f(3) = y , f(2) = 3, f(l) = 6 , and f(0) = a, then f 
is continuous on C. C is distributive,hence modular, but the 
image is not modular, hence not distributive. 
The following theorem indicates what must happen if the continuous 
image of an element is open. 
Theorem 3.23: Let (P^, n^) and (P2, r]̂ } be pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices. Let f : P^ P2 be continuous at x and fCx) 
be open in P^. If x is not open in P^, then there exists 
z e n^(x) such that x < z and f(z) = f(x). 
Proof: Let f be continuous at x, and f(x) be open in P^. 
f(x) e n2fCx) => there exists z € n^(x) such that 
f(x) $ f(z) ^ f(x). Thus, f(z) = f(x). But z £ n^(x) => there 
exists g open in P^ such that x $ g ^ z. Now, x ^ n^(x) => 
Corollary 3.23.1: Let (P^, n^) and (P^, 112) be pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices, and let f : P^ P^ be an isotone mapping. Further, 
let f be continuous at x and let f(x) be open in P^. If 
X is not open in P^, then there exists g open in P^ such that 
X < g and f (x) = f (g) . 
Proof: Via the proof of Theorem 3.23, we have 
X < g ^ z => f(x) ^ f(g) ^ f(z) = f(x). Thus, f(x) = f(g). 
Corollary 3.23.2: Let (X, T^) and (Y, T^) be topological spaces, 
let (P(x), n^) and CP(Y), n2) be the induced neighbourhood lattices, 
and let f : X Y be continuous. If f^(A) is open in Y, and A 
is not open in X, then there exists g open in X such that 
fJA) = fjg). 
Proof: f^ is continuous (by Theorem 3.12), and f^ is isotone 
(by Result 5). Hence, Corollary 3.23.1 applies. 
Corollary 3.23.3: Let (P^, n^) and (P^, pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices. If f : P^ P2 is continuous, 1-1, and onto, 
1 
then Vg open in ^ ^^^^ ^^ open in P^ 
Proof: Let g be open in P2, and let x = f ^(g). If x is not 
open in P^, then f(x) = g is open in P2. Thus, by Theorem 3.12 
there exists z e n^(x) such that x < z and f(z) = f(x). 
But this contradicts the one to oneness of f. Hence, x is open in 
Corollary 3.23.4: Let (L^, n^) and (L2, 112) be 
pre-neighbourhood lattices and let f: L̂  L2 be a continuous 
function such that £( v x j = v f(x^) . If g is open in L^, 
ael ael 
and A = f*(g), then v a (if it exists) is open in L . 
aeA ^ 
Proof: Let g be open in L^, A = f*(g) and z = v a. We first 
aeA 
note that f(z) = f( v a) = v f(a) = g . If z is not open in L , 
aeA aeA 
then, by Theorem 3.23, there exists w e n̂ Ĉz) such that z < w 
and f(w) = f(z) = g. Thus, w e A and w ^ z. A contradiction. 
These results show that if f is continuous, 1-1 and onto, 
then the inverse of an open element is open, and that if f is 
continuous and preserves suprema, then the supremum of all elements 
that map onto an open element is open. 
The following theorem states a condition on a lattice function f 
for which the inverse of an open element being open will ensure the 
continuity of f. 
Theorem 3.24: Let (P^, n^) and (P2, pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices, let f : P^ P^ be 1-1, onto, and, further, let 
f"^ be isotone. If Vg open in L , f ^(g) is open in L̂  , then 2 ^ 
f is continuous. 
Proof: Let x e P^, and let g be open in L^ such that 
>2̂  g e- n^fCx). f(x) < g => f""(f(x))< f"^g) => X < f'^g). But f"^(g) 
open in L^ => f ^(g) e n^(x). If we let z = f"^(g), then 
X ^ f(z) ^ g. Thus, f is continuous at x. 
Note 3.25: A lattice isomorphism need not be a homeomorphism. Let 
C = {c(), a, 1} be a three element chain and let G^ = {(j), a, 1}, 
G2 = U , l}. i : (C, n^) (C, 112) is continuous by Lemma 3.10. 
However, i : (C, n^) (C, n^) is not continuous at a , by Corollary 
3.23.3. 
The next theorem will prove essentially that supremum is a 
continuous lattice function. 
Theorem 3.26: Let (L,n ) be a neighbourhood lattice and let 
f : L ^ L be given by f (x) = x v a. f is a continuous function, d a a 
Proof: We first note that nf(x) = n(x v a) = n(x) n n(a), since 
Lemma 1.18 is valid in any lattice for a finite index set. Let g 
be open and g e nf(x) . By our note, g e n(x) and g e r)(a). But 
g e n(a) => a < g => a V g = g => f(g) = g. Hence, if we let z = g, 
then z £ n(x) and x v a = f(x) ^ f(z) = g. Thus, f is 
continuous at x. 
The following example will show that h (x) = x A a need not 
a 
be continuous in a neighbourhood lattice, even if the lattice is 
Boolean and a is open. 
Example 3.27: Let (L, n) be the Boolean lattice with two 
generators a, b satisfying b' ^ a. L has the following Hasse 
diagram: 
aAb 
b'va' Let G = {(p, aAb, a, b, 1}, 
and h (x) = x A a 
h is not continuous at a', h (a') = a A a' = CJ), and cj) e G. 
a a 
But, ^ (\> for any z e n(a'), since z equals either b or 1 
We will show that if (L, n) is a pre-neighbourhood chain, then 
= X A a is continuous. 
Theorem 3.28: Let (L, n) be a pre-neighbourhood chain. If 
h : L L is given by h (x) = x A a, then h is continuous. 
a a 
Proof: We note that 
X , if X < a 
hjx) = ̂  If g is open and g e nf (x) = n(x A a), 
a, if X a ^ 
then a A x ^ g . If x < a , then x A a = x and x ^ g. Thus, 
g € TI(x) and f^(x) = x A a ^ f^(g) = g A a ^ g. If x ^ a, then 
X A a = a ^ g. But TI(X) ^ => there exists g^ open, g^ € n(x) 
such that X ^ g => a ^ g Thus, f (x) = x A a ^ f (g ) = a ^ g. 
-L J. a a i. 
Hence, f is continuous, a 
Definition 3.29: Let L^, L^ be lattices and f^ : L^ L^, 
f^ ' L^ be functions. We will define ^ ' ^^^ 
f^ A f^ : L^ -> L2 by (f^ V f^jCx) = f^(x) v f^Cx) , and 
(f^ A f^DCx) = f^(x) A f^Cx). 
Note 3.30: If L^, L^ are lattices and f^ : L^ ^ L2, f2 : L^ ^ L2 
are isotone functions, then f^ v f^ and f^ A f^ are each isotone. 
Theorem 3.31: Let (L^, n^) and (L2, 112) be pre-neighbourhood 
lattices. If f. : L̂  L^ are continuous and isotone for i = 1,2 , 1 1 2 
then f^ V f2 is continuous. 
Proof: Let g be open and g e (f^ v f2) (x) . We must show that 
there exists z e n^(x) such that (f^ v f2)(x) ^ (f^ v f2)(z) ^ g. 
We again note that v f^) (x) = n2 f^ (x) v f^^x) = n^f^(x) n n^f^ix), 
by Lemma 1.18. Thus, g e ^^ f^(x) and g e n2 • ^^ 
continuity of f^ and there exists ẑ  e n^Cx) and z^ e n^Cx) 
such that £^(x) ^ ^ g and f2(x) ^ £2(22) ^ g. But 
x ^ Zp and x ^ Z2 => x ^ z^ A z^. Further, z^ A z^ e n ̂ (x) by 
filter property (i). If we let z = ẑ  A Z^, and note that 
z z^, and z Z2, then (f^ v f^) (x) ̂  (f̂  v = f^(z) v f^Cz) 
^ ^l^^l^ ^ ^ ^ is continuous. 
Corollary 3.31.1: Let (L^, n^) and (L2, 112) be pre-neighbourhood 
lattices. If • L2 are continuous v-homomorphisms or 
A-homomorphisms, for i = 1,2 , then f^ v f^ is continuous. 
Proof: v-homomorphisms and A-homomorphisms are isotone. 
Corollary 3.31.2: Let (L^, n^) and (L2, 112) be pre-neighbourhood 
lattices. If f^ : L^ L2 are continuous residuated mappings for 
i = 1,2, then f^ v f^ is continuous. 
Proof: Residuated => isotone. 
Lemma 3.32: Let (L^, n̂ )̂ and (L^, 112) be pre-neighbourhood lattices 
and let a £ L2. 
(i) f^ : L^ L2 given by f^(x) = a is continuous. 
(ii) f2 : L^ L^ given by = x is continuous. 
Proof: (i) Let x e L^, g be open and g e (x) = 
note that a g. tî (x) =|= (j) => there exists g^ € n̂ Ĉx) such that 
X ^ g^. Thus, f^(x) = a = f^Cgi) ^ g. 
(ii) Let X £ L^, g be open and g e "" If we let 
z = g, then f^Cx) = x ^ f^ig) = g ^ g. 
The following example will show that the infimum of continuous 
functions need not be continuous. 
Example 3.33: Let (L, n) be the neighbourhood lattice given in 
Example 3.27. Let f^ : L L, i = 1,2 , be given by f^(x) = a 
and f2(^) = ^V Lemma 3.32, f^ and f^ are continuous. 
Further, each of the functions is isotone. But 
(f^ A f2)(x) = f^(x) A f2(x) = a A X is not continuous on L. 
We will show that if (P^, n̂ )̂ and (P2, 1̂ 2) are pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices and ^^ ^ chain, then the infimum of continuous 
isotone functions mapping P^ to ?2 continuous. 
Theorem 3.34: Let (P^, n̂ )̂ be a pre-neighbourhood a-semi-lattice 
and (P^, n^) be a pre-neighbourhood chain. If f^ : P^ -v P^ 
are continuous and isotone for i = 1,2 , then F^ A F^ is continuous. 
Proof: Let g be open and g e n2 î i ^ ^2^ ̂^̂  * ^^^^ 
(f^ A f2)(x) = f^(x) A f^Cx) ^ g. Since P2 is a chain, 
f^(x) A f2(x) = min {f^(x), f2(x)}. Thus, either f^(x) ^ g or 
f2(x) ^ g. Suppose f^Cx) g. By the continuity of f^, there 
exists z € n^(x) such that f^(x) ̂  f^(z) $ g. But 
z 6 n^(x) => X ^ z => (f^ A f2)(x) ^ (f^ A f2)(z). Thus, 
(f^ A f2)(x) i: f^Cz) A f2(z) ^ g A f2(z) ^ g. Hence f^ A f2 is 
continuous. 
Before we proceed to a "natural" generalization of continuity 
for a function f : X Y, we will include several examples of 
continuous functions to give some indication of the range of 
applications of pre-neighbourhood and neighbourhood continuity. 
Note 3.35: In the ensuing examples we will find the following 
notation convenient. If (P^, n^) and (P2, 112) are pre-neighbourhood 
A-semi-lattices, we will write f: (P^, n^) (P2 to indicate 
which pre-neighbourhood systems we are using to describe the 
continuity of f. 
Example 3.36: 
(i) Consider the chain R with the usual ordering. 
(a) Let n^ be the neighbourhood system determined by 
G^ = [ 0 , . f : (R, n^) (R, n^) given by f(x) = |x| is 
continuous. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.10 , f is continuous V g e G^. If x < 0, 
and g e G^ is such that g e f(x) = t1J^|x|, then let z = |x| . 
We have, z e n^(x) and |x| = |z| ^ g. 
(b) Let ri2 be the neighbourhood system determined by 
G2 = Z. fj : (R, TI2) ( ^2) given by f^(x) = Cxi is not 
continuous, f^: (R, n^) (R, n^), given by f^(x) = fix] + 1, x e Z' 
^ ^ ^ ^ \ X X € Z ' 
is continuous. 
Proof: f^ is not continuous at 1.5. Let g = 1. g € n2 
but there does not exist z € 112(1.5) such that f^(1.5) ^ f^(z) ^ 1, 
since the least open element of 112(1.5} is 2. 
f2 IS continuous at each element of Z. If x f Z, then Vg e G2 
such that g e n2 " "" ̂ ^ ' ^^^ ^ " "" 
z e n2(x) and ^ 
(ii) (a) Let K be the chain of natural numbers. 
k be a fixed element of K , and let K be the chain 
{O, 1, 2,..., k-l) with the natural ordering. Let n^ be the 
pre-neighbourhood mapping on K determined by G^ = ikx : x e li}, 
and let r]̂  be the discrete neighbourhood system on K. If 
f : (K , n^) ̂  (K, TI2) is defined by f(x) = r iff x = r(mod k) , 
then f is continuous. 
Proof: f is continuous at each element of G^. If x ^ G^, 
then f(x) = r <=> there exists m e W u{0} such that 
X = mk + r, 0 < r < k. Let g be open and g e = n2(^)• 
We must show there exists z e n^(x) such that f(x) $ f(z) ^ g. 
Now, g € ri2(r) => r ^ g. If we let z = x + kx, then 
X $ kx ^ z. Thus, z € n^(x) and f(x) = f(z) = r ^ g. 
Hence, f is continuous. 
(b) Let R^ be the chain of positive real numbers, let f, 
k, K, and r]̂  be defined as in (ii) (a). Let n be the 
pre-neighbourhood mapping on R determined by G = {kx: X € ]N }. 
If f^ : (R"̂ , n) (K, r]̂ ) is defined by 
_ , . _ ff(x), if X e W 
t^ixj - I r , if X e K ' and llx]l + 1 = r(mod k), 
then f is continuous on R^. 
Proof: f^ is continuous on W by (ii)(a). 
If X € N ', then f^(x) = r <=> there exists m € K such that 
[[xl + 1 = km + r, 0 < r < k. If z = |[xl+ 1 + k(|[x]l + 1), then 
X ^ Ixl l + 1 ^ k( I I X I + 1) ^ z and f^(z) = r. Thus, as in (ii)(a). 
f^ is continuous. 
(iii) Let P^, P^ be posets and f: P^ P^ be a residuateci 
mapping. Let n^ be the pre-neighbourhood mapping determined by 
G^ = Ca), and be the pre-neighbourhood mapping determined by 
G2=Cf(a)). 
f: (P^, n^) (P^, 112) is continuous. 
Pro^: g e G2 => f(a) ̂  g => a ̂  f'̂ CfCa)) ̂  f'̂ Cg) => f''(g)6Ca) => f'̂ Cg) 
is open. Thus, f is continuous by Theorem 3.18. 
3 
(iv) Let R denote the usual Euclidian vector space and let 
3 -1 S(R ) = {A : A is a linear subspace of R }. Further, if 
3 
A^, k^ e P(R ), then we will let <A^> denote the subspace spanned 
by A^, and A^ + A2 = {a^ ' ^ ^2 ^ ̂ 2^ ' ^^^^^ ^^ ̂  
lattice if we define A^ A A2 = A^ n A^, and A^ v A2 = A^ + A^. 
3 
(a) If A = {Xj, x^, x^} is any basis for R , we will define n^ 
to be the neighbourhood mapping determined by 
G^ = {<0>,<x^>,<x2>,<x^>,<x^>+<x2>,<x^> + <X2>,<X2> > R^}-
3 3 
Let L : R R be a one to one linear transformation, and let 
n^ be the neighbourhood mapping determined by G^ = {L (B) : B e G^}. 
¿0 z * 1 
If we denote by L^ and L* the restriction of L^ and L* to 
S(R^), then L^ : (S(R^), n^) (S(R^), TI2) is continuous. 
Proof: L is a residuated mapping. Let L^(B) e G«. * z 
^ /V 
B = L*(L^(B)) e G^. Thus, L* is an open mapping and by Theorem 3.18, 
As 
L^ is continuous. 
3 
(b) Let T] be the pre-neighbourhood system on P(R ) determined by O 
G = S(R ). Let 3 be the chain {0,1,2,3} with the usual ordering 
and the discrete neighbourhood system, which we will call n^. If we 
define d : (P(R^), (3, n^) by d(A) = dim <A>, then d is 
continuous. 
Proof. Let g be open and g e n^d(A). If we let z = <A>, then 
A $ z. z is open, thus z e n^CA), and d(A) = d(z) ̂  g. 
(v) Let (L, n) be an orthocomplemented neighbourhood lattice and 
(L, y) be the induced dual-neighbourhood lattice. We will define 
X € L to be clopen iff x is both open and closed. ' : L L 
is continuous at x iff x is clopen. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.10, ' is continuous at each clopen element of L. 
Let ' be continuous at x, and let g = l. g€Ti(x')=>x'$g 
and there exists z e n(x) such that x' $ z' ̂  g. But 
z E n(x) => X ̂  z => z' ̂  x' z = X and x E TI(X) => x is open. 
Now, ' is one to one, onto, and continuous at x. Thus, by 
Corollary 3.23.2, x' is open in L. Hence x is clopen. 
(vi) Let L be an orthomodular lattice, e be a fixed element of 
L, and let ct)̂  : L L be given by (j) (x) = (x v e') a e. ^ is 
called a Sasaki projection on L) . Vx € L, let n(x) = [evx). 
Tl(x) = Cx) <=> e V X = X <=> e X. Thus, n is the 
pre-neighbourhood mapping determined by G = Ce) . : (L,n) (L,ti) 
is continuous. 
Proof: Let geG and g e n (|)g(x) . Let z = e v x. 
z € n(x) and (F)̂ (z) = ((e v x) V e') A e = e. Thus, c 
<I>QM = (X V e') A e ^ (^^iz) = e $ g. 
If n is a neighbourhood mapping on P(X), then n : P(X) ̂  F(P(X)) 
Our last example in this section will be concerned with answering 
the following question: Is there some neighbourhood system on 
f(p(X)) for which n itself is continuous? 
We will summarize some facts about F(P(X)) in Note 3.37. 
Note 3.37: (i) F(P(X)) is a poset with the "usual" ordering 
given by F^ $ F^ <=> F^ £ F^. 
(ii) F(P(X)) is a complete, distributive lattice if we define 
F^ V F^ = F^ n F2, and ^ ^ ^^^ : F e F (P(X)) and 
F ^ F^, F $ F^}. 
(iii) [(j)) = P(X) is the least element of F (P(X)) and [X) = {X} 
is the greatest element of f (P(X)). 
(iv) n : (P(X), £) ̂  (F(P(X)), ^ ) is isotone. 
Example 3.58: Let n be a neighbourhood mapping on P(X) . We will 
define F £ f̂ (P(X)) to be open iff F = [A) for some A open in 
P(X) . 
(i) G^ = {F : F e F(P(X)) and F is open} determines a neighbourhood 
mapping on F(P(X)). 
Proof: By Note 3.37 (iii), P(X), and {X} are open. Let F a 
be open, Va e I. v F^ = ) = [ u A )• But A open ael ael " ael " ^ 
a € I => u A is open => v F is open. Let F̂  and F^ be open. 
nr ry T Oi 1 ^ ael ael 
F^ A F2 = [A^) A [A2) = [A^ n A^) . But A^, A^ open => A^ n A2 is open 
=> F̂  A F« is open. Hence, we have a neighbourhood mapping on F(p(X)) 
given by = {x : Fg e G^ and F ^ g S x}. 
(ii) n : (P(X), n) (F(P(X)), T]̂ ) is continuous. 
Proof: Let g e G^ and g e nĵ (n(A)) . We must show there exists 
z E N(A) such that TI(A) < N(2) < g. g E G^ => g = CB) for some B 
open in P(X) . But g e n̂ (Ti(A)) => N(A) < g => [B) c N(A) => B e N(A) . 
Let z = B. A c B => N(A) ̂  n(B) = = g. Thus, n is continuous. 
(iii) We will let L(e) be the lattice of open elements of P(X), 
and P(F) be the lattice of principal filters of P(X), with the 
ordering of F(P(X)). We note that the open elements of F(P(X)) 
belong to P(F) and generate a neighbourhood mapping on P(F). 
Further, if we put the discrete neighbourhood system on L(e) and let 
n be the restriction of n to L(e), then clearly n : 1(6} P(Fl 
is continuous. Finally, we note that n is a residuated mapping. 
A. ^ + ^ r~ ft 
n is isotone and if we define n : P(F) L(e) by n (LA)) = A, 
J:hen n"̂  is isotone. We note, [A) ^ [B) => [B) c [A) => Ac B = A° c B' 
L e t B = [ A ) £ P ( F ) . N '^CB) = A ° => ^ ( N " ' ( B ) ) = N ( A ° ) = C A ° ) ^ B , 
since A° C A => CA°) ^ [A). Lastly, A E L(0) => A = A° . Thus, 
A ^ N " ^ ( N ( A ) ) =R I ' ^ (CA ) ) = A ° = A . Hence, N is residuated. 
Using our standard criterion for generalizations, that is, when 
we have a topological space, the "new" concept must agree with the usual 
topological concept, we can define a generalized continuity for a 
function mapping a set X to a set Y. 
Definition 3.39: Let X and Y be sets and let f : X Y be a 
function. If (P(X), np and (P(Y),n2) are pre-neighbourhood 
lattices, then we will say that f is n-continuous on X iff 
f^ : P(X) P(Y) is continuous. 
Note 3.40: Whenever (P(X),np and (P(Y),n2) are neighbourhood 
lattices then, by Theorem 3.12 n-continuity is topological continuity. 
Hence, ouricriterion for generalizations is satisfied. 
Example 3.41: For i = 1,2 , let (X., T.) be topological spaces, 
and let n^ be the pre-neighbourhood mapping on P(X^) determined 
by G^ = {A : A € P(X^) and A is closed}. f : X^ ̂  X^ is 
n-continuous iff f is continuous. 
Proof: f is n-continuous iff f^ : (P(X^), n^) (P(X2), 112) is 
continuous, f^ is residuated. Thus, by Theorem 3.18, f^ is 
continuous iff f* : (PCX^), 112) (P(X^), n^) is an n-open mapping. 
But f* is an n-open mapping iff f*(A) is closed VA closed in 
X2. Thus, f is n-continuous iff f is continuous. 
We shall see in Example 3.42 that the concept of n-continuity 
unifies the abstract treatment of measurable functions. 
Example 3.42: For i = 1,2 , let X^ be a measure space and let n^ 
be the pre-neighbourhood mapping on X^ determined by G^ = {A : A 
is a measurable subset of X.}. We note that X. e G.. For i = 1,2, 
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let Y. be a topological space and let (PCY.)i n. be the induced 
neighbourhood lattices of (Y^, T^). We will adopt the following 
standard definitions: A function f : X^ X2 is said to be 
measurable iff VB e G2, f*(B) e G^. A function f: X^ Y^ is said 
to be measurable iff VB e T^, f*(B) € G^. 
(i) If f : X^ X2 is a function, then f^ : (P(X^), n ^ (P(X2), r]̂ ) 
is a mapping between pre-neighbourhood lattices, f : X^ X2 is a 
measurable function iff f is n-continuous. 
(ii) If f : X^ ^ Y^ is a function, then f^ : (P(xp, n ^ (P(Y^), n^) 
is a mapping between pre-neighbourhood lattices, f : X^ Y^ is a 
measurable function iff f is n-continuous. In particular, if we let 
X^ = Y^ = R, let G^ = {A : A is Lebesgue measurable} and let T^ 
be the usual topology on R, then f : (P(R),n^) (P(R), n^) is 
measurable iff f is n-continuous. 
(iii) (a) If f^ : X^ ^ X2 is a measurable function, and 
^2 • ^2 ^ Yj is a measurable function, then ^^ n-continuous 
by Theorem 3.21. Hence, ^^ ^ measurable function. 
(b) If f^ : X^ ̂  Y^ is a measurable function, and f^ : Y^ ̂  Y^ 
is continuous, then ^̂  n-continuous by Theorem 3.21. Hence, 
f2of^ is a measurable function. 
Our next example will show how n-continuity can be applied to the 
power set lattice of a group. In particular, we will show that 
isomorphisms between groups are n-homeomorphisms in appropriate 
pre-neighbourhood systems. The only group theoretic facts utilized in 
this example are: (i) The homomorphic image of a subgroup is a subgroup, 
(ii) The inverse image of a subgroup under a homomorphism is a 
subgroup, (iii) The kernel of a homomorphism is a subgroup. 
Example 3.43: For i = 1,2 , let X^ be a group and let be the 
pre-neighbourhood mapping on P(X^) determined by 
S(X^) = G^ = {A : A is a subgroup of X^}. Further, if A £ P(X^), we 
will use <A> to denote the subgroup generated by A. Finally, the 
identity element of X^ will be denoted by e^. 
(i) Let f : (P(X^), np ^ n^ be given by f(A) = <A>. 
f is an isotone mapping that is open and continuous. 
Proof: f is isotone, since A EB => <A> £ < B>. Clearly, f is an 
open mapping. Let A e P(X1, and B e G^ such that B e n^f(A). 
If we let z = <A>, then z e n^(A). Now, 
£(A) = <A> c B => f(A) = <A> = f(z) = <A> £ B. Thus, f is continuous. 
(ii) (a) If a : X^ X2 is a homomorphism, then 
a^ : CP(X2),n2) is continuous and open. Thus, a is 
n-continuous and open. 
(b) If a : X^ X2 is an isomorphism, then 
a^ : (P(X^), T]̂ ) (P(X2), ^^ ̂  homeomorphism. Thus, a is an 
n-homeomorphism or, perhaps more appropriately, an n-iseomorphism. 
Proof: (a) If A e G^, then a^(A) e G^. If B e G^, then 
a*(B) e G^. 
(b) a^ is a 1-1, onto open mapping, hence a homeomorphism. 
(iii) This example will show that the converse of (b) is not true. 
Let X^ be a non-abelian group, and let a : X^ X^ be given by 
a(x) = a^ : (P(X^), n^) (P(X^), n^) is an n-homeomorphism, but 
a is not an isomorphism. 
Proof: a is clearly 1-1 and onto. Further, a = a Thus, 
a*(A) = a*(A) = {x : e A}. It is clear that a^ is an open 
mapping and VB e G^, a*(B) e G^. Hence, a^ is a homeomorphism and 
a is an n-homeomorphism. But if X^ is not abelian, then a is not 
an isomorphism. 
(iv) Let a : X^ X2 be a homomorphism, and let K^ be the kernel 
of a. Further, let n^ be the neighbourhood mapping on P(X^) 
determined by G^ = {A : A e P(X^) and ^̂ ^ ̂  A}, and let n^ be the 
neighbourhood mapping on P(X2) determined by G^ = {B : B e 
and e^ e B}. a^ : (P(Xp, rij) 114) is a continuous 
open mapping. Thus, a is a (topologicall)^ continuous open mapping. 
Further, if a is an isomorphism, then a is a (topological) 
homeomorphism. 
Proof: A e G3 => K^ £ A => e^ € A => a(e^) = e^ e a*(A) =>a^(A) e G^. 
Thus, a^ is an open mapping. Further, 
B € G => e € B => K E a*(B) => ^ ^^ continuous ^ ot 
Clearly, if a is an isomorphism, then a is a homeomorphism. 
(v) Let a : X^ X2 be a homomorphism. a^ : (P(X^), n^) 
(P(X2), n2) is continuous. Thus, a is n-continuous. 
P r o o f : B G G^ => B i s a subgroup o f X^ => 62 e B => K^ £ a * ( B ) 
=> a * ( B ) € G^ => a^ i s c o n t i n u o u s . 
( v i ) ( a ) VA e P ( x p , n^CA) = [<A>) . 
( b ) L e t g € X^ and l e t a : X^ X^ be g i v e n by a ( x ) = x - g . 
a^ : ( P ( X ^ ) , n̂ )̂ ( P ( X ^ ) , n^) i s n o t c o n t i n u o u s . 
P r o o f : ( a ) A c <A> => n j (<A>) = [<A>) £ n^CA) . B e n^CA) => t h e r e 
e x i s t s C € S ( X ^ ) s u c h t h a t A £ C c B => <A> £ c £ B => B e [<A>) . 
( b ) L e t X^ = ( a ) be t h e c y c l i c group o f o r d e r 6 w i t h 
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g e n e r a t o r a . L e t A = { a } , g = a . = { a } . I f 
3 
B = { e ^ , a } , t h e n B e n^a^(A) . But i f z € n^(A) , t h e n 
{ e ^ , a^ , a^ } £ z . T h u s , a^ , a^) = { a , a^ , a^} £ a ^ ( z ) . Hence , 
^ B . 
I n Example 3 . 4 5 we w i l l need s e v e r a l group t h e o r e t i c r e s u l t s w h i c h 
we w i l l summar ize i n R e s u l t 3 . 4 4 . 
Result 3.44: Let X be a group and H a normal subgroup of X . 
( i ) I f A £ S ( X ) , t h e n AH e S ( X ) . I n p a r t i c u l a r , i f A e P ( X ) , 
t h e n <A>K e S ( X ) . 
( i i ) I f A € P ( X ) , t h e n <A> £ <AH> . F u r t h e r , i f A e P ( X ) and 
A f^ (¡> , t h e n H £ <AH> . 
( i i i ) I f A e P ( X ) and A M , t h e n <AH> = <A>H . 
( i v ) I f A £ S ( X ) , t h e n A v H = n { T : T £ S ( X ) and A u H £ T } = AH. 
P r o o f : ( i ) L e t A £ S ( X ) and x = a^h^ , y = a^h^ be e l e m e n t s 
o f AH . We f i r s t n o t e t h a t a^h^a^ = a^a^ (a^^h^a^) £ AH . T h u s , 
x y = a^h^a^h^ £ AH . F u r t h e r , x ' ^ = h^^a^^ = a"^ (a^h'^a^^) £ AH . 
T h u s , AH i s a subgroup o f X . 
(ii) A £ ah => <A> c <AH> . If A jfi (j) , then there exists 
a e A . a"^ e <A> => a'^ e <AH> . If h e H , then h = a"^(ah) £ <AH> 
(iii) AH c <A>H . But <A>H £ S(X) => <AH> c <A>H . Now, 
X £ <A>H => X = ah for some a £ <A>. Further, A (|) => h £ <AH> . 
Thus, ah £ <AH> . 
(iv) A C A H , H C A H = > A V H C A H . NOW, let T £ S(X) 
such that A u H c T . We will show that AH c T . Let x = ah £ AH . 
xh'^ = a £ A => xh"^ £ T => (xh~^)h £ T since H c T . x £ T => 
A H c T = > A H c A v H . 
Example 3.45: Let X be a group, H a normal subgroup of X and 
n the pre-neighbourhood mapping on P(X) determined by S(X) . 
( i ) f : ( P (X ) ,n ) (P (X ) ,n ) g iven by 
f(A) = • ^^ A - i » is a continuous, open mapping. 
\ r l , X i A — (p 
Proof: By Result 3.44(i), f is an open mapping. Let A = (|) . 
B £ S(X) and B £ nf((i)) => H c B . Let z = {e} . z £ n(A) and 
£(A) = H = f(z) c B . Thus, f is continuous at (j) . Let A ^ (p . 
B £ S(X) and B £ nf(A) => AH £ B => <AH> c B . Let z = <A> . 
z £ n(A) and f(A) = AH £ f(z) - <A>H = <AH> £ B . Thus, f is 
continuous at A . 
(ii) f : (P(X),ri) (P(X),ri) given by f(A) = <A>H is a continuous 
open mapping. 
Proof: As in (i). 
(iii) Let X be a finite group, say o(X) = k , let 
fC = {x : X £ ]N and xlk} , and let (/C,A) be the A-semi-lattice 
given by m A n = g.c.d.(m,n) . Further, we will let N̂^ be the 
discrete pre-neighbourhood mapping on K , c : (P(X),n) 
given by o(A) = o(<A>) is a continuous open mapping. 
Proof: If g|k and g e nj(o(A)) , then o(A) ^ g . Let z = <A>. 
z e n(A) and o (A) = o(<A>) = o(z) <: g . Thus, o is continuous. 
Further, if A e S(X) , then o (A) is a divisor of k . Hence, o is 
an open mapping. 
In Example 3.47 we will introduce pre-neighbourhood mappings on 
the lattice of all subgroups of a group. In particular, we will 
consider the pre-neighbourhood mapping determined by the normal sub-
groups. We will include the more technical results for this pre-
neighbourhood mapping in Result 3.46. 
Result 3.46: For i = 1,2 , let X^ be a group, (S(X.),v,a) be 
the lattice of subgroups of X^ , and n^ be the pre-neighbourhood 
mapping on S(X^) determined by G^ = {A : A is a normal subgroup of 
X,} . 
(i) If Va e I , A € G. , then v A^ e G. . Thus, n^ is a 
ael 
neighbourhood mapping. 
(ii) If A £ S(X^) , then there exists H e G^ such that n^(A) = [H). 
(iii) If a : X X is an onto homomorphism, then VA e G^ , 
X 2 
a^(A) € . 
(iv) If a : X^ X2 is an onto homomorphism, and A e S(X^) , then 
n (a*(A)) = where H is normal and n(A) = [H) . 
2 
Proof: (i) V A is the set of all finite products of elements 
ael 
from the sets A^ , i.e., x £ \ \ ^ = " ^ k ' 
, e A . Thus, Vy £ X , y'^xy = y"^a yy" a y ... y" â ŷ £ j A^. 2. Ot -L X " Q¿£ J. a.
(ii) Let H = n{B : A c B and B £ G.} . A c H => n. (H) c 
i.(A)=> [H) £ n^CA). z e = > there exists B £ G^ such that 
A c B c z => H c z => g e [H) . 
(iii) Let A e G^ , x e a^(A) , and y e . x = a(a) for 
some a e A and y - a(b) for some b € X^ . Thus, 
= a(b"^)a(a)a(b) = a(b"^ab) € a^(A) . 
(iv) By (ii) n2(a*(A)) = [K) where K is the smallest 
normal subgroup that contains a^(A) . A^(A) £ K => A C a*(a^(A)) C 
a*(K) . But a*(K) normal => A c H c a*(K) => a^(A) c a^(H) £ 
a*(a*(K)) £ K . Now, a^(H) normal => K £ a^(H) . Thus, K = a^(H) . 
Example 3.47: For i = 1 , 2 , let X ^ be a group and ( S ( X ^ ) , V , A ) 
be the lattice of subgroups of X^ . 
(i) For i = 1,2 , let n^ be the neighbourhood mapping in 
Result 3.46. Let a : X^ X2 be a homomorphism, and let a^ be the 
restriction of a^ to S(X^) . a^ : (S(X^) ^ (SCX^) ,112) is 
continuous. Further, if a is onto, then a^ : (S(X^),n^) (S(X2),n2) 
A . 
is open and continuous. Thus, if a is an isomorphism, a^ is an n-
homeomorphism. 
Proof: VA e G2 , a*(A) = a*(A) € G, . Thus, a^ is continuous. 
If a is onto, then by Result 3.46(iii), a^ is an open mapping. 
Thus, if a is 1-1, a^ is a homeomorphism„ 
(ii) Let n be any pre-neighbourhood mapping on S(X^) and let H 
be normal in X^ . f : CS(Xp,n) (S(xp,n) given by f(A) = AH 
is a continuous mapping, f is an open mapping if H e G . 
P r o o f : By Result 3.44(iv), AH = AvH . By Theorem 3.26, f is 
continuous. Clearly, f is an open mapping if H e G . 
(iii) Let a : X^ X2 be a homomorphism with kernel K^ . Let 
be the pre-neighbourhood mapping on S(X^) be determined by 
G = {A : K £ A} , and let n^ be the discrete neighbourhood mapping 
O Ot ' ^ 
on S(X2) . a* : (SCX^),!!^) (SCX^),!!^) is a continuous open mapping. 
A 
Thus, if a is an isomorphism, then a^ is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: A £ G^ => e^ e A => K^ c a*(A) = a*(A) . Thus, a^ is 
continuous. Further, if A e S(X^) , then ct^(A) e G^ . In particular, 
this is true if A e G^ . Thus, a^ is an open mapping. Hence, if 
a is an isomorphism, a^ is a homeomorphism. In this case, n^ is 
the discrete neighbourhood mapping on X^. 
(iv) Let X2 be a finite cyclic group, say o(X2) = k , let n^ be 
the discrete neighbourhood mapping on S(X2), and let C^JTIJ^) be the 
pre-neighbourhood lattice of divisors of k as given in Example 3.45 
(iii). o : (S(X2),n4) e^jTij) is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: Vm e G^ , there exists one and only one subgroup of order m. 
Thus, 0 is 1-1, onto, continuous and open. 
It is interesting to note that although much of topology is 
devoted to a study of continuous invariants, i.e., properties left 
invariant under f^ , the basic definition of continuity depends on 
open sets being invariant under f* . The following example shows 
how we can treat invariants from a pre-neighbourhood lattice point of 
view. 
Example 3.48: For i = 1, 2, we will let be compact, 
Hausdorff spaces, (P(X.),n.) be the induced neighbourhood lattices, 
and n? be the pre-neighbourhood mapping on P(X^) deteimined by 
G. ^={A : A £ P(X.) and A is compact}. 1+2 1 
(a) The following table shows how topological properties are related 
to pre-neighbourhood properties, in the sense that if we assume the 
property listed in row (1), then the properties listed in rows (2), (3) 
and (4) of the corresponding column are implied. 
Column A Column B 
(1) f^ : (P(X^),np (P(X2),n2) continuous closed 
(2) f* : (P(X2),n2) open, closed, 
continuous 
continuous 
(3) f^ : (P(Xj),n^) (P(X2),n2) open open 
(4) f* : (P(X2),n2) open -
(b) If : (P(xp,n^) (P(X2),n2) is an open mapping, then 
f* : CP(X2),n2) is continuous. 
Proof: We will first show that n^ is a pre-neighbourhood mapping. 
X. £ G. . A,, A^ 6 G. => A,, A^ are closed => A n A^ is closed i i l z i l ^ i z 
=> A^ n A^ is compact => A^ n A^ e G^ . 
(a) Column A: Suppose f^ is continuous. 
(2) f* is open and closed by Theorem 3.5. f^ continuous => f^ is 
closed. A closed => A is compact => f*(A) is compact => f*(A) is 
closed. Thus, by Theorem 3.13, f* is continuous. 
(3) A e G- => A is compact => f*(A) is compact => f* is an open 
mapping. 
(4) B £ G^ => B is closed ;=> f*(B) is closed => f*(6) is compact 
=> f*(B) € G . Thus, f* is an open mapping. 
Column B: Suppose f^ is a closed mapping. 
(2) By Theorem 3.13, f* is continuous. 
(3) A £ G => A is closed f^(A) is closed => f^(A) e G^ . Thus, 
£ is an open mapping. 
(b) Let f* : (?CXi),ni) (P(X2),n2) be an open mapping, and let 
A € G^ such that A e n^ f*(B) . We must show there exists 
z e 1̂ 2 (B) such that f*(B) £ f*(z) c A . 
f*CB) £ A => A' c f*(B)' = f*(B') . But A compact => A is closed 
=> A' is open. Thus, f^CA') c f^(f*(B')) c B' => B c f^(A')' . But 
A' open => f*(A') is open => f*(A')' is closed => f*(A')' is compact. 
Let z = f^(A')' . f*(B) c f*(z) = f*(f^(A')') = f*(f^(A'))' c A . 
Hence, f* is continuous. 
We will now consider two questions regarding topological continuity 
and pre-neighbourhood continuity. 
Question 1: If and are pre-neighbourhood A-semi-
lattices and f : (P^,!!^) ^^ continuous, are there any 
topologies on P^ and P^ so that £ is topologically continuous? 
Question 2: If P^ and P2 are A-semi-lattices that are also 
topological spaces, and if f : P^ ^ P2 is topologically continuous, 
are there any pre-neighbourhood mappings on P^ and P2 so that f 
is continuous? 
The difficulty in answering each of these questions lies in the 
fact that if P is a poset, then the natural ordering on P(P) is 
independent of the original partial order on P . 
Theorem 3.49 will show that we can answer Question 1 affirmatively 
if (L ,ni) and are neighbourhood lattices and f is a 1-1 
1 1 z z 
function. 
Theorem 3.49: Let and (L2,n2) be neighbourhood lattices, 
and, for i = 1,2, let T be the topology on L^ which is given i 
Theorem 1.23 by T. = P(G^) u {L.} . If f : ^^ 
continuous, and 1-1 , then f : (L2,T2) is 
in 
topologically continuous. 
Proof: Let ^^^ induced neighbour-
hood lattices of T^ and T^ . We will show that 
: (PCL^),!!^) ^ ^^ continuous. Let B e T^ . We will 
show that f*(B) e T^ . If B = L2, then f*(B) = L^ e T^ . Thus, we 
may let B e . Now, x e f*(B) => f(x) e B => f(x) ^ G^ . By 
Theorem 3.23, there exists z e such that f(z) = £(x) and 
f(z) = f(x) => Z = X => X e G^ => f*(B) £ P(Gp => f*(B) e T^ => f^ 
is continuous => f is topologically continuous. 
In Theorem 3.52 we will show that if P^ and ?2 A-semi-
lattices, and each has a greatest element, then Question 1 and Question 
2 can be answered affirmatively if f : P^ P2 is residuated and 
continuous in the appropriate sense. 
Lemma 3.50: (i) Let (P,n) be a pre-neighbourhood A-semi-lattice 
with 1, and let G be the set of open elements of P . If 
3 = {(g3 • g e G} , then 3 is a base for a topology T on P . 
Further, A e T iff there exists B e P(G) such that A = u (b] . 
beB 
(ii) Let P be an A-semi-lattice with 1 and let T be 
a topology on P . If we let G = {g : g € P and (g] e T} , then G 
determines a pre-neighbourhood mapping n on P . 
Proof: (i) P = (1] € 3 . (g^], (g2J ^ ^ " = 
(g A g 3 £ 3 . Thus, 3 is a base for a topology T on P . 
1 2 
p^ e T <=> A is the union of elements of 3 . 
(ii) (1] e T => 1 e G . g^» g2 ^ ^ ^ 
=> (g^J n " ^ € T => g^ A g^ e G . 
Result 3.51: Let P^ and ?2 be A-semi-lattices. If £ : P 
i s r e s i d u a t e c i , t h e n V x e P 2 , = f * ( ( x ] ) . 
P r o o f : y £ ( f ' ^ C x ) ] = > y ^ f ^ ' C x ) = > f ( y ) ^ f C f ' C x ) ) ^ x = > y e f * ( ( x ] ) . 
y € £ n ( x ] ) = > f ( y ) X = > y ^ f ^ ( £ ( y ) ) f ^ x ) => y e ( f " ' ( x ) ] . 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 2 : ( i ) F o r i = 1 , 2 , l e t b e p r e - n e i g h b o u r h o o d 
A - s e m i - l a t t i c e s w i t h a g r e a t e s t e l e m e n t , l e t T ^ b e t h e t o p o l o g y o n 
P . w i t h b a s e 3- = { ( g ] : g e G . } , a n d l e t ( P ( P . ) , n . b e t h e 
1 1 1 1 1 > ^ 
i n d u c e d n e i g h b o u r h o o d l a t t i c e . I f f : ^ ^ c o n t i n u o u s 
a n d r e s i d u a t e d , t h e n f ^ : ( Ì ^ C P j ) , ! ! ^ ) ^ ( ^ ( P 2 ) > ^ 4 ) ^ ^ c o n t i n u o u s . T h u s , 
f : P ^ ^ P 2 i s t o p o l o g i c a l l y c o n t i n u o u s . 
( i i ) L e t P ^ , P 2 b e A - s e m i - l a t t i c e s w i t h g r e a t e s t 
e l e m e n t , l e t T ^ , T 2 b e t o p o l o g i e s o n P ^ , P 2 r e s p e c t i v e l y . F o r 
X = 1 , 2 , l e t n ^ b e t h e p r e - n e i g h b o u r h o o d m a p p i n g g e n e r a t e d b y 
G . = { g : g e P . a n d ( g ] £ T . } . I f f : i ^ ^ T ^ ) ( P 2 , T 2 ) i s a 
t o p o l o g i c a l l y c o n t i n u o u s r e s i d u a t e d m a p p i n g , t h e n 
f : ( P 2 ^ n 2 ) i s c o n t i n u o u s . 
P r o o f : ( i ) A € T ^ = > t h e r e e x i s t s B e ^ ^ ^ ^ 
A = u ( b ] . Now , f * ( A ) = f * 
b e B 
• u ( b ] 
b e B 
= u f * ( ( b ] ) = u ( f ' C b ) ] . 
b e B b e B 
B u t f c o n t i n u o u s a n d b e G 2 => f ^ ' Cb ) e G^ . T h u s , f * ( A ) e T ^ . 
( i i ) L e t g e G 2 . We m u s t show t h a t f ^ ( g ) e G^ . 
( f ' ' ( g ) ] = f * ( C g ] ) . B u t f * ( ( g ] ) € ' ^ i => e G^ . 
I n E x a m p l e 3 . 5 3 w e w i l l s h o w t h a t T h e o r e m 3 . 5 2 c a n b e u s e d t o 
g e n e r a t e t o p o l o g i e s o n P ( X ) a n d P ( Y ) t h a t a r e " c o m p a t i b l e " w i t h a 
c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n m a p p i n g X t o Y . 
E j ^ m p l e 3 . 5 3 : L e t ( X , T ^ ) , ( . Y J 2 ) b e t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s , f : X ^ Y 
b e a c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n , a n d ( P ( X ) , n p , ( P ( Y ) , n 2 ) b e t h e i n d u c e d 
n e i g h b o u r h o o d l a t t i c e s . We c a n n o w a p p l y T h e o r e m 4 . 5 2 C i ) t o 
f* : (P(Y),n2) i which is n-continuous and residuated. 
Hence, we have (f^)^ : [P(P(X)),n3) ̂  ) ,114) is n-continuous. 
But n^, n^ generate topologies on P(X) and P(Y) respectively, 
and f^ is a continuous mapping in these topologies by Theorem 3.12. 
We will conclude this chapter by using neighbourhood continuity 
to give an interesting characterization of the normality of a topological 
space. 
Definition 3.54: Let (X,T) be a topological space. X is said 
to be normal iff for each pair of disjoint closed sets, A and B , 
there are disjoint open sets U and V such that A c u and B £ V. 
We will now show that a topological space X is normal iff 
: P(X) ̂  P(X) is continuous. 
Theorem 3.55: Let (X,T) be a topological space and let (P(X),ri) 
be the induced neighbourhood lattice. X is normal iff 
: (P(X),n) (P(X),n) is continuous. 
Proof: Let X be normal, G e T and G e n(A~) . We must show 
that there exists z £ n (A) such that A" c z" c G . Now, G e n(A ) => 
A" c G => G' c A"' . Further, A~ n G' = <i) and G' , A~ are closed. 
Thus, there exist U, V £ T such that A" c U, G' c v and U n V = cj). 
But U n V = (i) => U £ V c G => A" c U c V £ G . Since V is closed, 
we have A" £ U" £ V " £ G . Finally, A £ A" £ U => U £ n(A) . Hence, 
if we let z = U we have A" £ z" £ G and - is continuous. 
Conversely, let " : (P(X),ri) (P(X),n) be continuous and A, 
B be closed sets such that A n B = (j). We must show there exist 
U, V £ T such that A £ U, B £ V and U n V = 9. 
A n B = (|) => A" = A £ B' . But B' is open, " is isotone. Thus, 
by Leirana 3.11, there exists U e T, U e n(A) such that A" £ u~ £ B' 
Now, B £ U~' , which is open, and A £ U . If we let V = U"' , 
then we have, A £ U , B £ V . Further, U £ U~ => U"' £ U' => 
V £ U' . Thus, U n V = ({). 
CHAPTER /4 
CONTINUOUS RELATIONS AND CONTINUOUS MULTI-FUNCTIONS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter 3 we motivated our definition of continuous functions 
between pre-neighbourhood A-semi-lattices by noting that each function 
f mapping a set X to a set Ï induces a function f^ mapping 
P(X) to P(Y) . In order to see one of the difficulties in making 
our discussion of continuous relations parallel the discussion of 
continuous functions, we note the differences in the following 
definitions : 
(1) It has become an accepted part of mathematics that a function 
from a set X to a set Y is a subset f of X x y such that 
(i) (Vx £ X) (there exists y e Y and (x,y) e f), and 
(ii) (vx e X), (x,y^) and ix.y^) e f => y^ = y^ . 
(2) A relation between the sets X and Y , or from the set X to 
the set Y , is a subset R of X x Y . 
This second definition permits a relation to be "hidden" in the 
Cartesian product and does not indicate what role the set X plays. 
However, one technical advantage in using (2) is that every relation 
has an associated inverse relation. 
In this chapter we will show first of all that we can define 
continuous relations in a manner similar to the one used in Chapter 3 
for continuous functions. We will then show that if we consider 
relations satisfying (1)(i), we have a class of relations which include 
multi-valued functions. 
Recalling the importance of f^ and £* in Chapter 3, we have 
Definition 4.1: Let R be a relation from the set X to the set 
Y . The function R^ : P(X) ̂  P(Y) is given by = {y : there 
exists a e A and (a,y) e R . The function R* : P[Y) ^ P(X) is 
given by R*(B) = {x : there exists b e B and (x,b) £ R}. 
Thus, a relation R from the set X to the set Y induces a 
function R^ on P(X) in the same way that a function f : X Y 
induces f^ a function on P(X} . 
4.2 CONTINUOUS RELATIONS 
In keeping with the definition of continuity in Chapter 3, we 
can define a continuous relation by 
Definition 4.2: Let CX,T^) and (Y,!^) be topological spaces, 
and let (P(X),nĵ ) and iP(Y),n2) ^^ ^^^ induced neighbourhood lattices 
A relation R from the set X to the set Y is continuous iff 
R^ : (P(X),n^) (P(Y),n2) is continuous. 
4.3 MULTI-FUNCTIONS 
The term multiple valued function has been used to describe 
relations. Frequently the word was used to indicate that the relation 
was "like a function" in the sense that there was a "rule" for defining 
the relation. f(z) = ¿n z , for z a complex number is a classical 
example of a multiple valued function. The properties of "continuous" 
multiple valued functions with a given domain were examined by 
Choquet [3], Strother [9], Wallace [10], and others. Ward [11] 
refers to a multiple valued function as simply a set valued mapping. 
Smithson [ 8 ] , formalizes the definition of Ward and defines a 
multi-function F from a set X to a set Y as a mapping 
F : X P(Y) , such that Vx e X , F(x) ^ (j) . It is clear that if 
F : X ^ P(Y) is a multi-function, then the relation R from X to 
Y given by (x,y) e R <=> y e F(x) satisfies function condition l(i). 
Further, if R is a relation from the set X to the set Y that 
satisfies function condition l(i), then F : X ^ P(Y) given by 
F(x) = is a multi-function. Thus, we are able to state 
Definition 4.3: We will say that a relation R from the set X 
to the set Y is a multi-function and write R : X ->• Y iff 
R c X X Y and (Vx e X) (there exists y e Y such that (x,y) € R) . 
If R is a relation from the set X to the set Y , and if we 
let Dom R = {x : there exists y e Y such that (x,y3 e R} , then 
R^ : P(X) P(Y) has the property that V A e P(X), = n Dom R) . 
A A 
If R is the restriction of R to Dom R , then R : Dom R ^ Y is a 
A 
multi-function. Further, V A e P(X), R^(A) = R^(A n Dom R) = R^(A n Dom R) 
A 
Thus, R^ : P(Dom R) P(Y) is the restriction of R^ . Hence, every 
relation can be considered a multi-function on its domain. It is for 
this reason that we will develop the theory of continuous multi-functions. 
4.4 CONTINUOUS MULTI-FUNCTIONS 
It is clear from Definition 4.2 and Theorem 3.12, that if a 
multi-function R : X ^ Y is a function, then the continuity of R 
as a relation ensures that R is a topologically continuous function. 
Thus, we have an extension of topological continuity from functions to 
multi-fimctions via the neighbourhood lattices (P(X),ri^) and 
(P(Y),n2) . 
Is this the only way to define continuous multi-functions? The 
preceding paragraph suggests that the only requirement for a "reasonable" 
definition of a continuous multi-function R , is that when the relation 
R is a topologically continuous function, then the relation continuity 
of R ensures that R is a topologically continuous function. Before 
we begin to examine the possibilities for such definitions of continuous 
multi-functions, we will summarize Theorems 3.5 and 3.12 in 
Theorem 4.4: Let (X,T^) and topological spaces, 
(P(X),iî ) and (P(Y),n2) be the induced neighbourhood lattices, and 
f : X Y be a function. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is continuous, 
(2) f* : P(Y) P(X) is an open mapping. 
(3) f^ : P(X) ̂  P(Y) is continuous. 
(4) [VA e P(X))(VB e n2f*(A), f*(B) e n^(A)) . 
(5) (VB e P(Yj) , f*(B°) £ f̂ CB)"" . 
(6) f* : P(Y) P(X) is a closed mapping. 
(7) [VB e P(Y}) , f*(B)" c f*(B-) . 
(8) (vA £ P(X)) , f,(A-) £ fJAl" . 
Proof: As in Chapter 3. 
As we observed after the proof of Theorems 3.5 and 3.12, the only 
properties of functions used in the proof of Theorem 4.4 are Results 
1, 5 and 7. We will first show that if we replace function by 
multi-function, then not all of these results are valid. Thus, Theorem 
4.4 seems to indicate that we have seven possible choices for generalizing 
continuity from functionsto multi-functions, (2) through (8), all of 
which are "reasonable" according to our criterion. 
We will now state the multi-function version of Results 1,4,5,7 and 10 
Result 22: Let R : X ̂  Y be a multi-function. 
(i) R^ and R* are each isotone. 
(ii) If Va e I, A e P[X) , then A ) = u R^CA^) . a a a ^ 
If Va e I, B e P(Y) , then R*(u B ) = u R*(B ) . a a ^ a ^ 
(iii) (VA e P(X)) , A S . 
(iv) If B S , then B £R^(R*(B)) . In particular, if R 
is an onto relation, then (VB £ P(Y)) , B £ . 
(v) (VB e P(Y)) , R*(B)' £R*(B') . 
(vi) R : X Y is an onto multi-function iff (vA e P(X)) , 
S RJA') . 
Proof: (i) is obvious. 
fiil y e R^fu A ) <=> there exists x £ u A such that (x,y) £ R <=> 
^ ^ ^ * a ^ a ot 
there exists a £ I, x £ A^ and (x,y) £ R <=> y £ ) <=> 
y £ u R^(A ) . A similar proof holds for the second equality. 
a ^ 
Clearly (iii), (iv) and (v) are valid for the null set. 
(iii) Let A £ P(X), A (j) , and a £ A . There exists y £ Y such 
that (a,y) £ R . Thus, y £ R*(A) . But (a,y) £ R and 
y £ RJA) => a£R*(R,(A)) . 
(iv) Let B S R^(X), B ^ (i) , and b £ B . There exists x £ X 
such that (x,b) £ R . Thus, X £ R*(B) . But (x,b) £ R and 
X £ R*(B) => b £ RjR*(B)) . 
(v) If R*(B)' = c|) , then the result if true. Let B £ P(Y) and 
X £ R*(B)' . There exists y £ Y such that (x,y) £ R . But 
Vb £ B, (x,b) ft R . Thus, y £ B' and (x,y) e R => x £ R*(B') . 
(vi) Suppose VA £ P(X), RJA)' c RJA') . Let A = . 
= Y £ . Thus, R is onto. Conversely, suppose 
R is onto. If = (l> , then the statement is true. Let 
y e Since R is onto there exists x e X such that 
(x,y) e R . If X e A , then y e , a contradiction. 
Thus, X £ A' and y e . 
Note 4.5: When we write R : X Y , it is understood that R is a 
multi-function. Further, since we will be concerned with multi-functions 
defined on topological spaces, we will adopt the usual convention that 
if the particular topologies are not relevant to the discussion, we 
will say that X and Y are topological spaces and let (P(X),ri^) 
and (P(Y),ri2) be the induced neighbourhood lattices of (X,Tp and 
(Y,T2) . 
Before we return to the discussion of continuous multi-functions, 
we will show directly that the replacement of point by set in Theorem 
3.5, (3) and (4) is still valid for multi-functions. This will show 
that for continuous multi-functions, as with functions, we need not 
consider the point-wise definitions of continuity. 
Lemma 4.6: Let X and Y be topological spaces and R : X Y . 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) (Vx£X)(vB € R*(B)en^(x) . 
(ii) (VA £ P(X))(VB € , R*(B) e n^(A) . 
(iii) (VA e P(X))(VB 6 T^ such that B e ii^R^(A), R* (B) e n^(A)) . 
Proof: (i) => (ii) Let A e P(X) and B e r)^R^(A) . By Result 22 
(ii), we have R J A ) = RJ u {a}) = u RJa) . By Lemma 1.18, we have, 
aeA aeA 
= n , r U R^A)] = n v.^RA^] Thus, V a e A , B e r^^R.ia) , 
2 ^ aeA aeA 
a n d b y (i) V a £ A, R * ( B ) e n ^ C a ) . B u t , V a e A , 
R * ( B ) e n , ( a ) = > R * ( B ) e n n,(a) = n , ( u {a}) = n,(A) . 
^ a e A ^ a e A ^ 
(ii) => (iii) C l e a r l y . 
(iii) => (i) L e t X € X . B e n 2 K * ( x ) => t h e r e e x i s t s g e T^ s u c h 
t h a t S g S B = > , b y (iii) a p p l i e d to A = {x} , t h a t 
€ n ^ ( x ) . B u t R*(g) c => R * ( B ) e n^(x) . 
L e m m a 4 . 7 : L e t X a n d Y b e t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e s a n d R : X Y . 
T h e f o l l o w i n g s t a t e m e n t s a r e e q u i v a l e n t . 
(i) (Vx e X ) ( v B e T^ s u c h t h a t B e , t h e r e e x i s t s 
z e n ^ ( x ) s u c h t h a t R ^ ( x ) £ c B) . 
(ii) (VA £ P(X)) (vB £ T^ s u c h that B £ (A) , t h e r e e x i s t s 
z £ T^ , s u c h t h a t z £ n^(x) a n d R^(A) £ c b) . 
P r o o f : (i) => (ii) Let A £ P(X). B £ T2 a n d B £ n2i^*(A) 
= > K ^ ( A ) c B => u R ^ ( a ) c B => V a £ A, B £ n2i^*(a) 
a £ A 
=> t h e r e e x i s t s z £ n^(a) s u c h that R^(a) c R ^ ( z ) c B a i d 
=> u R ^ ( a ) c u R ^ C z ^ ) S B => R^(A) c R ^ ( u z^j c B . B u t V a £ A , 
a-A aeA aeA 
t h e r e e x i s t s g ^ £ T^ s u c h t h a t a £ g^ £ z^ . T h u s 
A c u g £ u z , a n d R J A ) £ R J u g^) £ B . 
a£A ^ aeA ^ aeA 
(ii) => (i) Let A = {x} . 
W e w i l l n o w s h o w t h a t o f the s e v e n p o s s i b l e d e f i n i t i o n s o f 
c o n t i n u o u s m u l t i - f u n c t i o n s ((2) t h r o u g h (8) o f T h e o r e m 4 . 4 ] , w e n e e d 
o n l y c o n s i d e r t h r e e . 
It s h o u l d b e n o t e d that S t r o t h e r [ 9 ] calls a c o n t i n u o u s 
muíti-function a weakly continuous multi-function, and a multi-function 
satisfying (2) is called a residually continuous multi-function. 
Multi-functions satisfying (4) are not considered. His paper includes 
the proofs of (3) <=> (7), (2) <=> (5) <=> (8) for Hausdorff spaces. 
Choquet [ 3] has proved (7) <=> (6) for Hausdorff spaces. In the proof 
of these results no mention is made of relations and no technical facts 
like those in Result 22 or Lemma 4.8 are used. Thus, we will include 
the proofs of all results in this section. 
The following Lemma will be useful. 
Lemma 4.8: Let R : X Y . 
(i) (Vx e X)(VB e P(Y)) , R^Cx) n B ^ (j) <=> x e R*(B) . 
(ii) (VA £ P(X)) (VB e P(Y) , n B (|) <=> A n R*(B) ^ (¡) . 
Proof: 
(i) n B ^ <=> there exists b £ B such that b £ 
<=> there exists b £ B such that (x,b) £ R <=> x £ R*(B) . 
(ii) R J A ) n B c}) <=> ( u n E ^ <=> u n B) ^ (j) 
a£A a£A 
<=> there exists a £ A such that n B ^̂  (j) <=> there 
exists a £ A such that a £ R*(B) <=> A n R*(B) (}) . 
Theorem 4 .9: Let X and Y be topological spaces and R : X -> Y . 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(2) R* : P(Y)^P(X) is an open mapping. 
(5) (VB £ P(Y)), R'̂ 'CB") £ R"(B)° . 
(8) (VA £ PCX)), RJA') £ RJA)- . 
Proof: (2) <=> (5): Replace £* by R* in the proof of Theorem 
3.5, (2) <=> (5). 
(2) => (8): The proof will be by contradiction. If there exists 
A e P(X) , A (j) such that R* (A~) ^ , then there exists 
X e A~ such that R^(x) ^ R * ( A ) " . Thus, R^(x) n (J) . 
Now, if we let W = , then W is open and R*(W) is open by 
(2). Now by Lemma 4.8(i), n W ^ (j) => x £ R*(W) . But 
X 6 A" => R*(W) n A JII (F) => by Lemma 4.8(ii), n W (t> => 
n W ^ (f> . 
A contradiction. 
(8) => (2): The proof will be by contradiction. Let B e P(Y) , 
B (p . B e T2 and R*(B) ^ T^ => there exists x e R*(B) such 
that VU € T^ , U e n^(x) , there exists x^ e U and x^ d R*(B) => 
by Lemma 4.8(i), n B = c|) => c B' . Now, select VU e T^ 
such that U e n̂ Ĉx) one such x^ by the Axiom of Choice. Let M be 
the set of all x^ thus chosen. Now, x e M~ , since VU e T2 such 
that U £ , U n M (i) . Thus, R^(x) c c c 
(u R^(x^))" £ B'" = B' . Hence, n B =<{)=> by Lemma 4.8(i), 
X i R*(B) . 
A contradication. 
Lemma 4.10: Let R : X Y . 
(i) (VB £ P(Y)) , RjRnB')^) £ B . 
(ii) (VB £ P(Y))(Vx £ X) , RJx) c B => X £ R*(B')' . 
Proof: (i) If = cl) , the statement is true, 
y £ R (R*(B')') => there exists x £ R*(B')' such that (x,y) £ R . 
If y £ B' , then x £ R^B') , a contradiction. Thus y £ B . 
(ii) Let R^(x) c B . If X £ R*(B') , then by 
Lemma 4.8(i), n B' ^̂  cj) , a contradiction. Thus, x e R*(B')' . 
Theorem 4.11: Let X and Y be topological spaces and R : X Y . 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(3) R is continuous. 
(6) R* : P(Y) P(X) is a closed mapping. 
(7) (VB £ P(Y)) , R*(B)" c R*(B") . 
Proof: We will show (6) <=> (7) and (3) <=> (7). 
(6) => (7): Replace f* by R* in the proof of Theorem 3.5, 
(6) => (7). 
(7) => (6): Let B be a closed subset of Y . 
R * ( B ) " C R * ( B " ) = R * ( B ) . Thus, R * ( B ) = R * ( B ) " . 
(3) => (7): The proof will be by contradiction. Let B e P(Y) , 
B (p . We note that P*(B) c R*(B)" . Let B be closed in Y and 
suppose there exists x e R*(B)" such that x d R*(B) . By Lemma 
4.8(i), R^Cx) n B = <f> . Thus, c B' . But B' e T^ => 
B' e ri2 => there exists z e T^ , z e n^(x) , such that 
R^(x) £ R^Cz) S B' . But z e T^ , z e n^(x) and x £ R*CB) => 
z n R*(B) ^ (¡> => hy Lemma 4.8(ii), n B (j) . A contradiction. 
(7) => (3) : Let x e X . B € T^ and B e n2 K M => K M S B . 
B £ T => B' is closed => R*(B')' ^ T^ . By Lemma 4.10(ii), 
2 
X £ R*(B')' and by Lemma 4.10(i), S B . If we let 
z = R * ( 3 ' ) ' , then z £ and R J X ) £ RJz) C B . 
Thus, we are left with three ways of defining continuous multi-
functions, which we will show essentially different. We will adopt 
the following conventions regarding these definitions: 
Let X and Y be topological spaces and R : X Y be a multi-
function. 
R is continuous iff R satisfies Definition 4.2. 
R is residually continuous iff R* : P(Y) -> P(X) is an open mapping. 
R is essentially continuous iff (VA £ P(X)) [VB e , 
R*CB) e n^CA) . 
Theorem 4.12: Let X and Y be topological spaces and R : X ^ Y . 
If R is continuous, then R is essentially continuous. 
Proof: Replace f* by R* in the proof of Theorem 3.12, (3) => (4). 
Theorem 4.13: Let X and Y be topological spaces and R : X ^ Y . 
If R is residually continuous, then R is essentially continuous. 
Proof: Let R* be an open mapping and A e P(X) . B e T^ and 
B € => R^CA) c B => A c R*[R^(A)] £ R*(B) . But 
R*(B) e T^ => R*(B) £ n^(A). Thus, by Lemma 4.6, R is essentially continuous 
The first general question about continuous multi-functions that 
we will answer is the following: Is there any class of multi-functions 
(other than functions) which are continuous in all three senses? In 
order to answer this question and at the same time to develop a 
technique for generating examples which we will use to show that the 
three definitions of continuity are independent, we will introduce 
decomposable multi-functions and examine their properties. Further, 
we will show that if a multi-function is uniformly decomposable, then 
the multi-function is continuous in all three senses. This class of 
relations includes many relations which are discussed at the Calculus 
level. 
Definition 4.14: Let R : X Y be a multi-function. We will say 
that R is a decomposable multi-function iff there exists a family 
F of functions, such that (Vf £ F) , f : X Y and R = u f . 
f£r 
Further, F is said to be a decomposition of R . 
Theorem 4.15 will show that every multi-function is decomposable. 
Thus, the name multi-function is appropriate, since a multi-function 
is "made up" of many functions. 
Theorem 4.15: If R : X Y is a multi-function, then R is 
decomposable. 
Proof: Let (x,y) e R . We will show that there exists f : X Y , 
f c R such that (x,y) e f . If we let f be the family of such 
functions, then we will have R £ u f and u f c R . Thus, F is 
feF feF 
the required decomposition of R . We will define f : X ^ Y by 
(x,y) e f and Vz e X , z x , we will select by the Axiom of 
Choice, one w e Y such that (z,w) e R , and let f : X ^ Y be given 
by f = {(z,w) : z e X , z ^ x , and w is chosen as indicated} u {(x,y)} 
We will call this function f̂ ^̂  . F = {f : (x,y) e R} is the xy xy 
required decomposition of R . 
Lemma 4.16: Let R : X Y . If F is a decomposition of R , then 
(VA € P(X)) , R^(A) = u fl J A ) = u (fJA)) . 
f£F feF 
Proof: Clearly the result is true if A = ({) . 
y e R*(A) <=> there exists a e A and (a,y) e R <=> there exists 
f e F and y e f^(A) <=> y e u (f^(A)) . 
feF 
Coronary 4.16.1: Let R ; X Y . If (Va c I) , : X Y is a 
multi-function, and R = u R^ , then (vA e P(X)} , 
ael 
R,(A) = Í u R L C A ) = u (R^JA) 
ael J ael ^ 
Proof: Proof of Lemma 4.16. 
Lemma 4.17: Let R : X Y . If F is a decomposition of R , 
then (VB e P(Y)) , R*(A) = i u fl*(A) = u (f*(A)) . 
Proof: Clearly the result is true if A = 4) or R*(A) = (p . 
X e R*(A) <=> there exists a e A such that (x,a) £ R <=> there 
A ^ A ^ T-
exists f € F and a e A such that (x,a) e f <=> there exists f e r 
such that X £ f*(A) <=> X e u (f*(A)} . 
fef 
Corollary 4.17.1: Let R : X -> Y . If (Va e I) , R^ : X Y is a 
multi-function, and R = uR^ , then (VB e PCY)} , 
OL 
R*(A) = u R*1(A) = u fR*(A) 
ael ael 
Proof: Proof of Lemma 4.17. 
Definition 4.18: Let X and Y be topological spaces and let 
R : X Y be a multi-function. We will say that R is continuously 
decomposable iff there exists a decomposition F of R such that 
(Vf e F) , f : X ^ Y and f is continuous. 
Example 4.19: (i) R : [-1,1] [-1,1] given by 
(x,y) € R <=> + y^ = 1 is continuously decomposable (in the usual 
topology on [-1,1]). 
Proof: Let f^ : [-1,1] [-1^1] be given by f^(x) = / T ^ and 
f^ [-1^1] ^^ " . F = {f^, f^} is 
a continuous decomposition of R . Further, this continuous 
decomposition is unique. 
(ii) Let R : [-1,1] R be given by (x,y) e R <=> 
X = sin y . R is continuously decomposable. 
Proof: (Vn e Z) , let f^ : [-1,1] - [(2n-l) ^ , (2n+l) be given 
by f (x) = sin~^x . Each £ is continuous, 1-1, onto (with n^ ^ n 
specified co-domain). F = : n £ Z) is a continuous decomposition 
of R . 
(iii) Let R : [-1,1] [-1,1] be given by (x,y) e R 
2 2 
<=> X + y ^ 1 . R is continuously decomposable. 
Proof: Va e (0,1] , define f^ : [-1,1] ̂  [-1,1] by 
f (x) = 
/a^-x^ , 
> a 
^ a -a 
0 , 
-/a^-x^ , X 
> a 
^ a 
and let f^(x) = 0 , for x e [-1,1] • 
indicated in Diagram 4.19(iii). 
F = {f^ : a e [-1,1]} is a 
continuous decomposition of R . 
A typical f^ (a > 0) is 
- 1 
Diagram 4.19(iii) 
(iv) Let C be the set of complex numbers with the 
usual topology, and let C^ = {z : z e C and z ̂  0} . If z e C , 
we will let e be the principal argument of z , i.e. z 
-IT ^ e ^ TT z 
(a) R : C ^ C^ given by R(z) = £n z is continuously decomposable. 
Proof: Vn 6 Z , let f^ : C^ C^ n {z : (2n-l)Tr < Im(z) ^ (2n+l)Tr} 
be given by f^(z) = ln\z\ ^ i(e^ + 2nTr) . Each f^ is 1-1 , onto 
(with specified co-domain) and R = u f^ . (To be more technical 
neZ A 
we should have gj, • ̂ o ^o ' ^^^^ = ^n ' ^n = ^n ' 
and let R = u g ). For the stated decomposition, the location of 
TieZ ^ 
an element in the co-domain of R indicates which function f^ 
(branch of R) is under consideration. 
(b) R : C -> C given by R(z) = , n e IN is continuously 
decomposable. 
A 
Proof: '̂ /z = 
1 •v 
e + 2 K 7 T 1 n z 
z cis 
I n J 
, K = 0,l,...,n-l . Let 
f . c . C n (z : < . . 
K [ n n ^ j 
n-1 
R = U £ 
K=0 ^ 
(v) Let R : [0,1] R be given by 
R = [0,1] X (0,00) u [0,1] X (-00,-1] . R is continuously decomposable 
R is given in Diagram 4.19(v). 
Diagram 4.19(v) 
Proof: Va e (0,°°) u (-«>,-1] , let f^ : [0,1] ^ R be given by 
f fx) ^ a . Clearly, F = {f^ : a e (0,«>) u (-«>>-1]} is a continuous 
decomposition of R . 
Example 4.19(v) shows continuously decomposable multi-functions 
need not preserve compactness, nor connectedness. 
Theorem 4.20: Let X and Y be topological spaces, and let 
R : X y be a multi-function. If R is continuously decomposable, 
then R is residually continuous. 
Proof: Let F be a continuous decomposition of R . R = u f and 
— ' feF 
each f : X Y is continuous. If B e T^ , then 
R * ( B ) = f U f 
[feV 
R*(A) is open. 
*(B) = u (f*(B)) . But each f*(B) is open. Thus, 
feF 
Example 21(i) will show that a continuously decomposable multi-
function need not be continuous. In view of Theorems 4.12 and 4.20, 
it will also show that neither residual continuity nor essential 
continuity imply continuity. Example 21(ii) will show that neither 
continuity nor essential continuity imply residual continuity. 
Example 4.21: (i) Let R : R R be given by 
R = (0,°°) X (0,«>) u (-«>,0) X (-00,0) u (0,0) . R is continuously 
decomposable but R is not continuous. R is given in Diagram 4.21(i) 
/ 
Proof: Va e (0,«>) , let f^ : R R be given by f^(x) = ax . 
V ^ M f and each f is continuous. Thus, R is continuously 
a a 
ae(0,«') 
decomposable. R is not continuous at {0} . = {0} . If 
B = (-1,1) , then B £ . But if z e n^(0) , R j z ) = R ^ B . 
(ii) Let R : [0,2] ^ [0,1] be given by 
R = [0,2] X {0} u {1} X (0,1] . R is continuous, essentially 
continuous, but R is not residually continuous. Further, R is not 
continuously decomposable. R is given in Diagram 4.21(ii). 
Proof: If A £ [0,1] , then 
R*(A) = {1} or R*(A) = [0,2] 
each of which is closed. 
Diagram 4.21(ii) 
Thus, by Theorem 4.11, R is continuous. If A S [0,2] , then 
= {0} , 1 A , or = [0,1] , 1 e A . Let A c [0,1]. 
If = {0} , and B € n2^*(A) , then there exists e > 0 such that 
[0,e) c B . Thus, R*(B) = [0,2] e n^CA) . If = [0,1] , and 
B € , then B = [0,1] and R*(B) = [0,2] e n^CA) . Thus, R 
is essentially continuous. Let B = (0,1) , then R*(B) = {1} which is 
not open. Thus, R is not residually continuous. By Theorem 4.20, 
R is not continuously decomposable. 
Example 4.22 will show that even if a multi-function admits a 
countable continuous decomposition, it need not be continuous. Further, 
this example will show that for a continuously decomposable multi-
function the images of the neighbourhoods of a set can become 
"arbitrarily small". This aspect of the example serves as the 
motivation for the definition of a uniformly decomposable relation. 
CO 
Example 4.22: Let R : [0,1] R be given by R = u f^ , where 
n=0 
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(1,1) 
f^(x) = 0 ; X e [0,1] • 
X € [0,1], n e ]N . 
f^(x) = X ; X e [0,1] . 
^2K-1 " K ^ "" K-1 
X € [0,1] , 
K e ]N , K > 1 . 
Each f is continuous and 
n 
f^ : [0,1] ^ R . Thus, R is 
continuously decomposable. We 
will show that R is not 
continuous. Let A = 0,- and 
= i ^ IN u {0} . 
Diagram 4.22 
We have = (f^ ^ f^)^(A) = 0,|j , 
1, 1 ^ i R . J A ) = 
R 3 J A ) = 
1 1 , 1 1 1 " 
1 ^ 2 ^ 3 ' 1 ^ 2 ^ 3 ^ 8 
. Thus, for n > 2 , we have 
1 Further, these 
sets are disjoint. We will now show that there exist G^ , open, 
2 ' 4 disjoint such that R. J A ) c G. , Vi £ IN u {0} . Let G^ = 
and Vn e ]N , let 
1 ^ 1 1 1 . 1 
G = 
n 
1 . i . i . . , . i -
^ 2 3 n (n+l)2 
^ ' ^ 2 3 n 2(n+l) 
(n+l)2 
n+2 
Clearly, R.*(A) £ G. . The G. are disjoint since 
(n+2)2 
n+3 • 
Now, let G = u G . G is open and by Corollary 4.13.1, 
n=0 " 
KW = u R . 
n=0 
(A) = u R ^(A) S G . Now, if R is continuous at 
n=0 
A , then there exists z e n(A) such that £ R^(z) £ G . If 
z € n(A) , then there exists £ > 0 such that z = [0, i+e) . Further, 
since the G^ are disjoint, and the are disjoint, we must 
have £ G^ , Vi e ]N u {0} . Now, Vi e JN , 
1 1 . 1 .. . 1 , 1 .. ^ , and 
2 3 •• i ' 2 •• i 2(i+l) (i+l)j 
if we denote the length of K^^(Z) by ^(R^^(Z)) , then 
i £(G,) <=> i <=> . < ^ , Vi . K . 
This is a contradiction that e > 0 . Thus, R is not continuous. 
In Example 4.22, the continuous decomposition of R is countable, 
but R is not continuous. The problem with the continuous decomposition 
is that the length of the image of a neighbourhood of A is made smaller 
in length by each non-constant function with larger subscript. With 
this in mind we state the following definition. 
Definition 4.23: Let X and Y be topological spaces. A multi-
function R : X ^ Y is said to be uniformly decomposable iff R is 
continuously decomposable, say R = u f , and (VA e P(X))(VB e T 
feF 
such that B e » there exists z € n^(A) such that Vf e F , 
f*(A) £ f^(z) c B) . 
Theorem 4.24: Let X and Y be topological spaces, and let R : X Y 
be a multi-function. If R is uniformly decomposable, then R is 
continuous. 
Proof: Let F be a uniform decomposition of R , and let A £ P(X) . 
B e T^ such that B e 112^*(A) => there exists z e n^^CA) such that 
Vf € F , f J A ) £ f^(z) c B . Thus, u f J A ) c u f^(z) c B . 
fef fef 
Hence, £ c B , and R is continuous. 
Corollary 4.24.1: Let X and Y be topological spaces, and let 
R : X ^ Y be a continuously decomposable multi-function. R is 
continuous iff R is uniformly decomposable. 
Proof: Let R be continuous, A e P(X) , and F be a continuous 
decomposition of R . B e T^ such that B € (A) => there exists 
z € Til (A) such that R^(A) £ R^(z) c B => u f^(A) £ u f^(z) £ B . 
^ fef fef 
But z € n^CA) => A £ z => Vf € F , f^(A) £ f^(z) . Thus, we have 
Vf £ F , f*(A) £ f^(z) £ B . Hence, R is uniformly decomposable. 
The converse follows from Theorem 4.24. 
Corollary 4.24.2 is a formal statement of the fact that uniformly 
decomposable relations are continuous in all three senses. 
Corollary 4.24.2: Let X and Y be topological spaces and R : X ->• Y, 
If R is uniformly decomposable, then R is continuous, residually 
continuous, and essentially continuous. 
Proof: Theorem 4.20, Theorem 4.13, and Theorem 4.24. 
Theorem 4.25: Let X and Y we topological spaces and R : X ^ Y 
be a multi-function. If there exists a continuous decomposition of R 
which has a finite number of functions, (a finite continuous 
decomposition), then R is uniformly decomposable. 
Proof: Let R = u f. , where each f^ : X Y is continuous, let 
— x=l ^ 
A e PCX) , and h e T such that B e n^R^CA) . 
n 
But K W S B => u f (A) c B => B e n^f• J A ) , for i = l,2,..,n 
x=l ^ ^ 
f^ continuous => there exists z^ € n^^CA) such that 
n 
f-i*CA) S £ B . Let z = n z. . z e n, (A) , and for 
^ J- -L i = l 1 i 
i = l,2,..,n , f.^(A) c f.^(z) c f. J z . ) c B . 
Thus, .{5 f (A) c {5 f (z) c B . Hence, RJA) c R (z) c B . 
1=1 1=1 1 * * y — 
In view of Corollary 4.24.2, we have 
Corollary 4.25.1: Let X and Y be topological spaces and R : X ^ Y 
If there exists a finite continuous decomposition of R , then R is 
continuous, residually continuous, and essentially continuous. 
Proof: Immediate from Corollary 4.24.2. 
We should note that Example 4.19(v) is uniformly decomposable, and 
thus continuous in all three senses. We need only observe that VA ^ (j), 
R J A ) = (0,00) u (--,-1) , and f ^ J A ) = {a} . Thus, Vz e n^CA) , 
f ^ j A ) = {a} = f ^ J z ) . Hence, if B € n/,(A) , f^JA) = f ^ J z ) c B. 
In Example 4.26, we will show that, as expected, the values of 
multi-functions which are continuous in any of the three senses are not 
determined by the values on a dense subset. 
Example 4.26: Let R : R ^ R be given by 
R = R X Q' u {(x,x) : X e Q} . R is continuous, residually continuous, 
and the function f : R - R given by f(x) = x agrees with R on Q. 
R is described in Diagram 4.26. 






real lines through 
irrational numbers 
Diagram 4.26 
Proof: To show that K is continuous, we will show that if A is 
closed, R*(A) is closed. Let A be a closed subset of R . If 
A n Q' ^ (f) , then R*(A) = R which is closed. If A n Q' = (j) , then 
A c q and R*(A) = A which is closed. Thus, R is continuous. 
If B £ T^ , then Q' n B (}) . Thus, R*(B) = R which is open. 
Hence, R is residuali/ continuous. 
As an example of the application of continuous multi-functions, 
we will show how continuous functions can be extended to continuous 
multi-functions. These extensions will, in general, be neither 
residuali/ continuous nor continuously decomposable. We will indicate 
the procedure by considering several elementary real valued functions 
in Example 4.27. 
Example 4.27: (i) Let f be a real valued rational function, say 
, where p and q are polynomials with no common factors, 
and let q have real zeros at . If we let A = . . . , 
then f : R n A' R is continuous. If we define R : R ^ R by 
R = f u A X R , then R is continuous but not continuously decomposable. 
Proof: R is continuous at each element of R n A' . Let x^ e A . 
B € => B = R . TYiUS, for each z e n^(x^) , £ £ B. 
Hence, R is continuous. R is continuously decomposable iff there is 
a continuous extension of f to R . But no such continuous extension 
exists. 
(ii) Let f(x) = - , X ^ 0 . Let R : R R be given 
by R = f u {0} X R . R is not residually continuous. If we let 
B = (0,«») , then R*(B) = [0,«>) which is not open. 
(iii) Let f : R R and suppose f is continuous 
except for a jump discontinuity at x . If we let y = lim f(x) 
^ x->xj 
y^ = £im f(x) and suppose y < y , then R = f u {x } x [y ,y ] is 
X->X¿ 1 ¿ o 1 2 
a continuous multi-function which agrees with f whenever f is 
continuous, i.e. (Vx x^) , = f^(x) . 
(iv) Let f(x) = s i n i , x ^ ^ O . R : R - í - R given by 
= f u {0} X [-1,1] is continuous and agrees with f whenever f is 
continuous. 
Theorem 4.28: Let X and Y be topological spaces, A £ x , and 
f : A Y be a continuous function. If A is an open subset of X , 
then there exists a continuous multi-function R : X -> Y such that 
Vx € A , = f^(x) . 
Proof: Let A c x , A e T^ . Define R : X Y by 
R = f u A' X Y . If X € A and B £ T^ , Be ti^R^(x) = r)^f^(x) , 
then there exists z e such that f*(x) c f^(z) c B . But 
A e T^ => there exists z^ € T^ , z^ e n^Cx) such that z^ c A . If 
we let w = z^ n z , then x e z^ n z and f*(x) c f^(w) £ f^Cz) c b . 
But R^Cw) = f^(w) . Thus, R^(x) £ R^(w) £ B . Hence, R is 
continuous at x . Now if x € A' , and B e T^ , B e n2R*(x) , then 
B = Y . Thus, Vz e n^(x) , R^(x) £ £ B . Hence, R is 
continuous at x . 
Lemma 4.29 will show that we cannot greatly weaken the hypothesis 
of Theorem 4.28. 
Lemma 4.29: Let X and Y be topological spaces, A £ X , and 
f : A X be a continuous function. If A is not open and if Vy e Y, 
there exists B e ^2(7) such that B ^ Y , then there exists x e A 
such that R = f J A' X Y is not continuous at x . 
Proof: We first note that if A is not open, then there exists 
X e A such that Vz € n^(x) , z n k' ^ . Thus, there exists x e A 
such that Vz e n^(x) , = Y . But f^(x) = {f(x)} . Now, there 
exists B € T2 , B e such that E ^ Y . However, 
Vz € n^(x) , R^iz) = Y ^ B . 
We will now prove that the composition of multi-functions continuous 
in any one of our three senses is also continuous in the same sense. 
Definition 4.30: If R^ is a relation from X to Y and is 
a relation from Y to Z , then we will define the relation R^ o 
from X to Z by (x,z) e R^ o fl^ iff there exists y e Y such that 
(x,y) e and (y,z) e R^ . 
Lemma 4.31: Let be a relation from X to Y and ^ 
relation from Y to Z . 
(i) ° ^ P * = ° • 
(ii) (R^ o R p * = R* o R* . 
Proof: Let A e P(X) , A f cf) . z e (R^ o Rp^(A) 
<=> there exists a e A such that (a,z) ^ ° 
<=> there exists y e Y such that (a,y) e R^ and 
(y,z) e R^ <=> y € and z e R^^Cy) <=> z e ' 
(iii) Let B e P(Z) , B ^ . x e (R^ <> Rj)*CB) <=> there exists 
b e B such that (x,b) ^ ° ^^^ exists y £ Y such that 
(x,y) e R^ and (y,b) e R^ <=> there exists y e Y , and x e Rj(y) 
and y c R*(B) <=> x e RJ(R*(B)) . 
Theorem 4.32: Let X, Y, Z be topological spaces and R^ : X Y , 
R : Y Z be multi-functions. 
2 
(i) If R^ and R^ are continuous, then R^ « R^ is continuous. 
(ii) If and R^ residually continuous, then R^ o is 
residually continuous. 
(iii) If R^ and R^ are essentially continuous, then R^ o R^ is 
essentially continuous. 
Proof: (i) R^ o R^ is continuous by Theorem 3.21. 
(ii) R^ o Rj is residually continuous by Lemma 4.31(ii). 
(iii) B € o R p j A ) => B e 1̂3̂ 2* [^i*(A)' 
= > £ n2Ri*(A) => RJ*(R2*CB)] e nj(A) . 
In order to establish that certain topological properties of R 
as a subset of X x Y with the product topology can be used to 
determine continuity properties of R and R ^ , we will derive some 
results concerning inverse relations. 
In this section we will adopt the following notation. If R is 
a relation from the set X to the set Y , then we will write 
R : X o^ Y . 
Def in i t ion 4.33: (i) If R : X o^ Y , then R"^ : Y X is given 
by (y,x) e R '^ iff (x,y) e R . 
(ii) If R : X Y is an onto multi-function, 
then R"^ : Y X is the multi-function given by (y,x) € R"^ iff 
(x,y) € R . 
Result 23: If R : X Y , then (R'^)* = R* and (R"^^ = R* . In 
particular these results hold when R'^ is a multi-function. 
Proof: Let A e P(X) , A (P . y e ^JA) <=> there exists a e A 
such that (y,a) £ R"^ <=> y e (R'^)nA) . If we now apply this result 
.-1 irn-1^-^]* to R'^ we have ((R'^" ] = (R"')* • 
Lemma 4.34: Let R : X Y be a multi-function. If F is a 
decomposition of R such that (Vf e F ) , f : X - > Y is 1-1 and 
onto, then = u f"^ , = u f* , and (R"^)* = u f^ . 
fef fef fef 
Proof: The proof is immediate from Definition 4.33 and Result 23. 
We will now show that if R : X Y , then the projection mappings 
on X X Y can be used to determine the functions R^ and R* . We 
will then be able to use the topological properties of the projection 
mappings to show, for example, that every open subset R of X x Y 
has property that R* and R^ are open mappings. 
Definition 4.35: Let X and Y be sets. We will define 
p^ : X X Y X and p^ : X x Y Y by p^[(x,y)) = x , and 
P2(Cx,y)) = y . 
Result 24: If X and Y are topological spaces and X x Y has the 
product topology, then p^ and ^^ continuous, open mappings. 
Proof: A standard topological result. 
Since we will be dealing with the upper and lower stars of 
projections, we note that p^, : P(X x Y) P(X) , P^* : P(X) P(X x Y) , 
P2* : P(X X Y) PCY) , and v^* : P(Y) ̂  P(X x Y) . 
Lemma 4.36: Let X and Y be sets and p^ : X x y X , 
P2 : X X Y Y . 
(i) If A £ PCX) , then p^*(A) = A x Y . 
(ii) If B e P(Y) , then P2*(B) = X x B . 
Proof: (i) Let A e P(X) , A f • w € p^*(A) <=> there exists 
a £ A and p^Cw) = a <=> there exists a £ A , y £ Y such that 
w = (a,y) <=> w £ A X Y . 
(ii) Similarly. 
Lemma 4.37: Let R : X ^ Y . 
(i) If A € P(X) , then = n R 
(ii) If B € PCY) , then R*(B) = p^Jp2*(B) n R 
V 
Proof: (i) Let A e P(X) , A cj) . y e R^ (A) <=> there exists 
a £ A such that (a,y) e R <=> there exists a e A such that 
(a,y) € R and (a,y) e p^*(A) <=> (a,y) e R n p^*(A) 
<=> y e P2*iPi*(A) n R̂  
(ii) Similarly. 
Theorem 4.38: Let X and Y be topological spaces, X x Y be the 
Cartesian product with the product topology, and R be a relation from 
X to Y . If R is an open subset of X x Y , then 
(i) K : P(Y),n2 
^ J 
is an open mapping, and 
(ii) R* : 'P(Y),n2" 'P(X),n^" 
1. J 
is an open mapping. 
Proof: Let R be open in X x Y . 
(i) VA € T^ , p^*(A) n R is open by the continuity of p^ . But 




Corollary 4.38.1: Let X and Y be topological spaces, and X x y 
be the Cartesian product with the product topology. If R : X ^ Y is 
a multi-function that is an open subset of X x Y , then R is a 
residually continuous multi-function. If, in addition, R is onto, 
then R'^ is also residually continuous. 
Proof: By Theorem 4.38, R is residually continuous. By Theorem 
4.38 and Result 23, is residually continuous. 
Example 4.39 will show that a multi-function R : X ^ Y which is 
an open subset of X x Y need not be continuous. 
Example 4.39: Let R : R ^ R be given by 
R = (-00,1) X R u [1,2] X (1,«,) u (2,c«) X R . 
{1} . R is given in Diagram 4.39. 
R is not continuous at 
Diagram 4.39 
Proof: = (I,«-) . Let B = (l,oo) . B e T2 and B e . 
But if z e , then = R ^ B . 
Although p^ and P2 are not closed mappings, p^ and P2 
preserve compactness. Using this fact we are able to prove that if X 
and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces and R is a closed subset of 
X X Y then R and R* are closed mappings. 
Theorem 4.40: Let X and Y be topological spaces, X x y be the 
Cartesian product with the product topology, and R be a relation from 
X to Y . 
(i) If X is a compact, Hausdorff space, and R is a compact 
subset of X >: Y , then R* : (RiV V. 
mapping. 
R W ^^ ^ closed 
(ii) If Y is a compact, Hausdorff space, and R is a compact sub-
set of X X Y , then : ÍP(X),r]^l ^ ÍP(Y),n2l is a closed mapping. 
< J \ . ^ 
(iii) If X and Y are compact, Hausdorff spaces, and R is a closed 
subset of X X Y , then R^ and R* are closed mappings. 
Proof: (i) If B be closed in Y , then P2*(B) is closed. 
^ V 
Thus, P2*(B) n R is compact in X x Y . Hence, p^^ ^ ^ ^^ 
V. ^ 




(iii) X, Y, compact, Hausdorff => X x Y is compact Hausdorff. 
R a closed subset of X x Y => R is compact. The result now follows 
from (i) and (ii). 
Corollary 4.40.1: Let X and Y be topological spaces, X x y be 
the Cartesian product with the product topology, and R : X Y be a 
multi-function. 
(̂ i) If X is a compact, Hausdorff space, and R is a compact 
subset of X X Y , then R is continuous. 
(ii) If R : X -> Y is onto, Y is a compact Hausdorff space, and 
R is a compact subset of X x Y , then R"^ is continuous. 
(iii) I£ X and Y are compact, Hausdorff spaces, and R is a closed 
subset of X X Y , then R is continuous. If, in addition, R is 
onto, then R"^ is also continuous. 
Proof: (i) Theorem 4.40 and Theorem 4.11. 
(ii) Theorem 4.40, Result 23, and Theorem 4.11. 
(iii) Theorem 4.40 and (i) and (ii). 
Although we proved directly in Example 4.21(ii) that 
R : [0,2] -> [0,1] given by R = [0,2] x {q} u {1} x (o,l] was 
continuous, the continuity of R follows immediately from Corollary 
4.40.1. Similarly, the relation given in Example 4.19(iii) is 
continuous. 
We will now relate the results concerning multi-functions with 
Theorem 3.13 of Chapter 3. The relationship is summarized in Theorem 
4.41. 
Theorem 4.41: Let X and Y be topological spaces and f : X Y 
be a function. We will let : Y X denote the inverse relation 
of f . Now, if f is onto, then f ^ is a multi-function. 
- 1 - 1 * (i) Let f be onto, f is continuous iff (f ) = f^ is a 
- 1 - 1 * closed mapping, f is residually continuous iff (f ) = f* is an 
open mapping. 
- 1 - 1 * (ii) f : Y ^ X is a continuous relation iff (f ) = f^ is a 
closed mapping. 
Proof: (i) Result 23, Theorem 4.11, and the definition of residual 
continuity. 
(ii) Theorem 3.13. 
ONTO 
Example 4.42: Let f . R [-1,1] be given by f(x) = sin x . 
If we let f'^ denote the inverse relation of f , then f ^ is not 
continuous but f""̂  is residually continuous. 
Proof: Let 0 < e < .01 and consider [0,€) . Let A = Q n [0,e), 
and let r , r^, ..., r,, ... be a listing of the elements of A . 1 2 K 
Vn e W , there exists a^ £ B^ = (mr-l, mr+l) such that sin a^ = r^. 
Further, the B^'s are disjoint. If we let B = {a^ : n e ]N}, then 
B is closed. But f*(B) = Q n [0,e) which is not closed. Finally, 
since f ^ is not continuous, f ^ is not uniformly decomposable. 
As shown in Example 4.19(ii), f ^ is continuously decomposable and 
thus residually continuous. Further, this shows indirectly that f^ 
is an open mapping. 
The technique indicated in Example 4.42 can be used to show that 
the inverse relation of any continuous real valued periodic function 
(with positive period) is not continuous. Similarly, the inverse 
relation of any onto continuous real valued periodic function will be 
continuously decomposable, and thus the function will be an open 
mapping. 
We will conclude this section by noting that we have five 
definitions associated with a multi-function K : X ^ Y . They are, 
(i) R is continuous, 
(ii) R is residually continuous, 
(iii) R is essentially continuous, 
(iv) R is continuously decomposable, and 
(v) R is uniformly decomposable. 
In the following diagram we will summarize the implications we have 
established between these concepts. Next to each implication we will 
list the example to show that the implication is not reversible. 
(Note: Example 4.43 follows). 
(V) 
NV Example 4.22 
(iv) Example 4.43 
(ii) 
^ ^ Example 4.21 (ii) 
Example 4.43: Let R : (0,2) (0,2) be given by 
R = (0,1) X (0,1) u (|-,2) X (|.,2) . R is an open subset of 
(0,2) X (0,2). Thus by Corollary 4.38.1, R is residually continuous. 
Now, if R were continuously decomposable, then R = u f and Vf e f , 
fef 
f : (0,2) ^ (0,2) is continuous. We will show that no such f exists. 
If f : (0,2) ^ (0,2) is continuous and f £ R , then Vx e (0,-^] , 
0 < f(x) < 1 , while Vx € [1,2) , 1 < f(x) < 2 . Thus, by the 
Intermediate Value Theorem, there is x € (0,2) such that f(x) = 1. 
A contradiction. Hence, R is not continuously decomposable. 
4.5 EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 
If X is a set and R is a reflexive relation on X , then 
Vx 6 X , (x,x) e R . Thus, a reflexive relation R on X is multi-
function from X onto X . In particular, every equivalence relation 
R on X is an onto multi-function. 
Definition 4.44: Let X be a set. An equivalence relation R on X 
is a reflexive, symmetric, and transitive relation on X . 
Definition 4.45: If R : X ^ X is an equivalence relation, then 
[x] = {y : y e X and (x,y) £ R) . 
In this section we will examine the continuity properties of 
equivalence relations. We will discuss, in particular, the following 
question. If X is a topological space, R : X X is an equivalence 
relation, and p : X X/R is the projection mapping defined by 
P(x) = [x] , then how are the continuity properties of R related to 
the topological properties of p ? 
Lemma 4.46: Let R : X o^ X . 
(i) R is reflexive iff VA e P(X) , A c R^(A) . 
(ii) R is symmetric iff VA c P(X) , R*(A) = R^(A) . 
(iii) R is transitive iff VA e P(X) , c R^(A) . 
Proof: Clearly (i), (ii) and (iii) are true if A = (¡> . 
(i) Let R be reflexive, A e P(X) , and A <}) . a e A => 
(a,a) £ R => a e R^(A) . 
Conversely, let A = {x} . {x} c R^(x) => (x,x) e R . 
(ii) Let R be symmetric, A e P(X) and A ^ , y e R^(A) <=> 
there exists a e A such that (a,y) e R <=> there exists a e A 
such that (y,a) e R <=> y e R*(A) . In particular, this shows that 
R^(A) = (j) <=> R*(A) = (f> . 
Conversely, if A = {x} , then R^(x) = R*(x) . Thus, 
KM = ^ <=> R*(x) = (p . (x,y) e R => y e R^(x) => y e R*(x) => (y,x) e R, 
(iii) R*(R*(A)) = {w : there exists z e R*(A) such that (z,w) e R}. 
Let R be transitive, A e P(X) , and A ^ , If R*(R*(A)) = (f) , 
then the statement is true, y e K*(R*(A)) => there exists z e X , 
a e A such that (a,z) e R and (z,y) e R . Hence, y £ R^(A) . 
Conversely, if A = {x } , then R^[Rjx)) £ R*(x) . Now suppose there 
exist y,z £ X such that (x,y) £ R and (y,z) e R . y £ R^(x) => 
z £ RjR*(x)] => z £ R J x ) => (x,z) £ R . 
CoroTiary 4.46.1: R : X X is an equivalence relation on X iff 
R satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 4.46. 
Proof: Clearly. 
Definition 4.47: Let R : X ^ X be an equivalence relation. We will 
say that A £ P(X) is a fundamental set (for R ) iff A = u [x^] , 
or A = (j) . 
We will first show that the fundamental sets are the elements 
left fixed by an equivalence relation. 
Lemma 4.48: Let R : X X be an equivalence relation. 
(i) A € P(X) is a fundamental set iff A = u [a] or A = (j> , 
aeA 
(ii) R,([x]) = [x] . 
(iii) K*(A) = A iff A is a fundamental set. 
(iv) If A e P(X) , A ^ (\> , then R^(A) = u [a] . 
aeA 
(V) VA £ P(X) , RJRJA)) = R^(A) . 
Proof: (i) Let A ^ be a fundamental set, say A = u [x ] . 
ael 
We first note that A s u [a] => u [x ] c u [a] . Now, 
aeA a el aeA 
y e u [a] => there exists a e A such that (y,aQ) e R . But 
aeA ° 
a e A => there exists a e I and x e X such that fa ,x o o ttQ o' a 
a-
R . 
Thus, a. e R and y e X a. . Hence, y e u [x ] = A . Id 
The converse is obvious. 
(ii) By Lemma 4.46(i), [x] c R^([x]) . But y e R,,([x]) 
=> y e [x] . 
(iii) Let R^(A) = A , A (j) . As noted, A £ u [a] . Now, 
aeA 
y ^ u [a] => there exists a ^ a such that y e [a ] => (a ,y) e R 
aeA 
=> y e R (A) => y e A . Hence, A = u [a] . Conversely, let A be 
aeA 
a fundamental set, A . 
RAA) = R, u [a] 
.aeA 
- u Rj[a]) = u [a] = A 
aeA aeA 
(iv) Let A e P(X) , A ^ . A £ u [a] => 
aeA 
R.(A) £ R, u [a] 
LaeA 
= u fa] . Now, y e u [a] => there exists 
aeA aeA 
a^ e A such that y e [a^] => (s^^yY) e R y e R*(A) . 
(v) By (ii) and (iv). 
Definition 4.49: If R : X ^ X is an equivalence relation, then we 
will let X/R = {[x] : X e X} be the quotient set of X by R , and 
let p : X X/R be the projection mapping which is given by 
P(x) = [x] . 
In Lemmas 4.50 and 4.51, we will establish some relationships 
between the mappings p^ and R^ . Further, we should note that 
p^ : PCX) ^ P(X/R) and p* : P(X/R) P(X) . 
Lemma 4.50: Let R : X X be an equivalence relation. 
(i) P(x) = R,(x) = [x] . 
(ii) If A e PCX) , then p^(A) = u {[a]} = {[a] : a £ A} . 
aeA 
In particular, if A = [a] , then p*(A) = {[a]} . 
(iii) If B € P(X/R) , say B = {[x ] : a e 1} , then p*(B) = u [x ]. 
ael " 
In particular, P*(B) is a fundamental set. 
(iv) Let A £ P(X) , A (J) . If B = {x : [x] c A} , then B = R*(A') 
Proof: (i) Immediate from the definition of p and Lemma 4.48(i). 
(ii) p^(A) = {p(a) : a £ A} = {[a] : a £ A} . 
(iii) p*(B) = {x : p(x) £ B} = {x : [x] £ B} . Now, 
[x] £ B <=> there exists « e I sucn that [x] = o 





<=> X £ U [X 1 . 
^ •• a-* 
a£l 
<=> there 
(iv) We will show that B' = R*(A') . 
B' = {y : [y] ^ A} . Now, [y] ^ A <=> there exists x £ A' such 
that (y,x) £ R <=> y £ R*(A') . 
Lemma 4.51: Let R : X X be an equivalence relation 
(i) VA 6 PCX) , RJA) = P*(P^(A)) , 
(ii) VA £ P(X) , p J K J A ) } = p J A ) , and 
(iii) VB e P(X/R) , Rjp*(B)) = p*(B) . 
lioof: (i) p^(A) = {[a] : a e A} . Thus, 
P*(P*(A)) = u [a] = RJA) . 
aeA 




u {[a]} = p^CA) 
aeA 
(iii) p*(B) is a fundamental set. Thus, R*(p*(B)) = p*(B). 
Lemma 4.51 states that Diagrams 4.51(i), 4.51(ii) and 4.51(iii) 
commute. 
p* p* p* 









Definition 4.52: Let (X,T) be a topological space and R : X X 
be an equivalence relation. We will say that we have the quotient 
topology on X/R if we define B e P(X/R) to be open iff p*(B) e T. 
We will denote the quotient space with the quotient topology by 
(X/R,Q) . 
A 
It is clear that p : (X,T) ̂  (X/R,Q) is a continuous function. 
Note 4.53: In the remainder of this chapter we will adopt the 
convention that if (X,T) is a topological space, then we will write 
(P(X),T) for the neighbourhood lattice (P(X),n) . In this way we will 
explicitly exhibit the topology in question. 
Much of the general development of equivalence relations in this 
section is loosely based on the treatment of equivalence relations 
given in Kelley [6]. In particular. Theorems 4.54, 4.62, and 4.65 
are found in Kelley [6] without the additional statements concerning 
continuous relations. However, since the basic approach to this topic 
via fundamental sets, continuous relations and the properties of 
equivalence relations as multi-functions is quite different, the proofs 
of all results are included. 
Theorem 4.54: Let (X,T) be a topological space, K : X X be an 
equivalence relation, and (X/R,Q) be the quotient set with the 
quotient topology. The following statements are equivalent. 
(I) P * : (I'CX),!) (P(X/R),Q) is an open mapping. 
(ii) R^ : (P(X),T) (P(X),r) is an open mapping. 
(iii) R : (X,T) (X,T) is residually continuous. 
(iv) If A is a closed subset of (X,T) , then {x : [x] £ A) is 
closed in (X,T) . 
Proof: We will find the following diagram useful. 
(P(X),T) — ( P ( X / R ) , Q ) 
(P(X),T) 
(i) <=> (ii). Let A e T . By Lemma 4.51(i), = P*(P^(A)) . 
If p^ is an open mapping, then € T by the continuity of p 
Conversely, if R^(A) is open, then by the definition of Q , 
P J A ) £ Q . 
(ii) <=> (iii). Clearly. 
(ii) <=> (iv). If B = {x : [x] c A} , then by Lemma 4.50(iv), 
B = R^(A')' . If R^ is an open mapping and A is closed in X , 
then B = R^(A')' is closed. Conversely, if VA closed, B is 
closed, then B' = R^(A') is open VA' e T . Thus, R^ is an open 
mapping. 
Corollary 4.54.1: Let (X,T) be a topological space, R : X ^ X be 
an equivalence relation, and (X/K,Q) be the quotient set with the 
quotient topology. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) p^ : (P(X),T) (P(X/R),Q] is a closed mapping. 
(ii) R^ : (PCX) J ] [P(X),T) is a closed mapping. 
(iii) R : (X,T) (X,T) is a continuous relation. 
(iv) If A e T , then {x : [x] £ A} e T . 
Proof: Replace open by closed in the proof of Theorem 4.54, noting 
that (ii) <=> (iii), is clearly true. 
Example 4.55: Let R : X X be the equivalence relation on X = R given 
by (x,y) e R iff x - y £ Q . The quotient topology on X/R is the 
trivial topology. Further, R is residually continuous but not 
continuous. 
Proof: Let B e P(X/R) , B ^ <t> . p*(E) = u [x^] . If p*(B) is 
ael 
open, then p*(B) must contain an interval, say (a,3) . Since p*(B) 
contains an element of Q , Q £ P*(B) . If x £ Q' , then there 
exists r e Q such that x + r e (a,3) . Thus, there exists y € p*(B) 
such that (x,y) £ R • Hence, [x] = [y] , and x £ p*(B) . Therefore, 
p*(B) = R . Further, if A is open, then p^(A) = {[a] : a £ A} . 
But since A contains an interval, we can conclude, by the argument 
already given, that p*(A) = X/R . Thus, p* is an open mapping. R 
is not continuous, since {2} is closed but p*(2) = {Q} which is 
not closed in X/R . 
Lemma 4.56: Let R : X X be an equivalence relation, and 
F = {A : A is a fundamental set} . If we define A e P(X) to be 
open iff A £ F , then (X,F) is a topological space. 
Proof: Clearly, X, (J) are fundamental sets, and F is closed 
under arbitrary unions. Let A^, A2 e F , say A^ = u [x^] , 
aelj 
A^ = u [Xg] . A^ n A2 = u [x^] n u [x^] = u f u ([x^] n [xj) 
3el2 aelx 3€l2 aelj 
But two equivalence classes are either disjoint or equal. Thus, A^ n A2 
is either (p or the union of equivalence classes. In either case, 
A^ n A^ e F . 
Definition 4.57: Let R : X X be an equivalence relation, and 
F = {A : A is a fundamental set} . F is called the fundamental 
topology on X . We will use (X,F) to denote this topological space. 
Theorem 4.58: Let (X,T) be a topological space and R : X X be 
an equivalence relation. R : (X,F)^ (X,T) is residually continuous 
and continuous. 
Proof: Let A e T . R*(A) = R^(A) = u [a] e F . Thus, R is 
aeA 
residually continuous. Let A e P(X) , and B € T such that 
B e n^R^CA) . We must show that there exists z £ n̂ ĈA) such that 
R (A) c R (z) S B . We first note that R*(A) c B => u [a] c B . 
* * a€A 
Let z = u [a] . A c z, z £ F and RJA) = R^(z) = z c B . Thus, 
a£A 
R is continuous. 
It is clear that if R : X ^ X is an equivalence relation, then 
the quotient topology on X/R induced by F is the discrete topology 
(by Lemma 4.50(iii)}. Thus, in this case, both P^ and R^ are open 
and closed mappings (by Theorem 4.54 and Corollary 4.54.1). 
Theorem 4.59 will show that the fundamental topology is one of 
the building blocks of the quotient topology. 
Theorem 4.59: Let (X,T) be a topological space, K : X X be an 
A 
equivalence relation, and (X/R,Q) be the quotient set with the 
quotient topology. Further, we will let TnF be the topology formed 
by intersecting the original topology T with the fundamental topology 
F . 
(i) B e Q iff p*(B) e T n F . 
(ii) R : (X,T) (X,TnF) is continuous and residually continuous. 
(iii) p^ : (P(X),TnF) [P(X/R),Q) is a continuous and open mapping. 
Proof: (i) B e Q => p*(B) € T n F . Conversely, p*(B) e T n F 
A 
=> B € Q . 
(ii) Let B 6 r n F . If B e n2K*(A) , then R^(A) £ b . 
But A c u [a] = R^(A) C B . Thus, B e n^(A) . Further, R^(B) = B. 
aeA 
Hence, R*(A) £ R*(B) = B . Therefore, R is continuous. Further, 
R^(B) = B € T . Thus, R is residually continuous. 
(iii) By (i) p* is continuous. If A e T n F , then 
A 
P*(P*(A)) = K W = A • ^^^ A £ T => p^(A) € Q . 
We will now examine the relationship between the properties of R 
and the Hausdorff property of X/R . 
In this section we will adopt the standard notation used when 
dealing with Hausdorff spaces, and write U to mean U^ e n(x) . 
Lemma 4.60: Let (X,T) be a topological space, and R : X X be an 
equivalence relation. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) R is a closed subset of X x X . 
(ii) If (x,y) i R , then there exist U , Ü e T such that X y 
(Va € ü )(Vb e U ), (a,b) d R . / 
(iii) If (x,y) ̂  R , then there exist U , U e T such that 
^ y 
V[a] € X/R , either [a] n U = <j) or [a] n Ü = (j) . X y 
Proof: (i) <=> (ii). Suppose R is closed. (x,y) R => (x,y) e R' 
=> there exists w^^ open in X x x such that (x,y) e w^^ and 
w c R' . But w = U X U , where x e U e T , y e U e T . xy - xy X y x y 
Further, ü^ x U^ c R' . Thus, (Va e U )(Vb € Ü ) , (a,b) e R' . X y \ y 
Hence, (Va € UJ (b e UJ , (a,b) i R . 
Conversely, suppose (ii). If (x,y) e R» , then (x,y) i R . Thus, 
there exists w = Ü x U c R' . Hence, RV is open, xy X y 
(ii) => (iii). Suppose (ii). Let (x,y) e R' . Suppose 
there exists [a] e X/R such that for the Ü^, U^ given by (ii), 
[a] n Ü (j) . Thus, there exists w e U^ such that (a,w) e R . 
Now if [a] n U^ ̂  (p , then there exists t e U^ such that (a,t) e R. 
Hence, (w,t) € R for w e ü^, t e U^ . This is a contradication of 
(ii). Thus, [a] n ü^ = (1) . 
(iii) => (ii). Let (x,y) i R and U^ and U^ be as given 
in (iii). If a € U^ , then [a] n U^ ̂  cf) . Thus, [a] n U^ = cj) . 
Hence, Vb e ü^ , (a,b) ¿ R . 
Lemma 4.61: Let (X,T) be a topological space and R : X ̂  X be an 
equivalence relation. R is open in X x X iff V(x,y) e R , there 
exist U^, U^ € T such that x e U^, y e U^ and (Va e U^) (Vb e Ü^) , 
(a,b) £ R . 
Proof: Clearly from the definition of R open in X x x and the 
product topology. 
Theorem 4.62: Let (X,T) be a topological space and R : X X be 
an equivalence relation. 
A 
(i) If (X/R,Q) is a Hausdorff space, then R is closed in the 
product space X x X . 
(ii) If p^ : (P(X),Tl ^ (P(X/R),Q) is an open mapping, and R is 
closed in X x X , then X/R is a Hausdorff space. 
(iii) If R is residually continuous and R is closed in X x x , 
then X/R is a Hausdorff space. 
A 
Proof: (i) Suppose (X/R,Q) is a Hausdorff space. 
(x,y) if R => p(x) p(y) => there exist e Q 
such that [x] e U^^^ , [y] e Uj-̂ j and n Uj.̂ ^ = <1> . Now, 
€ T , and P*("[y]) ^ • We will show that Va e P*(^[x]) ' 
Vb 6 i R . Suppose there exists a e and 
b e ^^^^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ " 
e tir' n Ur . But this is a contradiction. Thus, by Lemma 4.60(ii), 
[x] [y] 
R is closed. 
(ii) Suppose p* is an open mapping and R is closed in 
X X X . If [x] ^ [y] , then (x,y) ^ R . Thus, by Lemma 4.60(ii), 
there exist U , U e T such that (Va £ ti J (Vb e U ) , (a,b) ^ R . 
X y y 
We first note that [x] € p j U ^ ) , [y] £ p J U ^ ) and that 
e Q since p* is an open mapping. Further, if 
w € p^(U ) n p^(a ) , then w = [a] , for ^ ^^ > w = [3] , for 
X y 
3 e a . Thus, (a,3) e R . But this is a contradiction of our choice 
^ A 
of U , U . Hence, n p*(ii ) = <\> > and (X/K,Q) is Hausdorff. 
X y X / 
(iii) The proof follows from (ii) and Theorem 4.54. 
Theorem 4.62 does not contain enough information for us to 
determine why the quotient space does or does not inherit the Hausdorff 
property. We will show in Theorem 4.63 that if X/R is Hausdorff, 
then the original topology on X must also have a separation 
property for equivalence classes. 
Theorem 4.63: Let (X,T) be a topological space and R : X ^ X be 
an equivalence relation. 
(i) If (X/R,Q) is a Hausdorff space, then Vx, y e X such that 
[x] [y] , there exist U , U e T such that [x] c U , [y] c U X y X y 
and U n U = <b . 
X y ^ 
(ii) If R is continuous and Vx, y e X such that [x] ^ [y] , there 
exist U , U e T such that [x] c U , [y] £ U and U n U = (j) , X y X y X y 
then (X/R,Q) is Hausdorff. 
A 
Proof: (i) Suppose (X/R,Q) is Hausdorff and [x] ¡̂  [y] . There 
exist U^^j € Q such that U^^^ n tij-̂ ^ = (¡> . Now, 
[x] € => p*([x]) = [x] c . Similarly, [y] c • 
Further, ^ T and P*("|-y]) ^ ^ • Finally, n 
p n U j y j ) = n li^y^) = = ^ . 
(ii) If [x] ^ [y] , then there exist ti^, ^ such 
that [x] c U^, [y] £ Uy and U^ n U^ = cj) . Let B = {b : [b] £ U^} , 
and C = {c : [c] £ U^} . By Corollary 4.54.1, B £ T and C € T . 
We will now show that B = u [b] . If b e B , then b e u [b] . 
beB beB 
Conversely, if t e u [b] , then t e [b^] , for b^ e B . Thus, 
beB 
[t] = [b^] . Hence, [t] £ U^ and t e B . Further, B £ U^ , C £ U^ 
Thus, B n C = (|) . By Lemmas 4.48(iii) and 4.51(i), 
K W = B = P*(P*(B)) , and = C = p*(pjc)) . But B, C € T => 
P*(B) e Q , p^(C) e Q . Now {x} c B => p^(x) = {[x]} c p^(B) => 
[x] e p^(B) . Similarly, [y] c p^(c) . We will now show that 
P*CB) n p^(C) = <}) . Suppose there exists w e P*(B) n p*(C) . 
w = [b] for b e B and w = [c] for c e C . [b] = [c] and 
[b] c B n C . A contradiction. Thus, (X/R,Q) is Hausdorff. 
Corollary 4.63.1: Let (X,T) be a topological space and R : X X 
be an equivalence relation. If R is continuous and Vx, y € X such 
that [x] ̂  [y] , there exist U , U e T such that [x] £ a , 
[y] £ U , a-nd U n U = (j) , then R is closed in X x x . y X y 
Proof: By Theorem 4.63(ii) and Theorem 4.62(i). 
It follows from Theorem 4.40 that if X is compact, Hausdorff, 
and R is closed in X x x , then R is continuous. We will now 
show that for equivalence relations, the Hausdorff property is not 
needed. 
Theorem 4.64: Let (X,T) be a compact topological space and 
R : X X be an equivalence relation. If R is closed in X x x , 
then R is continuous. 
Proof: Let A be closed in X . To show that is closed, 
we will show that R*(A)' is open. R^(A) = u [a] => = n [a]' . 
aeA aeA 
X e R*(A)' yfa e A , (x,a) R => by Lemma 4.60(ii), there exist 
U^ , U e T such that x e U^ , a e U and Va e U^ , V3 e U X a X « 
(a, 3) ̂  R . In particular, this shows that [a] = U^ . Now, A 
compact and A £ u U => there exists a finite number of sets U^ , 
aeA ^ 
i = 1,2,...,n ; such that A c u a . Let U^^ be the corresponding 
i=l ^i 
neighbourhoods of x , and let U = n U i . Clearly, x e U . We 
i=l ^ 
will now show that U c . Let y e U and suppose there exists 
a € A such that (y,a ) e R . Now, a e U for some k , 
o ^̂  ' o^ o aĵ  ' 
1 ^ k ^ n ; and U c U^^ . Thus, (y,a ) ^ R . A contradiction. 
^ o 
Hence, Vy € U , Va e A , (y,a) i R . Thus, y e ' , and 
is open. 
We will now show how fundamental sets and continuous relations 
are related to upper semi-continuous decompositions of a topological 
space. 
Definition 4.65: Let (X,T) be a topological space and R : X X 
be an equivalence relation. X/R is said to be an upper semi-continuous 
decomposition of X iff (V[x] e X/R) (VU e T such that [x] c U , 
there exists 1/ e T n F such that [x] £ 1/ c U). 
Theorem 4.66: Let (X,T) be a topological space, and R : X X 
be an equivalence relation. X/R is an upper semi-continuous 
decomposition of X iff R is continuous. 
Proof: Suppose X/R is upper semi-continuous. Let x e X , U e T 
such that U e nR*(x) . We must show there exists z e r)(x) such 
that R^(x) c R^(z) c U . U € nR*(x) => R*(x) = [x] c U . Thus, there 
exists 1/ e T n F such that x e [x] £ (/ c U . If we let z = 1/ , 
then 1/ e n(x) and R^(x) = [x] £ R*(l/) = 1/ £ U . Conversely, suppose 
R is continuous. Let [x] e X/R and let [x] £ U e T . 
B = {b : [b] £ U} is open by Corollary 4.54.1. Further, B e F as 
shown in the proof of Theorem 4.63(ii). Thus, [x] £ B £ U . 
Example 4.67: Let (X,T) be a topological space, and A, B be 
closed subsets of X such that A n B = (|) . Define the equivalence 
relation R : X ^ X by R = (A x A) u (B x B) u {{x} x {x} : x £ (Au B)' 
Clearly, R is reflexive and symmetric. The transitivity follows by 
c o n s i d e r i n g ca se s . We note, f u r t h e r , that i f a € A , then = A, 
and i f b e B , then = B. Thus, i f y e A u B , = A o r B 
( i ) X/R i s upper semi -cont inuous . 
( i i ) I f X i s Hausdor f f , then R i s c l o sed i n X x x . 
P roo f : ( i ) Let c be c l o sed i n X . c = (c n (A u B)) u 
(c n (A u B ) ' ) . I f c n (A u B) = (P, then R^(c) = c . I f c n A = ( j ) 
and c n B (j) , then = B u (c n (A u B)) = B u c . I f 
c n A c n B = ( } ) , then = A u c . F i n a l l y , i f 
c n A fi (f) and c n B ^ (¡> , then = A u B u c . But each o f 
these s e t s i s c l o sed . Thus R is cont inuous. By Theorem 4.66, X/R 
i s upper semi -cont inuous . 
( i i ) We note that (ii x (/) n X x y = (U n X) x (1/ n Y) . 
Let X be Hausdor f f and l e t y e X x x such that VU^ , U^ n R ^ (t> . 
We w i l l show that y e R . Let y = ^^^ I®^ ^y^ ^^^ ^y 
be neighbourhoods o f y and y^ i n X . U x U i s a ne ighbour -
1 ^ Yl 72 
hood o f y i n X X X . Thus, VU, , U^ ,U xU n R (P . Now, 
yi yi >"1 yi 
e i t h e r ( i ) (i x U n (A x A) (|) , ( i i ) U x U^ n (B x b) (t> , 
y\ yi y\ yi 
or ( i i i ) u X u n c ji (¡> , Suppose ( i ) . U x U n (A x A) <f> => 
X l ^2 
fU n aV X fU n a1 (i) => y, e A' = A and y € A " = A . Thus, 
I X l J I ^2 i ^ ^ 
y e A X A c R . S i m i l a r l y , ( i i ) f o l l ows . F i n a l l y , suppose VU^^, U^^, 
U X U n c (p . There e x i s t s x e (A u B ) ' such tha t 
yi yi 
rx x W a X u => X e U n U . But i f y, y-. , there e x i s t 
^ 71 72 >"1 ^ ^ 
U U such that U n U = (j) . But t h i s i s a c on t r ad i c t i on . 
71 > 72 y i yi 
Thus, 7^ = 72 • We w i l l c a l l t h i s common va lue w . Now, VU^ , 
U X U n c (t> => U n r A u B ) ' ? i ( | ) . We w i l l now show that i f 
W W ^ w 
A 
y = (w,w) ^ c , then VU^ , U^ n (A u B) (|) . I f there e x i s t s U^ 
A A 
such that U n (A u B) = cj) , then U g (A u B) ' . Thus, we (A u B) ' 
w w 
and y = (w,w) e c . This is a contradiction. Now, Vtî  , 
tî  n (A u B) ({) => w e (A u B)' = A" u B" = A u B => w € A or w e B 
=> y = (w,w) e R . Hence, R is closed. 
We will next consider the equivalence relation induced, in the 
sense of Definition 4.68, by a function. 
Definition 4.68: If f : X Y is a function, then we will define 
the equivalence relation induced by f , denoted R , by K : X X 
and (x^,x2) e R iff f(x^) = f(x2) • 
Lemma 4.69: Let f : X ^ Y be a function and R : X X be the 
induced equivalence relation. 
(i) VA 6 P(X) , RJA) = f*[fJA)) . 
(ii) VA £ P(X) , fjR^(A)) = f^(A) . 
(iii) VB £ P(Y) , Rjf*(B)) = f*(B) . 
In particular, f*([a]) = f^Ca) 
In particular, f*(B) is a 
fundamental set. 
(iv) VA e P(X) , P*(P*(A)) = f*(f,(A)) . 
Proof: (i) X e R»CA) <=> there exists a e A such that 
(x,a) e R <=> there exists a e A such that f(x) = f(a) <=> f(x) € 
£,(A) <=> x £ f*(f,(A)) . 
(ii) A c R J A ) = f*(f*(A)) => f*(A) c f JR^(A)) c 
£ . Thus, fJA) = fjR,(A)) . 
(iii) If we let A = f*(B) in (i), then we have 
f*(B) c K j f * ( B ) ) = f*(fJf*CB))) £ f*(B) . Thus, f*(B) = Rjf*(B)) . 
(iv) By Lemma 4.51(i), = P*(P*(A)) . Thus, the 
result follows from (i). 
Lemma 4.69 states that Diagrams 4.69(i), 4.69(ii), and 4.69(iii) 
commute. 
P(X) P(Y) 





P(X) < P(Y) 
P(X) 
Diagram 4.69(iii) 
We will now examine what relationship, if any, exists between the 
continuity of f and the continuity of R^ , the equivalence relation 
induced by f . We first note that if (X,Tp and (YiT^) are 
topological spaces and f : X Y is a one to one function, then 
R : (X,T^) (X,T^) is the identity function. Thus, R is continuous 
and residually continuous, independently of the continuity of f . 
Example 4.70 will show that there is no simple relationship 
between the continuity of f and the continuity of R . 
Example 4.70: Let R be given the usual topology. 
f 1 
— X e 0' 
(i) Let f : R R be given by fCx) = j x ' . 
-X , X e Q 
f is one to one and onto. The graph of f is described in Diagram 
4.70(i). 
f is discontinuous at each 
real number, but R : R R 
is the identity function 




























(ii) (a) Let £ : [-1,1] [0,1] be given by f(x) = /l-x^ . f is 
a continuous onto mapping. 
f (x) = f (y) <=> / T ^ = / T ^ <=> 1 . x^ = 1 - y^ <=> x^ = y^ . 
Thus, : [-1,1] [-1,1] is given by = f^ u £2 , where 
£^Cx) = |x| and " ' graphs o£ £ and R^ are given 
in Diagram 4.70(ii)(a). 
Graph o£ £ Graph o£ R^ 
Diagram 4.70(ii)(a) 
£ is continuous. R^ is continuous since uni£ormly decomposable. 
(b) Let g : R R be given by 
£(x) , g i s continuous. 
g(x) = 
> 1 . 
R = R_u(-«>,1] X ([1,00) u (-°°,-l]) u [1,-) X ([1,00) u (-«>,-1]) g f 
will show that R is continuous but not residually continuous s 
The graphs o£ g and R are given in Diagram 4.70(ii)(b). 
o 
We 
Graph o£ g 
Graph o£ R 
Diagram 4.70(ii)(b) 
g 
Proof: If x^ ^ -1 or x^ ^ 1 and x^ ^ -1 or x^ ^ 1 , then 
g(x^) = gCx^) . Thus, the graph of R is as indicated in Diagram 
4.70(ii)(b). We will first show that R is continuous. Clearly R 
g g 
is continuous on (-1,1). To show the continuity of R at x = 1, 
g 
we note that R (1) = [l,«») u (-«>,-1] . If B e nR , then there 
o g 
exist € > 0 , 6 > 0 such that B = (l-€,«>) u (-«>,-1+6) . Let 
T = min{€,6} . If z = (1-T,1+T) , then R ^(z) c B . If |x| > 1 , 
and 0 < T < |x-ll , then z = (X-T,X+T) has the property that 
R *(z)sR *(x) . Thus, R is continuous. To show that ^ is not g S S g 
residually continuous, let B = (2,3) . R*(B) = [-«>,-1] u [1,«>) which 
is not open. 
(iii) Let f : R R be given by f(x) = sin x . f is continuous, 
sin X = sin y <=> x = y + 2kTr , k e z , or x = (w-y) + 2kTT , k € z . 
R is residually continuous but not continuous. The graphs of f and 
R are given in Diagram 4.70(iii). 
Graph of f Graph of R 
Diagram 4.70(iii) 
Proof: K is residually continuous since R is continuously 
decomposable. To see that R is not continuous at the origin, we 
let G = U 
n=-«> 
1 mr - — , niT + — n n u . G € riR*(0) , but no 
(iv) Let f : R R be given by f(x) = (x̂  - 1)^ 
z € n̂ ĈO) satisfies, R*(z) £ G . 
o 9 
f is 
continuous and f is not one to one. R is continuous and residually 
continuous. The graphs of f and R are given in Diagram 4.70(iv). 
Graph of f 
Diagram 4.70(iv) 
Graph of R 
Proof: f(x) = f(y) <=> (x̂  - 1)^ = (ŷ  - 1)^ <=> - 1 
2 2 2 2 2 <=> x^ - 1 = y - 1 or x2 - 1 = 1 - y^ <=> X = y or x + y = 2 
/>j 
R is continuous and residually continuous since R can be written 
as a finite union of continuous functions. 1, x > 0 
0, X = 0 . 
-1, x < 0 (v) Let f : R R be given by fCx) 
f is not continuous at x = 0 . R is residually continuous but not 
continuous. R = (0,0) u (-«>,-1) x (--,-1) u (1,«>) x (1,«>) . The 
graphs of f and R are given in Diagram 4.70(v). 
Graph of f Graph of R 
Diagram 4.70(v) 
Proof: See Example 4.21(i). 
The difficulty in relating the continuity of f to the continuity 
of R is that for f to be continuous, the topology on X need only 
be compatible with the topology on Y but need not be determined by 
it; whereas the continuity of R is dependent on the topology on X 
alone. Theorem 4.71 will show that if X has the quotient topology 
determined by f (the smallest topology for which f is continuous), 
then R will be both continuous and residually continuous. 
Theorem 4.71: Let ^ topological space and f : X Y be 
a function. If T^ is the quotient topology on X determined by f 
(that is,. ¡A € T^ iff A = f*(W) for W e T^), then R : (X,Tp (X,Tp 
is continuous and residually continuous. 
Proof: If B € Tj and B € n^ , then ^^(A) c B and 
B = f * m for W e T^ . But A £ RJA) £ f*(W) => R J A ) c R^(f*(W)) 
= f*(W) = B . Thus R^(A) c R^(B) = B and B e nj(A) . Hence, R is 
continuous. 
If B e T^ , then B = f*(W) for W £ T^ . Thus, 
= = f*(W) = B . Hence, e T^ and R is 
residually continuous. 
Corollary 4.71.1: Let ^ topological space, and f : X Y 
be a function. If T^ is the quotient topology on X , then 
P * : ^ ( P ( X / R ) , Q ) is both an open mapping and a closed 
mapping. 
Proof: Theorem 4.54 and Corollary 4.54.1. 
We will now examine additional conditions on a continuous function 
rs/ 
f which will ensure the continuity of R . 
Theorem 4.72: Let (X,Tj) and (YjT^) be topological spaces, 
f : X Y be a function, and R be the equivalence relation induced 
by f . 
(i) If f is a continuous open mapping, then R is residually 
continuous. 
(ii) If f is a continuous closed mapping, then R is continuous. 
Proof: (i) A £ T^ => f^(A) £ T^ => f*(f*(A)) £ T^ . But 
= f*(f*(A)) . Thus, R is residually continuous. 
(ii) Similarly. 
Corollary 4.72.1: Let (X,Tp and (Y,T2) be topological spaces, 
£ : X Y be a function, and R be the equivalence relation induced 
by f . 
(i) If f is a continuous open mapping, then p̂  : (P(X) ,T J 
(P(X/R),Q) is an open mapping. 
(ii) If f is a continuous closed mapping, then p^ : (P(X),T^} 
(PCX/R),Q ) is a closed mapping. 
Proof: Theorem 4.54 and Corollary 4.54.1. 
Lemma 4.73: Let f : X ^ Y and R be the equivalence relation 
induced by f . If (Y,T) is a topological space, then 
(P(Y),T) is continuous. 
Proof: f*(B) = R^(f*CB)) e F by Lemma 4.48(iii). 
We should note that if f is one to one then F is the discrete 
topology on X . 
Theorem 4.74 indicates the important role played by the 
fundamental topology F . 
Theorem 4.74: Let (X,T^) and (Y,!^) be topological spaces, 
f : X Y be a function, and R be the equivalence relation induced 
by f . f : (X,T^) ^ (yJ2^ ^^ continuous iff f : (X,T^nF) (Y,T2) 
is continuous. 
Proof: Let f : (X,T^) be continuous, and let B e T^ . 
f*(B) = R*(f*(B)) e T^ by the continuity of f . 
f*(B) = R*(f*(B)) e F by Lemma 4.48(iii). Thus, f : (X,T^nF) (Y,!^) 
is continuous. 
Conversely, let f : (X,T^nF) ^ (yJ2^ b® continuous, and let B € T^ . 
f*(B) £ T^ n F => f*(B) e T^ => f : (X,Tp ^ (^»T^) is continuous. 
We will now examine the relationship that exists between the 
continuity of a function f : X ^ Y and the properties of the function 
g : X/R ^ Y given by g([x3) = f(x) . 
Lerrma 4.75: Let f be a function, f : X ̂  Y , and K be the 
equivalence relation induced by f . If we define g : X/R Y by 
g(Cx]) = f(x) , then f = g o p and g is one to one. 
Proof: We note that g is a 1-1 function since 
Cx] = Cy] <=> f(x) = f(y) <=> g([x]) = g([y]) . Now, let x e X . 
(g ° p)(x) = g(p(x)) = g([x]) = f(x) . Thus, f = g o p . 
Lemma 4.76: Let f be a function, f : X Y , R be the 
equivalence relation induced by f and g : X/R Y be given by 
g([x]) = f(x) . 
(i) f^ = g^ ° p* and f* = p* o g* . 
(ii) P* = g* ° f* . 
(iii) g* = p^ ° f* . 
(iv) g* = f* ° P* . 
(v) p* = f* o g^ . 
Proof: (i) Follows from Result 14. 
We note that since g is 1-1 and p is onto, we have, by Results 2 
and 3, VA £ P(X/R) , g*(g*(A)) = A and p*(p*(A)) = A . 
(ii) Let A 6 P(X) . f^(A) = gJp*(A)) => g*(f^(A)) = pJA) 
(iii) Let B e P(Y) . f*CB) = P*(g*(B)) => pJf*(B)) = g*(B) 
(iv) Apply (i) to A = p*(B) and we have 
f*(p*(B)) = g*[pJP*CB)}] = g*(B) . 
(v) Apply (i) to B = g*(A) and we have 
£*(g*(A)) = P*(g*(gJA))] = p*(A) . 






Theorem 4.77: Let (X,T^) and (Y,!^) be topological spaces, 
f : X ^ Y be a function, R be the equivalence relation induced by 
f , and g : X/R Y be given by g([x]) = f(x) . We will list the 




(i) f is continuous iff g is continuous. 
(ii) If f is closed, then g* is continuous. 
Proof: (i) By Lemma 4.76, we have VB e P(Y) , f*(B) = p*(g*(B)) 
Let f be continuous, and B e T^ . 
f*(B) € T^ => p*(g*(B)) £ T^ => g*(B) £ Q . 
Conversely, let g be continuous and B £ T^ . 
g*(B) £ Q => p*(g*(B)) £ T^ => f*(B) £ T^ => f is continuous. 
(ii) By Theorem 3.34 we must show that 
g^ : (P(X/R),Q) [P(Y),r ) is a closed mapping. By Lemma 4.76(iv), 
~ A 
g^ = o p* . Let B be closed in (X/R,Q) . B closed in 
Q => p*(B) is closed in (X,T^) => f*(p*(B)} is closed in (Y,!^) • 
Thus, g^ is a closed mapping. 
Corollary 4.77.1: Let (X,T^) and (yJ2) be topological spaces, 
f : X Y be a function, R be the equivalence relation induced by 
f and g : X/R Y be given by g([x]) = £(x) . 
(i) If f^ : (P(X),T^) (PCY),!^} is a continuous, closed mapping 
of PCX) onto P(Y), then g is a homeomorphism. 
(ii) If f^ : (P(X),T^) (PCY),!^) is a continuous, open mapping 
of P(X) onto P(Y), then g is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: (i) If f is onto, then g is 1-1 and onto. By Theorem 
4.77(i), g is continuous. By Theorem 4.77(ii) g^ is a closed 
- 1 * - 1 * 
mapping. But g* = Cg ) • Thus, (g ) is a closed mapping. By 
Theorem 3.18 g ^ is continuous. 
A 
(ii) By Theorem 4.77(i), g^ is continuous. If B e Q , 
then f^(p*(B)) e T^ . Thus, g^ is an open mapping. But g^ = 
Hence, g ^ is continuous by Theorem 3.18. 
We will now examine the converse of Theorem 4.77. 
Theorem 4.78: Let (X,T^) and (Y,!^) be topological spaces, 
f : X Y be a function, R be the equivalence relation induced by 
f , and g : X/R ^ Y be given by g(Cx]) = f(x) . 
(i) If g ^ : ( P ( X / R ) , Q ) ( P C Y ) , ! ^ } is a continuous closed mapping, 
and R : ( X , T ^ ) ( X , T ^ ) is continuous, then f^ : ( P ( X ) , T ^ ) ^ 
(PCY),!^} is a continuous closed mapping. 
(ii) If g^ : ( P ( X / R ) , Q ) [PCY),!^] is a continuous open mapping, 
and R : ( X , T ^ ) ( X , T ^ ) is residually continuous, then 
f* : (P(X),T^) ^ (P(Y),T2) is a continuous open mapping. 
Proof: (i) We need only show by Theorem 4.77, that if g^ is a 
closed mapping and R is continuous, then f^ is a closed mapping. 
We note that by Corollary 4.54.1, p^ is a closed mapping. Let A 
be closed in (X,Tp . f^(A) = g*(p*(A)) is closed in (Y,!^) . 
(ii) By Theorem 4.54, p^ is an open mapping. Let A e T^, 
f*(A) = gJp,(A)) £ T^ . 
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